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Abstract
Coastal regions around the world are experiencing increased vulnerability from natural
and manmade disasters. It is anticipated that coastal flood risk will increase due to the
effects of climate change, and sea level rise (SLR) in particular. A dynamic, physics-
based, framework to compute coastal flood inundation maps under various climate change
scenarios was developed. The novel modeling system includes not only SLR, but considers
future projections of shoreline evolution and primary dune morphology, upland migration
of intertidal marsh, and land use land cover change. A present day hurricane storm surge
model was generated for the Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida panhandle coasts. The
model was shown to agree with measured data for astronomic tides and hurricane storm
surge (Hurricanes Ivan, Dennis, Katrina, and Isaac) for present day conditions. The present
day model was then modified to portray the potential outlook of the coastal landscape
under climate change scenarios coupled to SLR scenarios. Shoreline profiles were modified
(including the primary dune) and intertidal regions were permitted to migrate upland
considering coastal infrastructure from impending migration. Bottom friction and hurricane
wind reduction parameters were altered as informed from land use land cover projections.
The various model configurations representing the future coastal landscape were forced
by a suite of historical and synthetic tropical cyclones and flood maximum flood depths
and inundation extents are computed. The collection of results allow the development of
flood risk maps for varying scenarios of SLR and highlight the vulnerability of the coast to




Coastal regions are dynamic systems and contain complex interactions across a variety
of spatial and temporal scales. Changes to the local or global climate can have a substan-
tial impact on the coastal landscape and local and regional hydrodynamic processes. A
consequence of a warming climate is sea level rise (SLR), which is principally caused by ice
sheet loss and the thermal expansion of the ocean (Parris et al., 2012). Global mean sea
levels have been rising over the last century with some estimates of 1.7 ± 0.3 mm/yr from
long-term tide gage records (Church and White, 2006; Holgate, 2007) and 3.3 ± 0.4 mm/yr
using contemporary satellite remote sensing technology (Ablain et al., 2009; Nicholls and
Cazenave, 2010). An increase in mean sea level, especially under high rates of rise, put
low-lying regions, such as the northern Gulf of Mexico (NGOM), at risk with the potential
to increase the magnitude and frequency of coastal flooding. Additionally, regions that
experience storm surge from tropical cyclones further increases the risk of coastal commu-
nities. While recent studies also suggest the intensity of tropical cyclones may increase in a
warming climate, the magnitude of increase is still uncertain due to a limited data record
(Webster et al., 2005; Knutson et al., 2010). Therefore, this dissertation does not address a
change in hurricane climate and its impact on coastal flooding. Instead, focus is placed on
the need to better understand coastal flooding from hurricane storm surge under plausible
future climate change and SLR scenarios.
The future of the NGOM coastal system relies in part on enhanced information re-
garding flood risk for present conditions and under climate change scenarios, and SLR
in particular. The Ecological Effects of Sea Level Rise in the Northern Gulf of Mexico
(NGOM) is a multi-year interdisciplinary National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) funded study aimed to examine the biophysical response of the NGOM to
future SLR scenarios. The NGOM coast boasts a wide array of coastal features including
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rivers, inlet and bay systems, vast expanses of intertidal salt marsh and built infrastructure.
Due to the complexity of the NGOM coastal system and its unique geographical setting,
it is likely that flood risk from hurricane storm surge will increase under climate change
conditions.
1.1 Hypothesis and research objectives
This dissertation seeks to test the following hypothesis:
The response of hurricane-induced coastal flooding (water surface elevation) under sea level
rise is nonlinear and is a function of the local and regional conditions (e.g., bathymetry,
topography, shoreline configuration, land use land cover).
In addition to and in support of testing this hypothesis, two scientific research questions
will also be addressed:
1. What are the major influencing factors, if any, that contribute to the nonlinearities
of hurricane storm surge under sea level rise and how should nonlinear be quantified?
2. How will climate change and SLR in particular, alter present day coastal inundation
patterns?
This research ultimately contributes to a more holistic understanding of coastal flood-
plain inundation along the NGOM during hurricane events under present conditions and
climate change scenarios, and SLR in particular. The results and findings from this work
will support coastal resource managers and policymakers in the decision making process
leading to better adaptation and mitigation strategies for areas that are at risk to storm
surge flooding.
The following sections provide a brief summary of the following chapters, Chapter 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6.
1.2 Unstructured mesh development
A semi-automated vertical feature terrain extraction algorithm is described and ap-
plied to a two-dimensional, depth-integrated, shallow water equation inundation model.
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The extracted features describe what are commonly sub-mesh scale elevation details (ridge
and valleys), which may be ignored in standard practice because adequate mesh resolution
cannot be afforded. The extraction algorithm is semi-automated, requires minimal human
intervention, and is largely reproducible. A lidar-derived Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
of coastal Mississippi and Alabama serves as the source data for the vertical feature extrac-
tion. Unstructured mesh nodes and element edges are aligned to the vertical features and
an interpolation algorithm aimed at minimizing topographic elevation error assigns eleva-
tions to mesh nodes via the DEM. The end result is a mesh that accurately represents the
bare earth surface as derived from lidar with element resolution in the floodplain ranging
from 15 m to 200 m. To examine the influence of the inclusion of vertical features on over-
land flooding, two additional meshes were developed, one without crest elevations of the
features and another with vertical features withheld. All three meshes were incorporated
into a SWAN+ADCIRC model simulation of Hurricane Katrina. Each of the three models
resulted in similar validation statistics when compared to observed time-series water levels
at gages and post-storm collected high water marks. Simulated water level peaks yielded an
R2 of 0.97 and upper and lower 95% confidence interval of ˜± 0.60 m. From the validation
at the gages and HWM locations, it was not clear which of the three model experiments
performed best in terms of accuracy. Examination of inundation extent among the three
model results were compared to debris lines derived from NOAA post-event aerial imagery,
and the mesh including vertical features showed higher accuracy. The comparison of model
results to debris lines demonstrates that additional validation techniques are necessary for
state-of-the-art flood inundation models. In addition, the semi-automated, unstructured
mesh generation process presented herein increases the overall accuracy of simulated storm
surge across the floodplain without reliance on hand digitization or sacrificing computa-
tional cost.
This chapter has been published in Advances in Water Resources as Bilskie et al.
(2015).
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1.3 Dynamics of sea level rise and coastal flooding
Standard approaches to determining the impacts of SLR on storm surge flooding employ
numerical models reflecting present conditions with modified sea states for a given SLR
scenario. In this study, we advance this paradigm by adjusting the model framework so that
it reflects not only a change in sea state, but also variations to the landscape (morphologic
changes and urbanization of coastal cities). We utilize a numerical model of the Mississippi
and Alabama coast to simulate the response of hurricane storm surge to changes in sea
level, Land Use Land Cover (LULC), and land surface elevation for past (1960), present
(2005), and future (2050) conditions. The results show that the storm surge response to
SLR is dynamic and sensitive to changes in the landscape. We introduce a new modeling
framework that includes modification of the landscape when producing storm surge models
for future conditions.
This chapter has been published in Geophysical Research Letters as Bilskie et al. (2014).
1.4 Numerical modeling in the northern Gulf of Mexico
The northern Gulf of Mexico (NGOM) is a unique geophysical setting for complex
tropical storm-induced hydrodynamic processes that occur across a variety of spatial and
temporal scales. Each hurricane includes its own distinctive characteristics and can cause
unique and devastating storm surge when it strikes within the intricate geometric setting of
the NGOM. While a number of studies have explored hurricane storm surge in the NGOM,
few have attempted to describe storm surge and coastal inundation using observed data in
conjunction with a single large-domain high-resolution numerical model. To better under-
stand the oceanic and nearshore response to these tropical cyclones, we provide a detailed
assessment, based on field measurements and numerical simulation, of the evolution of
wind waves, water levels, and currents for Hurricanes Ivan (2004), Dennis (2005), Katrina
(2005), and Isaac (2012), with focus on Mississippi, Alabama, and the Florida Panhandle
coasts. The developed NGOM3 computational model describes the hydraulic connectivity
among the various inlet and bay systems, Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, coastal rivers and
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adjacent marsh, and built infrastructure along the coastal floodplain. The outcome is a
better understanding of the storm surge generating mechanisms and interactions among
hurricane characteristics and the NGOMs geophysical configuration. The numerical anal-
ysis and observed data explain the ˜2 m/s hurricane-induced geostrophic currents across
the continental shelf, a 6 m/s outflow current during Ivan, the hurricane-induced coastal
Kelvin wave along the shelf, and for the first time a wealth of measured data and a detailed
numerical simulation was performed and was presented for Isaac.
This chapter has been published in Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans as Bilskie
et al. (2016b).
1.5 Dynamic simulation of storm surge under sea level rise
This work outlines a dynamic modeling framework to examine the effects of global
climate change, and SLR in particular, on tropical cyclone-driven storm surge inundation.
The methodology, applied across the northern Gulf of Mexico, adapts a present day large-
domain, high resolution, tide, wind-wave, and hurricane storm surge model to characterize
the potential outlook of the coastal landscape under four SLR scenarios for the year 2100.
The modifications include shoreline and barrier island morphology, marsh migration, and
land use land cover change. Hydrodynamics of ten historic hurricanes were simulated
through each of the five model configurations (present day and four SLR scenarios). Under
SLR, the total inundated land area increased by 87% and developed and agricultural lands
by 138% and 189%, respectively. Peak surge increased by as much as 1 m above the
applied SLR in some areas, and other regions were subject to a reduction in peak surge,
with respect to the applied SLR, indicating a nonlinear response. Analysis of time-series
water surface elevation suggests the interaction between SLR and storm surge is nonlinear in
time; SLR increased the time of inundation and caused an earlier arrival of the peak surge,
which cannot be addressed using a static (“bathtub”) modeling framework. This work
supports the paradigm shift to using a dynamic modeling framework to examine the effects
of global climate change on coastal inundation. The outcomes have broad implications and
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ultimately support a better holistic understanding of the coastal system and aid restoration
and long-term coastal sustainability.
This chapter has been published in Earth’s Future as Bilskie et al. (2016a).
1.6 Derivation of return period floodplains
A methodology was established to reduce a set of synthetic tropical cyclones to a
sample that represents the potential 100-year to 500-year return period for the Alabama
and Florida panhandle coast. The down-selection reduced the storm set from 221 storm to
87 (70% reduction). The synthetic storms were used to force the NGOM3 SWAN+ADCIRC
storm surge model for present day and four SLR scenarios with the objective of computing
the 100-year and 500-year return period stillwater elevations. This resulted in a total
of 435 simulations (87 storms for five scenarios). To automate the job preparation and
submission process, a production system script was developed. The production system
contains components to prepare required input files, submit jobs to the HPC queue, post-
process output files, archives results, and manages submitted jobs. The developed 100-
year and 500-year return period inundation maps for each scenario show the increase in
total land inundation. As the sea level rises new regions become exposed to flooding and
existing areas of inundation observe an increase in total stillwater elevations. Analysis of
the normalized non-linearity index highlight the complex non-linear interaction of coastal
flooding under climate change and SLR. The reduction in dune height and increase in sea
level resulted in additional barrier island overtopping and lead to an increase peak surge
and inundation area within the bay systems, specifically near Pensacola. In some areas the







Physics-based, two-dimensional, unstructured mesh flood inundation models governed
by forms of the Navier-Stokes equations are used to study historic flooding events and
assess future flooding scenarios. Enhanced knowledge of overland flow physics, improved
data collection methods, and superior scientific computing technology have resulted in
a transition from structured grids to unstructured mesh models (Dietrich et al., 2011a;
Sanders et al., 2010; Bilskie and Hagen, 2013; Medeiros et al., 2013; Bates et al., 2003;
Shen et al., 2006). An unstructured triangular mesh is the medium for which a continuous
domain (e.g., Earth’s surface) can be discretized, and is composed of non-overlapping
elements (or cells) connected by mesh nodes (element vertices). Unstructured elements
are attractive due to their ability to conform and adapt to local geometry. The capacity
to increase resolution in regions of large topographic variability, high solution gradients,
and areas of interest also enhance the appeal of unstructured elements (Kim et al., 2014;
Schubert and Sanders, 2012; Tsubaki and Fujita, 2010).
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) has adopted an unstructured mesh
framework for the development of digital flood insurance rate maps (DFIRM) along the
U.S. coastline (Niedoroda et al., 2010; Hagen et al., 2009). These models are used as a basis
to evaluate restoration and protection strategies for coastal Louisiana (Cobell et al., 2013)
and provide real-time forecasts of hurricane waves and storm surge for the U.S. east coast
and northwestern Gulf of Mexico that aid evacuation management and planning (Dietrich
∗The content of this chapter previously appeared as Bilskie, M.V., Coggin, D., Hagen, S.C., Medeiros,
S.C. (2015). Terrain-driven unstructured mesh development through semi-automatic vertical feature ex-
traction. Advances in Water Resources, 86(Part A), 102-118, doi:10.1016/j.advwatres.2015.09.020. Please
see permission letter in Appendix A.
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et al., 2013b). Additionally, variations of these unstructured mesh models are now being
used to estimate potential flood risk under future global climate change scenarios and sea
level rise (SLR) (Bilskie et al., 2014; Atkinson et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2010; Yang et al.,
2014b,a) as well as biological assessments of inter-tidal salt marshes (Hagen et al., 2013).
The overarching goal when designing an unstructured mesh is to accurately represent
the natural system while maintaining a given computational cost (Kim et al., 2014). The
density and topology of computational points (mesh nodes) and the alignment of element
faces across the floodplain must be critically examined. To reduce computer run times
and increase the usability of the models, unstructured meshes are restricted to a minimum
element size. This element size limitation induces numerous discretization errors such as
the variances of the planar triangular elements from the true surface (mesh elevation er-
ror). If mesh node density is too coarse or nodes are not appropriately placed, important
hydraulic terrain features may be smoothed-out, particularly in the floodplain, and lead to
inaccurate model results Schubert et al. (2008). The floodplain introduces a high order of
non-linearity due to higher spatial variability in both topography and drag forces. This re-
sults in steeper solution gradients than those found in consistently wetted areas (i.e., ocean
basins, rivers, lakes, etc.). Additionally, the floodplain may contain anthropogenic features
that do not belong to the bare earth surface from which inundation model elevations are
derived. However, these man-made features are included as part of the Earth’s surface as
they are (relatively) impervious with respect to inundation (Schubert et al., 2008; Sofia
et al., 2014).
Increasing model resolution within the floodplain may permit an enhanced representa-
tion of the bare earth topography; however, sub-mesh scale features (referred to as vertical
features herein) exist that are not properly described by unstructured elements without
additional treatment. Some of these features are obvious (e.g., levees and raised roadbeds)
and are included in standard digitization practices. However, other features may escape
visual recognition or are not included because they are too narrow to be discretized with
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adequate resolution (e.g., natural ridges, valleys, creeks, etc.). All such features can impact
the path, pattern, duration, and magnitude of overland flooding, as well as modify flooding
frequency (Sofia et al., 2014; Steinfeld et al., 2013).
It is crucial that vertical features be appropriately and accurately included in inunda-
tion models, especially in urban regions where flood risk can drastically change with minor
differences in inundation extent (Schubert et al., 2008). Bates et al. (2006) employed an 18
m lidar-derived digital elevation model (DEM) to simulate flooding in the River Severn us-
ing the LISFLOOD-FP raster-based two-dimensional inundation model. Key topographic
features such as embankments and flood walls were found to be smoothed by the coarse
DEM. These key features were identified from the UK Ordnance Survey Landline vector
data and their elevation was sustained at the model scale. Purvis et al. (2008) hand digi-
tized significant terrain features from UK Ordnance Survey maps and their crest elevations
obtained from lidar data were added back into a 50 m DEM for use in a LISFLOOD-FP
inundation model along the UK coast in Somerset, South-West England. Schubert et al.
(2008) developed a semi-automated method to use MasterMap R© geospatial data to guide
unstructured mesh generation to model flooding in Glasgow, Scotland using the BreZo
shallow-water flow model. The mesh generation software Triangle (Shewchuk, 1996) was
used to align mesh vertices and element edges to terrain features, keeping hydraulic con-
nectivity within the mesh. Gallien et al. (2011) aligned mesh nodes to topographic features
prone to overtopping. Polylines of the terrain features that were used in mesh generation
were obtained from real time kinematic (RTK) surveys and orthoimagery. Experiments
were performed using the BreZo model for four different meshes with vertex elevations de-
rived from the lidar DEM, RTK surveyed elevations in addition to the uncertainty in RTK
and lidar elevations. It was shown that accurate flooding depths can be obtained if hy-
draulic features are accurately surveyed and included in the inundation model. Hurricane
storm surge models of southeastern Louisiana using ADCIRC (Luettich and Westerink,
2004) have included levee systems, interstate and state highways, and railroads that are
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raised above the neighboring topography and are defined as weirs by their respective crown
heights. However, the weir boundary condition in ADCIRC does not allow for wave over-
topping and indirectly increases node count as each weir mesh node must have a neighboring
pair (Westerink et al., 2008; Bunya et al., 2010).
These studies highlight the necessity of including hydraulic connectivity in inundation
models and methods for which to do so. However, the scales at which some state-of-the-art
river reach and coastal inundation models are constructed, often spanning large geographic
regions, discourage manual digitization of vertical features for inclusion in these models.
Additionally, public or private data containing man-made hydraulic features are not always
available, are outdated and require manual digitization, or require traditional land survey-
ing (Palaseanu-Lovejoy et al., 2014). This creates an opportunity for the development and
application of an automated feature extraction algorithm to guide floodplain unstructured
mesh generation, which is a major objective of this paper.
Methods for extracting geomorphic features from DEMs is not a new problem (see Table
2.1 for a general summary). However, establishing automated methods is not straightfor-
ward (Palaseanu-Lovejoy et al., 2014). Low-relief landscapes are particularly challenging
due to their low topographic gradient and anthropogenically influenced landscape and chan-
nel networks (Passalacqua et al., 2012). There have been a number of attempts to extract
river and channel networks from DEMs and high resolution lidar data, including flow di-
rection and curvature based methods (Passalacqua et al., 2012; Johnston and Rosenfeld,
1975; Jenson and Domingue, 1988; Meisels et al., 1995; Lohani and Mason, 2001; Mason
et al., 2006; Koenders et al., 2014). Passalacqua et al. Passalacqua et al. (2012) extended
the ability of GeoNet to automate the extraction of channel heads and networks using
dense lidar data in a flat and human-impacted region. Mason et al. (2006) developed a
semi-automated method to extract tidal channel networks from lidar data in Venice Lagoon






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Similarly, several methods have been proposed to extract ridge features from DEMs,
and in general are concentrated on extracting breaklines and watershed boundaries. Early
work in ridge feature extraction was done by comparing a point’s elevation relative to its
surrounding points or neighbors (Johnston and Rosenfeld, 1975; Peucker and Douglas, 1975;
Chen and Guevara, 1987; Lee, 1991). Briese (2004) and Brzank et al. (2005) used shape
fitting methods to extract breaklines from lidar data by using geometric objects with shapes
that roughly match the desired terrain elements. Contour line methods mimic human
methods of feature extraction by locating points of maximum curvature and connecting
them as ridges or ravines (Kweon and Kanade, 1994). However, these methods pose several
issues when using contour lines derived from lidar. For example, they may miss features
such as highways with flat tops or slight grade (Steger, 1998). Watershed delineation
techniques (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984; Tarboton and Ames, 2001; Tarboton, 2005) are
promising for ridge feature extraction because a watershed boundary satisfies the intuitive
definition of a ridge; water on the ridge will fall downhill in opposite directions.
Automated techniques for detecting anthropogenic ridge features from lidar have been
proposed, particularly for levee systems, dikes, and roadways (Steinfeld et al., 2013; Clode
et al., 2007; Krger and Meinel, 2008). Several studies have applied image analysis techniques
for feature extraction that mainly focus on edge detection (Siu, 2002; Lindeberg, 1996;
Steger, 1998; Koller et al., 1995). However, these methods generally do not precisely detect
ridges in a geomorphologic sense (i.e., declare ridges based on water flowing down-gradient).
These approaches are not focused on terrain extraction with respect to generating a
well conforming unstructured finite element mesh to model shallow water hydrodynamics.
Therefore, this work addresses a significant lack in published literature dealing with un-
structured mesh generation across low-gradient landscapes. Since the primary concern is an
accurate computation of inundation area, the overland portion of the mesh must accurately
capture raised features such as road beds, topographic ridge lines and valleys that serve
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to limit and route overland flow. Additionally, the geographic placement of computational
points must be accompanied by an accurate topographic elevation.
In this paper, we present a reproducible and novel semi-automated method to extract
vertical features (ridges and valleys) from a lidar DEM for use in the development of
flood inundation models. The semi-automated methods presented are not fully standalone
and require data processing steps coupled with manual intervention. These enhancements
improve the description of sub-grid scale features (horizontal and vertical alignment) and
the overall accuracy of floodplain elevations in the model. We employ methods to describe
the overland terrain as accurately as possible, with mesh building criteria based on local
element size that aim to quantify and minimize topographic elevation error. The goal is
to present a semi-automated mesh generation method that can be employed to generate
topographically accurate unstructured meshes for shallow water hydrodynamics across any
geographic region.
We begin with a description of the methods used to generate a lidar-derived DEM for
the coastal Mississippi and Alabama floodplains (Figure 2.1) and continue with the presen-
tation of the semi-automated vertical feature extraction algorithm. Next, the generation
of three unstructured finite element meshes are discussed and each are employed in a Hur-
ricane Katrina storm surge simulation. Results of each simulation are compared against
time-series water levels and high water marks in addition to debris lines in post-storm aerial
photography.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Inundation Model
Hydrodynamics are simulated using the SWAN+ADCIRC model framework. AD-
CIRC solves the 2D shallow-water equations for water levels and depth-integrated currents
(Bunya et al., 2010; Luettich and Westerink, 2004; Westerink et al., 1994). SWAN, a third-
generation wave model, solves for relative frequency and wave direction using the action
balance equation for wave-current interactions (Booij et al., 1999; Holthuijsen, 2007). The
13
Figure 2.1: Location map of coastal Mississippi and Alabama with coastal features labeled
and the track of Hurricane Katrina. The ADCIRC model boundary is in black.
SWAN and ADCIRC models are coupled to run on the same unstructured mesh, removing
the need for interpolation between model grids (Dietrich et al., 2011b; Zijlema, 2010). The
ADCIRC timestep is 1 s and the SWAN timestep is 600 s. Every 600 s (in alignment with
the SWAN timestep), ADCIRC passes water levels and currents to SWAN and SWAN
passes wave radiation stress gradients back to ADCIRC. Wave frequencies in SWAN are
discretized into 40 bins (log scale) spanning the frequency range of 0.031384 to 1.420416
Hz and wave directions are discretized into 36 equal interval bins of 10◦ (Dietrich et al.,
2011a). Parameters employed in SWAN include wave growth due to wind based on Komen
et al. (1984) and Cavaleri and Rizzoli (1981) and the modified whitecapping formulation of
Rogers et al. (2003). Depth-induced wave breaking in shallow water is computed via Bat-
tjes and Janssen (1978) with the maximum wave height over depth (wave breaking index)
γ = 0.73. Bottom friction is tightly coupled with ADCIRC, where Manning’s n is applied
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via Madsen et al. (1988) to compute roughness length at each mesh node for each time step.
Convergence must be met at 95% of the grid points and the maximum number of iterations
per SWAN time step is limited to 20. Also note that SWAN limits the spectral propagation
velocities to deter false wave refraction in regions of inadequate mesh resolution (Dietrich
et al., 2013a). These parameters are similar to those employed in recent SWAN+ADCIRC
models of similar geographic scale and mesh resolution in Louisiana and Texas (Dietrich
et al., 2011a; Hope et al., 2013).
2.2.2 Unstructured mesh generation
Generation of an unstructured finite element mesh includes several phases, beginning
with a representation of the bare earth land elevation, the most important factor in gravity-
driven hydrodynamics Horritt and Bates (2001) (Figure 2.2). The lidar-derived digital
elevation model (DEM) is the source dataset by which local node density is determined
(mesh size distribution function) and drives the semi-automated vertical feature extraction.
The outer model boundary coupled with internal constraints (vertical features) guide the
unstructured mesh triangulation in the interior of the domain. Elevations for each mesh
node are then interpolated from the original lidar-derived DEM. A detailed description of
these methods are discussed in the following sections.
2.2.3 Digital elevation model
A lidar-derived DEM for Baldwin and Mobile Counties, Alabama, and Jackson, Harri-
son, and Hancock Counties, Mississippi from the shoreline (0 m elevation contour, NAVD88
[North American Vertical Datum of 1988]) to the 15 m (NAVD88) contour was developed
to represent present-day conditions. In all, two DEMs were constructed (overland and
water) and merged to create a seamless topographic/bathymetric (topobathy) DEM.
The Terrain Data Set (TDS) framework within ArcGIS 10.0 was utilized to generate
the topographic DEM (Medeiros et al., 2011). A TDS was created for each county using the
most recent and available source data: lidar, hydrographic breaklines, and hand-digitized
shorelines based on satellite aerial imagery. Specifics about the lidar sources can be found
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Figure 2.2: Flow chart outlining the mesh generation procedure. The process begins with
the lidar DEM and mesh boundary.
in Bilskie (2012) and Bilskie and Hagen (2013). A 5 m DEM from each county’s TDS was
created using natural neighbor interpolation and then combined (mosaic). A 5 m DEM
is sufficient when modeling the terrain in coastal Mississippi for hurricane storm surge
applications (Bilskie, 2012).
A similar TDS framework was utilized for creating a bathymetric DEM. Sources of
bathymetry are NOS (National Ocean Service) hydrographic surveys, USACE (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers) channel surveys, NOAA (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration) nautical charts, and previous finite element meshes. The topographic and
bathymetric DEMs were merged at the shoreline to create a seamless source elevation
dataset.
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2.2.4 Vertical feature extraction
Including significant terrain features in the mesh involves two main steps: locating
the features and mapping the features to the finite element mesh in a manner that pre-
serves element quality. The method described here for locating ridge or valley lines (ridges
and valleys herein refer to natural or man-made features) begins by extracting watershed
boundary lines in a manner that preserves element quality. Points along the watershed
boundary lines are then examined relative to the surrounding terrain to determine what
portions of the watershed lines represent significant features. Features chosen for inclu-
sion are converted from high-resolution feature lines extracted at the DEM resolution to
edges suitable for assembly in the mesh by redistributing vertices in the feature lines. The
redistribution of vertices conforms to the element size available from a two-dimensional
size function that provides desired element size as a function of geographic position. Once
included in the mesh, the crest of each feature is represented by one or more element edges
whose nodes are assigned the crest elevations.
For a natural or man-made feature to merit purposeful inclusion in the model, it must
possess three traits: (1) be long enough and (2) high enough to form a significant barrier to
local surge propagation; (3) be narrow enough so that careless placement of triangular mesh
elements would cause a significant elevation error. The final criterion is needed because of
the inability of a discretized mesh to represent features with length scales smaller than the
local element size. Such features are often described as sub-grid scale; a common example
of a feature that in general meets these three metrics is a raised road bed. Road beds
are often long enough and high enough to affect surge propagation, and, depending on the
local element size, they are often narrow enough to permit a triangular finite element to
overlay the feature with nodes positioned only on the surrounding lower terrain.
The methods for detecting and including raised features in an unstructured mesh gen-
erally follow and expand upon the procedures originally described in Coggin for the Tampa
Bay region (Coggin, 2008) and ideas from Roberts (2004).The pseudo-code for the main
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vertical feature extraction algorithm is presented in Figure 2.3 and the minimum extraction
parameters are shown in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.3: Pseudo-code for the main vertical feature extraction algorithm.
The algorithm and parameters used rely upon past experience employing the methods in
large overland meshes. They have been well tested and adopted by FEMA along the entire
Florida Panhandle and Alabama coasts for the development of digital flood insurance rate
maps (Coggin, 2008; Hagen et al., 2009; University of Central Florida, 2011).
The feature extraction process is initialized by extracting boundary lines for very small
area watersheds. The assumption is that significant barriers to surge propagation will
be captured as watershed boundaries. A parameter driven examination of the watershed
boundary lines and DEM is then completed, relating the elevation at each point in the
boundary lines to the surrounding area in the DEM. The objective is to extract portions
of the watershed boundaries that define vertical feature crests meeting the length (long
enough), relative elevation (high enough), and steepness or vertical curvature (narrow
18








les - Local Element Size
dOR 200 m Outer Range Distance
∆ZIR 0.3 m Inner Range Outer Distance
∆ZOR 0.5 m Outer Range Outer Distance
∆I 0.1 m Insignificant Elevation Difference
IA 2,000 m2 Insignificant Area
LC 200 m
2 Continue Length
rs 0.35 Significant line ratio
Vertical Curvature
∆V C 0.3 m
2 Vertical Curvature Elevation Difference
Length Parameters
P - Priority Weighting Factor
LT 1,000 m Trunk Length
LIT 500 m Intersect Trunk Length
enough) criteria discussed above. The subjective length, relative elevation, and vertical
curvature criteria are converted to objective metrics by defining several measurable pa-
rameters and setting required minimum values. The process for evaluating each criterion
will be discussed in the order in which they are considered during the extraction process:
elevation, vertical curvature, and length.
• Elevation parameters
Watershed boundaries were extracted from the DEM as discrete lines formed by the
vertices in the DEM cells. Each watershed boundary line vertex was initially assigned
a significant, continue, or insignificant attribute by comparing the elevation at its DEM
location to elevations at locations generally perpendicular to the direction of the watershed
line (Figure 2.3). The important parameters in this case were the perpendicular distances
evaluated and the elevation differences required. Two perpendicular distances were used,
an inner and outer range. The inner range was related to the local element size by the size
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function and will be discussed in the vertical curvature parameters section. The minimum
elevation difference required at the inner range was 0.3 m. The outer range was fixed at
200 m throughout the mesh (Table 2.2). If a point on the watershed boundary line was
at least 0.3 m above the terrain perpendicular at the variable inner range on both sides of
the watershed line, and at least 0.5 m above the terrain perpendicular at a distance of 200
m on at least one side of the watershed line, it was declared significant (Figure 2.4,a). If a
vertex was not declared significant, it was further evaluated to determine if its elevation was
more than 0.1 m below the surrounding 20,000 square meters of terrain (a square region
with side lengths of approximately 141 m) (Table 2.2). When the vertex met this criterion,
it was declared insignificant. This evaluation generally prevents a feature line from being
constructed across a flow path in a manner to block flow. Vertices that met neither of the
criteria above were declared “continue” with the exception that the maximum length of
consecutive continue points was not allowed to exceed 200 m (Figure 2.3). Further in the
process, the ratio of “significant” vertices to total vertices in a line was considered and lines
with a value lower than 0.35 were eliminated.
• Vertical curvature parameters
The objective of the vertical curvature evaluation is to limit the maximum error due
to sub-grid scale raised features by placing an upper bound on their elevation error. The
curvature evaluation calculates the elevation difference between each point on the extracted
feature line and points perpendicular on either side of the feature at a distance equal to
half of the planned element size as determined by the mesh size function. This evaluation is
similar to calculating the maximum elevation error between the feature and the surrounding
element’s node elevations if the element were placed in the worst possible configuration
(Figure 2.4,b and c). The elevation limit for this evaluation was 0.3 m (Table 2.2). As
described in the previous section, if the elevation difference between the point on the feature
line and both perpendicular points exceeded 0.3 m, the vertical curvature criterion was met.
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Figure 2.4: a) Elevation and perpendicular distance requirements for vertical feature ex-
tractions. b) Elevation error due to triangular element placement.c) Planar view showing
triangular element in worst possible position relative to a road bed.
• Length parameters
The length parameters are included to limit features to those long enough to influence
flow. However, the practical purpose of the length parameters is to limit the number of
disconnected line features that are included in the overall set. As the number of discrete
features in a given area is increased, the quality of the mesh in the area decreases since
adding a great number of features as element edges results in poorly shaped elements.
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In the simplest form, an extracted line can be compared to a minimum line length
parameter to decide if it should be included in the final line set. However, in practice the
decision is more complicated because the initial extraction considering only the parameters
listed in the above two sections generally results in a network of lines that intersect at
several junctions. Each line is weighted by a normalized value of the average elevation
difference between the ridge crest and the perpendicular elevation comparison locations.
This weighting factor multiplied by the line length is used to determine the priority for
joining lines. A graph search routine is employed to connect the features with the largest
weighting factor to retain the highest features, which promotes appropriate triangulation
during the meshing procedure (Figure 2.3). For joining lines at junctions, lines are joined
first with the maximum possible weighting. These trunk lines were required to exceed 1,000
meters to be included in the feature set (Figure 2.3). Additional lines that intersect trunk
lines were retained if they exceeded 500 m (Table 2.2).
• Vertex redistribution
The next step in preparing the lines for inclusion in the mesh is to redistribute the
line vertices to approximate the desired local element size, as the lines will form the edges
of elements when imported to the mesh. The process again uses the initial finite element
mesh as the size function for determining the desired local element size.
• Manual assessment
The final step in preparing the lines for inclusion in the mesh is a manual assessment.
Although the process is generally automated, visual inspection of the features is necessary
before they are included in the mesh. The vertical feature lines are scanned for distances
between separate lines, duplicate lines, small line segment angles, and disconnects between
upstream and downstream valley lines. If two vertical feature line segments are within 1.5
times the local element size, then they are trimmed. For example, if a vertical feature line
follows a road that passes over a creek, then the line segments are trimmed to allow proper
flow distribution through the creek. Downstream and upstream valley lines are connected
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if they are considerably close, and ends of line segments are trimmed if the angle is too
sharp for the local element size to appropriately follow.
The final number of vertical features for the three coastal counties in Mississippi and
Baldwin and Mobile Counties in Alabama exceeded 7,100 features lines including 3,786
ridge and 3,407 valley lines (Figure 2.5). Each of the vertical features is an exact represen-
tation of the DEM at the vertices along the feature line. The next step is to incorporate
the vertical features into an unstructured mesh.
2.2.5 Mesh generation
Herein, mesh development is specific to the nearshore and floodplain regions of Missis-
sippi and Alabama (Figure 2.1) and consists of two major steps; 1) node placement (i.e.
meshing) and 2) interpolation of the elevation dataset to the mesh nodes. Offshore in the
deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean, the mesh was based on recent models
including the SL16, SL15, and earlier EC2001 tidal models (Dietrich et al., 2011a; Bunya
et al., 2010; Mukai et al., 2002). The Louisiana floodplain, east of the Mississippi River is
as described in the SL15/16 ADCIRC models and are included to allow the attenuation of
storm surge that affects hydrodynamics along the Mississippi and Alabama coast.
During the mesh generation process, three variations of unstructured meshes were de-
veloped for the Mississippi and Alabama floodplains; MSAL, MSAL noVF z, and MSAL -
noVF. The MSAL mesh contains vertical features along with their crest elevation; MSAL -
noVF z contains the same node placement as MSAL barring the crest elevation of the
vertical features. The MSAL noVF mesh does not include vertical features, but is similar
in node density as the MSAL and MSAL noVF z meshes.
• Unstructured mesh node placement
Two unstructured meshes were generated using vertical features as interior constraints,
MSAL and MSAL noVF z, and were constructed as follows. The final set of vertical features























































































or conceptual model, for the placement of mesh nodes and the orientation of element edges
across the floodplain. As stated prior, the final form of the vertical feature lines are a
suite of lines that have their vertices redistributed according to a size function mesh. The
minimum node spacing (15 m) is determined based on a target time step (here, 1 second)
and the maximum node spacing (here, 200 m) is estimated based on the maximum vertical
elevation error. In regions of small meandering channels, large variation in topography or
surface roughness, or areas of interest, element sizes are closer to the minimum, whereas
regions near the inland boundary or areas outside the area of focus receive coarser node
spacing. Additionally, spatially varying mesh resolution was determined from a rigorous
topographic elevation error assessment presented in Bilskie and Hagen (2013). Since the
vertices of the vertical feature lines have been appropriately redistributed along their length
to match the local, spatially-varying mesh resolution, the lines can serve as the basis for
the mesh generation.
Aquaveo SMS (Surface Water Modeling System) version 11.0 (Aquaveo, 2014) was used
to generate the unstructured mesh. SMS utilizes a scalar paving algorithm to place nodes
and elements within a boundary. Element size within a polygon is based on the node
vertex spacing of the boundary polygon, a size function dataset (scalar paving density), or
both. The floodplain domain was decomposed and the mesh was generated from west to
east, with internal mesh boundaries constructed from vertical feature lines. Once all of the
internal meshes were complete, they were merged to form a single floodplain unstructured
mesh. The third mesh, MSAL noVF, was generated in a similar fashion; however, vertical
features were not included. The outer floodplain and interior river and bay boundaries, as
used for the MSAL and MSAL noVF z meshes, were the only constraints applied in mesh
generation. This resulted in a mesh of similar nodal density across the floodplain, but mesh
nodes and element faces were not aligned to vertical features.
Mesh resolution is appropriately 24 km in the deep Atlantic Ocean, 4 km in the Gulf of
Mexico, and 500 m along the Mississippi/Alabama shelf. As shown in Figure 2.6,a, mesh
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resolution along the barrier islands and within Mississippi Sound is as low as 60 m along the
dredged shipping channels to a maximum of 200 m elsewhere. Resolution at the shoreline
is generally consistent at 100 m, but is as low as 15 m within narrow tidal creeks and
canals. Overland mesh resolution ranges from 20 m to 100 m in the expected inundation
zone, and coarsens to 200 m towards the mesh boundary along the highest elevations. The
high resolution within Mississippi Sound and along the shoreline is necessary in order to
capture the momentum transfer due to breaking waves.
Figure 2.6: ADCIRC a) mesh resolution (m) and b) model topography and bathymetry of
the MSAL mesh in Mississippi and Alabama.
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• Assignment (interpolation) of elevation
Mesh nodes are assigned elevations using two types of criteria. A node is deemed a
vertical feature node if it lies along a vertical feature line; otherwise it is attributed as a
normal floodplain node. Vertical feature nodes are assigned elevations, via the DEM, based
on direct lookup. That is, the value of the DEM grid cell the node resides in is assigned to
that node, regardless of where it falls within the grid cell. This is done to ensure that the
highest high or lowest low elevation is included in the mesh, according to the feature type
of ridge or valley. All nodes are treated as normal floodplain nodes in the MSAL noVF z
and MSAL noVF mesh. Normal floodplain mesh nodes obtain their elevations from the





 1 for N < 1[2(N) + 1]2 for N ≥ 1
 (2.2)
The CAA interpolation scheme aims to minimize the vertical elevation error at a mesh
node by averaging CA number of DEM grid cell elevations about a given radius (N),
measured in the number of DEM cells. The radius varies from node to node and is based
on the local element size (∆M) and DEM grid cell size (∆DEM). In regions of high element
resolution (dense node spacing) the radius is small and in regions of coarse elements the
radius is large. Figure 2.7 shows an example of the meshing and interpolation process for a
site in Pascagoula, MS. For coastal Mississippi, errors between the unstructured mesh and
source lidar range from about 11 cm to 70 cm with mesh elements ranging from 20 m to
160 m, respectively (Bilskie and Hagen, 2013).
The final MSAL and MSAL noVF z mesh contains 3,674,458 nodes and 7,318,668
elements; MSAL noVF contains 3,743,067 nodes and 7,455,886 elements. Therefore, the
computational cost among the three meshes are similar. Figure 2.6,b presents the MSAL
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Figure 2.7: a) Aerial imagery and derived vertical features (green = ridge and white =
valley); b) 5 m DEM and vertical features; c) 5 m DEM, vertical features, and unstructured
finite element mesh with element edges aligned to the vertical feature lines (approximate
element resolution is 60-80 m).
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ADCIRC model elevations (bathymetry and topography) for Mississippi and Alabama.
Details in the elevations are evident in the shipping channels in Mississippi Sound, the
variations of depths along the barrier islands, and rivers, including the Pascagoula and
Mobile-Tensaw among the numerous regions of low-lying salt marsh and narrow tidal creeks.
2.2.6 Surface roughness parameters
ADCIRC includes three spatially variable measures of surface roughness: bottom fric-
tion (Mannings n coefficient), vertical shielding of wind due to dense canopies (surface
canopy coefficient), and directional reduction of the wind (effective roughness length)
based on the local landscape characteristics (i.e., skyscrapers, dense forest, or open wa-
ter) (Atkinson et al., 2011). In the floodplain, Manning’s n is spatially varying and as-
signed based on LULC. In this study, we utilize the Coastal Change Analysis Program
(C-CAP) post-Katrina LULC dataset (http://www.csc.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/data/
ccapregional/), other datasets such as the Mississippi Gap Analysis Program (MS-GAP)
(http://www.basic.ncsu.edu/segap/index.html) or the National Land Cover Database
(NLCD) (http://www.mrlc.gov/). The advantage of C-CAP is it spans multiple states,
therefore providing consistent coverage and classification types within the study domain.
In addition, C-CAP is well suited for classification of inter-tidal zones, the areas that are
more likely to be flooded during a hurricane event. Mannings n values for C-CAP LULC
classifications are taken from Dietrich et al. (Dietrich et al., 2011a) and listed in Table 2.3.
For water bodies, bottom friction on the continental shelf is based on the composition of
bottom sediments, sand (0.022) or mud (0.012) (Buczkowski et al., 2006). In areas with
depths less than 5 m, Mannings n is set to 0.025 along the shoreline and is interpolated
based on depth to the local shelf value. In depths between 200 m and 5 m, Mannings n
is set to the local shelf value, and depths greater than 200 m, Mannings n is set to 0.012.
Narrow, shallow, meandering channels are assigned values of 0.03 to 0.035 (Dietrich et al.,
2012; Martyr et al., 2013).
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Table 2.3: Mannings n, surface canopy and surface directional effective roughness length
(Z0) values for CCAP Land Use Land Cover classifications.
CCAP Class Description Manning’s n Canopy Value Z0
2 High Intensity Developed 0.12 1 0.5
3 Medium Intensity Developed 0.12 1 0.39
4 Low Intensity Developed 0.12 1 0.5
5 Developed Open Space 0.035 1 0.33
6 Cultivated Land 0.1 1 0.06
7 Pasture/Hay 0.05 1 0.06
8 Grassland 0.035 1 0.04
9 Deciduous Forest 0.16 0 0.65
10 Evergreen Forest 0.18 0 0.72
11 Mixed Forest 0.17 0 0.71
12 Scrub/Shrub 0.08 1 0.12
13 Palustrine Forested Wetland 0.15 0 0.55
14 Palustrine Scrub/Shrub Wetland 0.075 0 0.11
15 Palustrine Emergent Wetland 0.06 1 0.11
16 Estuarine Forested Wetland 0.15 0 0.55
17 Estuarine Scrub/Schrub Wetland 0.07 1 0.12
18 Estuarine Emergent Wetland 0.05 1 0.11
19 Unconsolidated Shore 0.03 1 0.09
20 Bare Land 0.03 1 0.09
21 Open Water 0.025 1 0
22 Palustrine Aquatic Bed 0.035 1 0.04
23 Estuarine Aquatic Bed 0.03 1 0.04
The surface (or wind) canopy adjustment accounts for the ability of the wind to pene-
trate the canopy and transfer momentum to the water column. In densely forested canopies,
there is negligible transfer of momentum due to the forest canopy shielding the water sur-
face from the wind stress, ultimately creating a stratified two layer system (Atkinson et al.,
2011; Reid and Whitaker, 1976). Canopy is interpolated onto the mesh nodes in a simi-
lar fashion as Mannings n. The C-CAP grid cell that lies on the ADCIRC mesh node is
determined and the canopy value for the given land cover class is assigned to the node.
The LULC classes are mapped and converted to their respective canopy coefficient, 1 (no
canopy) or 0 (canopy) (Table 2.3).
The anisotropic z0 value reduces wind speed at a location based on upwind conditions.
This is especially important in the nearshore region where there are drastic discrepancies
between the wind reduction potential of vegetated land and open water. This evolution of
wind direction throughout the duration of the storm event alters wind speed from marine
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based winds to wind reduced by dense obstructions (buildings, forest, etc) located upwind
of a point. ADCIRC employs twelve z0 values at each mesh node (i.e., every 30 compass
degrees). Assignment of z0 values at each mesh node involves assembling LULC classes
in a wedge-shaped region upwind of the node for 3 km. Table 2.3 shows z0 values for
C-CAP LULC classes. ADCIRC determines the correct z0 value to apply based on the
instantaneous local wind direction at runtime (Atkinson et al., 2011).
2.2.7 Vertical datum offset
The MSAL mesh elevations are referenced to NAVD88 (North American Vertical Da-
tum of 1988), but the SWAN+ADCIRC model should be initiated with water surface
elevations at zero mean sea level (MSL). To account for local differences between MSL
and NAVD88, a vertical datum offset was established. To adjust the vertical datum from
NAVD88 to MSL, an offset of 0.13 m is added to the model (Bunya et al., 2010). An
additional offset must be added to account for the seasonal variation in the Gulf of Mexico
due to thermal expansion of the upper stratum of the water column; the offset was 0.10
m, based on analysis of local NOAA tide gage stations. Therefore, the initial water level
in the model was set to 0.23 m (0.13 m + 0.10 m).
2.2.8 Meteorological and tidal forcing
The simulated flood event is Hurricane Katrina as it has been extensively studied and
well validated in terms of its wind field and flooding (Bunya et al., 2010; Dietrich et al.,
2010; Powell et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2014a; Ebersole et al., 2010). Additionally, Katrina
generated unprecedented water levels and inundation extent in coastal Mississippi, thereby
putting sufficient stress on the developed overland meshing techniques for testing. There-
fore, each mesh is included in a SWAN+ADCIRC simulation for Hurricane Katrina. The
simulation begins from a cold start on 08/15/2005 12:00 UTC and forced with astronomic
tides for 10 days, beginning with a 7 day hyperbolic ramp to establish a dynamic steady
state. The astronomic tides (O1, K1, P1, Q1,M2, S2, N2, and K2), derived from Oregon
State’s TPXO7.2 tidal atlas (Egbert et al., 1994; Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002), are forced
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along the open ocean boundary (60◦W meridian), in deep water, where tidal amplitudes and
phases are well known. Wind forcing and wave radiation stresses are added on 08/25/2005
12:00 UTC for 5 days, yielding a total simulation length of 15 days. Simulated wind speed
and direction, significant wave height, wave direction, mean and peak wave period, and
water surface elevations will be compared to recorded data.
Wind and pressure fields for Katrina were developed using a blend of objectively ana-
lyzed measurements and modeled winds and pressures as described in Bunya et al. (2010).
This study applies the same Katrina inputs as Bunya et al. (2010) and Bilskie et al. (2014),
which used H*Wind (Powell et al., 2010) analysis in the core of the system. The approach
in developing the tropical wind and pressure fields has been documented and verified in
numerous ocean response studies including Hope et al. (2013) (Ike 2008), Dietrich et al.
(2011a) (Gustav 2008), Bacopoulos et al. (2012) (Jeanne 2004), and Bunya et al. (2010)
(Katrina and Rita 2005).
2.2.9 Design of experiment
Three experiments were performed to examine the influence of vertical features on mesh
elevations and water levels due to hurricane storm surge. Each of the three meshes were
included in a hydrodynamic simulation representation of Hurricane Katrina and model
results were compared to measured time-series water levels, HWMs, and post-storm aerial
images of debris lines.
2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Time-series water levels comparison
Each of the unstructured meshes (MSAL, MSAL noVF z, MSAL noVF ) were included
in an hydrodynamic simulation representative of Hurricane Katrina using the SWAN+ADCIRC
code and model setup described above. For each simulation, simulated time-series of water
surface elevations were compared to observed data. The observed water surface elevations
were obtained from NOAA, USACE, and USGS gage stations throughout Mississippi and
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Alabama (Figure 2.8). Figure 2.9 presents the time-series water levels for the observed and
modeled data at a select number of stations within the nearshore region.
Figure 2.8: Location of the USACE storm tide elevation sensors (gray), USGS streamgages
(black), and NOAA tide gages (red) with measured Hurricane Katrina time-series water
levels along the Mississippi-Alabama coast. Hydrographs are shown of stations with labels.
The ADCIRC model boundary is in black.
At all locations, the simulated water surface elevations among the three simulations are
similar; no substantial differences are observed. The modeled water levels match the am-
plitude and phase of the astronomic tide signal leading up to the main surge event, and the
models match the rising water surface elevation, peak surge (if recorded in the observed
data), and falling limb of the hydrograph. To quantify errors between simulated and ob-
served time-series water levels, Scatter Index (SI) and bias metrics were computed (Hanson















Figure 2.9: Water surface elevation (m, NAVD88) time-series (UTC) at a selected 4 gage
stations during Hurricane Katrina. The measured data are the gray circles, MSAL result is
shown as the black line, MSAL noVF z is in blue, and MSAL noVF z in dark green. The
vertical neon green line is the landfall date and time. The three model simulation lines lie













where N is the number of data points, E is the error between the model (Mi) and observed
(Oi) value (Ei = Mi − Oi), and E¯ is the mean error. Since the computed error metrics
were similar among the three experimental simulations, only the MSAL model result error
metrics are shown and are translatable to the other simulations. SI and bias for stations
that included reliable water surface elevation time-series for the entirety of the storm event
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were computed. The NOAA stations yielded an SI of 0.12 and a bias of -0.01. The USACE
and USGS stations yielded an SI of 0.25 and -0.26, and a bias of -0.01 and -0.05, respectively
(Table 2.4). All 22 stations for which statistics were computed yielded a weighted average
SI of 0.22 and bias of -0.02 (with respect to the number of stations).
Table 2.4: Error summary for MSAL computed water levels for each of the measured water
level datasets.
Data Agency No. Stations SI Bias
NOAA 7 0.12 -0.01
USACE 8 0.25 -0.01
USGS 7 0.26 -0.05
All 22 0.21 -0.02
Using the traditional, point-based, time-series water surface elevation validation tech-
nique, all three model simulations produced accurate results. There was no discernible
difference in the statistics among the simulated MSAL, MSAL noVF z, and MSAL noVF
water surface elevations when compared to the observed data at the gages. This is caused
by the fact that the gages are located in open water, and the results are not sensitive to
differences in inundation across the floodplain. The methods by which the floodplain is
included in the unstructured mesh did not alter the results at the gages, as long as the
floodplain is included to allow storm surge attenuation (Dietsche et al., 2007). With this,
focus is turned to the assessment of each of the models performance within the floodplain
and begins with a comparison of observed HWMs.
2.3.2 High water mark comparison
There are a total of 340 HWMs recorded by FEMA and the USACE throughout Mis-
sissippi and Alabama in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. A HWM model performance
analysis was conducted in which all available measured HWMs were compared to the sim-
ulated maximum water level for each of the three simulations. The HWMs were plotted
and the 95% confidence interval (CI) was computed:
CI95 = E¯ ± 1.96 ∗ σ (2.5)
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where E¯ is the mean error and σ the standard deviation of the errors. CI95 was used to
determine outliers in the HWMs for closer inspection of error in the measurements or errors
within the SWAN+ADCIRC model. HWMs were removed if they met one of the following
conditions: 1) The HWM was suspected to be the result of surface runoff or flooding due
to precipitation and not storm surge, 2) the field HWM was suspected to have errors, or 3)
the HWM resided outside the computed 95% confidence interval. To determine if a HWM
was caused by precipitation and not storm surge, the location of the point was considered
along with peak surge values from neighbouring HWMs. If the point was located near
a stream and significantly upstream, and nearby HWMs included lower measurements,
then the point was removed. In some instances, these HWMs were obtained from storm
tide sensors which made it easy to determine if the peak was caused by surface runoff.
Additionally, a HWM was removed if it was found on the upstream side of a culvert; this
introduces numerous sources of error such as a clogged culvert pipe or backwater effects.
For the second criteria, we examined field notes for the HWMs and removed them if key
words in the field report such as ”poor debris line” or ”clogged culvert” were found. For
the third criteria, HWMs that included error that lie outside the CI95 were removed.
The upper and lower CI95 for the full 340 Katrina HWMs were ∼ ± 1 m, for each
simulation. A majority of the HWMs that were removed resided along Little Lagoon,
west of Fort Morgan Peninsula. ADCIRC under-predicted maximum water levels along
this region which appeared to be caused by high water levels within the lagoon itself.
Hurricanes Katrina and Ivan (2004) triggered the formation of an inlet west of the original,
which would lead to an increase in flooding of the lagoon and across the peninsula (Gibson,
2006). In addition, since the MSAL model was constructed from the most recent lidar
data available, per FEMA guidance, this region contained post-Katrina lidar. The current
dune heights represented by the MSAL model are about 1 m higher than pre-Katrina dune
heights, which prevented overtopping of the peninsula in the simulation, and therefore
lower water levels within the lagoon.
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After the error analysis from the first two conditions, 19 HWMs were eliminated, and
321 remained for the comparison to simulated maximum water levels and analysis of the
95% confidence interval (Table 2.5). The MSAL resulted in further elimination of 19 HWMs
based on the confidence interval analysis. Of the 302 HWMs, 274 (90.7%) were within ±
0.5 m. Similarly, the CI analysis for the MSAL noVF z and MSAL noVF resulted in
elimination of 19 and 20 HWMs, and 273 (90.4%) and 270 (89.1%) were within ± 0.5 m,
respectively. The slope of the line of best-fit, for all experiments, is 1.0 with an R2 of 0.97
(Figure 2.10). The mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation (SD) and upper and
lower 95% CI were similar (Table 2.5).
Results did not improve or diminish among the three experiments with respect to
the HWM analysis, which was an unanticipated result of this work. Numerous HWMs
were located in regions where vertical features influenced inundation extent; however, the
simulated water surface elevation at the HWM locations were not altered by the vertical
features, only the flooding extent. This is addressed in the following section, and it is shown
that the inclusion of vertical features increases model accuracy with respect to inundation
extent.
2.3.3 Post-Katrina aerial imagery comparison
Post-Katrina aerial photographs captured by NOAA revealed the wide spread damage
caused by Hurricane Katrina (http://ngs.woc.noaa.gov/storms/katrina/). The im-
agery enables a qualitative model validation of inundation extent, particularly along local
high elevation gradients, such as near vertical features. Turning focus to coastal Missis-
sippi, specifically near Gulfport, similar flooding extent is observed between the MSAL and
MSAL noVF z simulations, although there were some minor increases in inundation ex-
tent. On the other hand, the MSAL noVF model estimated flooding further inland. Here,
simulated inundation between the MSAL and MSAL noVF z were compared to the debris






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The first image is located just west of Gulfport Harbor and between E. Beach Blvd. and
E. Railroad St. Figure 2.11,a shows that inundation was blocked by E. Railroad St. in
the MSAL model, but is not the case in the MSAL noVF model result (Figure 2.11,b). E.
Railroad St. is included in the MSAL model as a vertical feature. In other words, surge
propagated past E. Railroad St. as if it were not there (or had similar elevation to the
surrounding land). Close inspection of the aerial image depicts a debris line between and
along E. Railroad St. and 2nd St. From the image, there is no discernible debris north of
Railroad St. caused by storm surge; however, some debris may be present, but was likely
caused by wind than surge. Although there is debris along E. Railroad St., and it is likely
that surge piled up along the roadway, the MSAL model is not able to inundate up to the
roadway due to the limitation of the local element size ( 60-100 m in this location) and
the wetting and drying algorithm. In order to simulate inundation closer to the roadway,
without removing the vertical feature, would be to decrease the local element size sub-20
m. Additionally, the SWAN+ADCIRC model simulation does not include wave-induced
runup. Regardless, the MSAL model appropriately simulates the inundation front and
inhibits surge from incorrectly overtoping E. Railroad St. at this location.
The HWM at this location has a value of 7.59 m (NAVD88) and a simulated error of
-0.25 m. The location of the HWM demonstrates the cause for the similar HWM errors
among the three models. Since the models without correct vertical feature representation
generally increased flooding extent, the location of the HWM were inundated in all three
model simulations. The simulated maximum water surface elevation at this HWM location
would not be expected to vary due to the overtopping of the ridge feature. The only plau-
sible scenario in which the maximum water surface elevations were expected to be different
is if the ridge feature had a drastically higher elevation than the surrounding terrain and
surge accumulated, but never overtopped the roadway, yielding a large maximum water
surface elevation.
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Figure 2.11: a) MSAL and b)MSAL noVF inundation extent on top of the NOAA post-
Katrina aerial imagery just west of Gulfport Harbor. The HWM (purple cross) value and
error at this location (a-b) is 7.59 m and -0.25 m. c)MSAL and d)MSAL noVF inundation
extent on top of the NOAA post-Katrina aerial imagery 5 km west of Gulfport Harbor.
The HWM (purple cross) value and error at this location (c-d) is 7.25 m and -0.09 m. The
green lines are vertical feature ridge lines. Model resolution in this region is 60-100 m.
This water surface elevation would be higher than if the roadway was not described and
surge was not able to pile up and inundate the region north of the roadway.
Moving east along the coast, Figure 2.11,c and 2.11,d depict a similar story. There is
a tremendous amount of debris between E. Railroad St. and the shoreline, but not north.
The MSAL correctly represents the storm surge inundation. However, the MSAL noVF z
model result yields overtopping of E. Railroad St. This is incorrect when examining the
debris line. The measured HWM in this region is 7.25 m (NAVD88), with a simulated error
of -0.09 m. As previously described, the maximum storm surge is not expected to vary
drastically as because both models simulated flooding this region. Similar findings would be
obtained regardless of the number of HWMs collected. This indicates that state-of-the-art
flood inundation models, and storm surge models in particular, are now becoming accurate
enough that traditional point-based validation methods (e.g. gage based time-series and
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HWM comparison), which are acceptable in comparing total water levels, are limited in
their ability to validate inundation extent (Medeiros et al., 2012).
The comparison of storm surge inundation extent against post-event imagery allows
a semi-empirical validation beyond point-based methods of maximum water levels. This
enables a more rigorous validation and exhibits the necessity for having accurate terrain
data in the flood inundation model, specifically vertical features. From this analysis, it is
evident that the MSAL model better represents the extent of inundation and is therefore a
more accurate surge model than the other two models, without reliance on hand digitization
or sacrificing computational cost.
2.3.4 Flooding extent comparison
In order to determine the impact of the additional flooding extent from the MSAL -
noVF z and MSAL noVF models, each were categorized into inundated regions with and
without urban infrastructure. The 2006 post-Katrina CCAP LULC was sorted and binned
into two land classifications, urban and rural within Mississippi and Alabama (open water
was left out of this reclassification). For each of the two classes, the additional inundated
area was computed from the MSAL noVF z and MSAL noVF simulations. MSAL noVF z
inundated an additional 1.5 km2 and 9 km2 for urban and rural area, and MSAL noVF
inundated an additional 10.3 km2 and 44.8 km2, respectively. To expand these results
further, the urban space is related to population density. The city of Gulfport, MS has
a population density of 730.61 people per square km and contains 340.60 housing units
per square km (http://www.gulfport-ms.gov/census.shtml). Extrapolating this population
density across the Mississippi-Alabama coast may result in an additional 1,096 people
and 511 housing units affected in using the MSAL noVF z model and 7525 people and
3508 housing units with the MSAL noVF model results. This result may be of critical
importance when designing and operating a real time forecasting flood inundation model,
especially when used to guide evacuation planning and the deployment of first responders.
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In addition to modifying inundation extent, the inclusion of vertical features also altered
the timing of the flood and recession wave. In using the MSAL noVF model, some regions
flooded several hours earlier than the MSAL model, especially along highways that are
overtopped. Furthermore, not only did the inclusion of raised features limit overtopping
during the incoming flood, but also inhibits the recession of the flood as it flows back to
the ocean.
2.4 Summary and conclusions
To accurately represent overland flooding due to hurricane storm surge, it is imperative
that the numerical model includes an accurate representation of the overland terrain. We
employed a novel and largely reproducible framework to guide semi-automatic unstructured
mesh generation across a coastal floodplain via the inclusion of vertical terrain features and
accurate assignment of mesh nodes using a bare earth lidar-derived DEM. These methods
administered the density and location of mesh nodes and alignment of element edges as
guided by the landscape. Therefore, it is recommend that the DEM be developed before
mesh generation begins so as to to link the natural terrain to the unstructured mesh
and ultimately to the flood inundation model. These semi-automated approaches were
scaled and applied for the generation of a wind-wave hurricane storm surge model for the
Mississippi and Alabama coast. The influence of vertical features on the model’s portrayal
of the floodplain elevations were examined in addition to the response of water levels
and inundation extent among three unstructured meshes representative of the Mississippi-
Alabama coastal floodplain. The MSAL mesh included vertical features, MSAL noVF z
contained vertical features in the mesh topology, but crown elevations were withheld, and
the MSAL noVF mesh included similar mesh resolution as the other meshes, although no
vertical features were included.
The three unstructured meshes were employed to simulate shallow water hydrodynam-
ics for Hurricane Katrina (2005) using the coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model framework.
The model was parameterized to represent natural geophysical conditions across the flood-
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plain, thereby removing the need for model calibration. Simply put, the model was setup
with the best known and scientifically defensible conditions and no calibration/tuning was
performed herein. The methods presented are not limited to storm surge models, but can
be utilized in river flood routing models that require spatial domain discretization.
It was shown that the state at which flood inundation models are currently being
developed require additional validation techniques beyond point-based methods, and in
particular, the validation of inundation extent. Each model was compared to time-series
water surface elevations, post-event measured HWMs, and post-event aerial imagery. For
each model, the time-series water levels matched the observed data well and captured the
tides before landfall and the rising limb of the storm surge hydrograph. Katrina simulated
water level peaks also compared well with an R2 of 0.97 and upper and lower 95% confidence
interval of ∼ ± 0.60 m. From the point-based validation, it was not readily clear which
of the three model experiments performed best in terms of accuracy. Examination of
inundation extent among the three model results was compared to debris lines derived
from post-event aerial imagery. From the aerial imagery comparison, the MSAL model
produced the more accurate simulated inundation extent, followed by the MSAL noVF z,
and MSAL noVF model. This result was obtained without reliance on hand digitization or
sacrificing computational cost as the mesh node count was similar among the three models.
Comparison of differences in total flooding area and inundation extent resulted in
the MSAL model having the lesser amount of flooded area than the other two models.
Relating the additional differences in inundation extent to population density along coastal
Mississippi resulted in a possible affected population of 1,096 people and 7,525 people when
using inundation results from the MSAL noVF z and MSAL noVF model. Model results
also indicated that vertical features have a role in the timing of the initial flood wave as well
as the surge recession, which may be critical when using inundation models in a real time
forecasting framework. Additionally, the methods presented herein may have an impact on
transport models (including debris transport).
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Accurate results were computed in the MSAL due to the methods employed in gen-
erating the unstructured mesh, which describes the varying types of topography across
the landscape. Areas that exhibited substandard model results are found in regions with
coarse mesh resolution, unsatisfactory elevation or bathymetric data, narrow rivers and
canals, and regions dominated by surface runoff and local flooding. Additionally, inclusion
of event-scale coastal erosion, surface runoff generating mechanisms and overland flow, flow
description through narrow channels and tidal creeks, better descriptions of salt marsh ta-
ble elevations, and improved surface roughness characteristics can increase the accuracy of
the model through the inclusion of these additional physical processes.
Although narrowing, there remains a gap in the knowledge of relating the physics with
numerical discretization of a continuous and natural surface. As this work is a step towards
fully-automated mesh generation for shallow water hydrodynamics, future research should
include an evaluation of the extraction algorithm parameters across difference landscapes,
in addition to mesh resolution sensitivity coupled with vertical feature integration. The
guidance and constraints presented here may promote coarser model resolution without
sacrificing model accuracy, and in term will lead to a more ideal mesh.
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Chapter 3
Dynamics of sea level rise and coastal
flooding on a changing landscape∗
3.1 Introduction
Low-lying coastal environments are particularly susceptible to climate change impacts
(McGranahan et al., 2007), especially SLR. Short-term effects of rising seas include an
increase in coastal flooding, altered inundation patterns, and saltwater intrusion into fresh
waters (Parker, 1991). Long-term effects of SLR occur as the coast seeks to reestablish
equilibrium and include shoreline erosion, saltwater intrusion into groundwater, and salt
marsh migration or transformation to open water if sediment accretion does not keep pace
with SLR (Hagen et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2002; Geselbracht et al., 2011; Nicholls and
Cazenave, 2010; Smith et al., 2010; Michener et al., 1997). Global coastal environments are
also vulnerable to tropical cyclones resulting in storm surges that intensify coastal flooding
when coupled with SLR.
Storm surge is a complex process, governed by factors such as storm size and intensity,
topography, geometry, and roughness of the impacted areas (Resio and Westerink, 2008).
Storm surge escalates as the storm approaches the coast, and the energy of the surge travels
into shallower waters. To study the interactions of coastal flooding from hurricane storm
surge and SLR, we constructed a physically-based numerical model, which describes the
physics related to the processes of hurricane storm surges and wind-generated waves at the
regional scale. The model can be adapted to simulate various scenarios, including future
projections of climatic conditions.
In standard practice, validation of numerical storm surge models consists of comparing
observed and computed values (i.e., water levels, currents, and wave heights) for past storm
∗The content of this chapter previously appeared as Bilskie, M.V., Hagen, S.C., Medeiros, S.C., Passeri,
D.L. (2014). Dynamics of sea level rise and coastal flooding on a changing landscape. Geophysical Research
Letters, 41(3), 1944-8007, doi:10.1002/2013GL058759. Please see permission letter in Appendix B.
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events. These models are developed to represent conditions before the storm to properly
describe the physics during the event (University of Central Florida, 2011; Bunya et al.,
2010). When designing storm surge models to function for future scenarios, modifications
must be made to characterize projected changes to the landscape using an approach that
considers the sensitivity of the model to various input factors. Therefore, it is necessary to
establish a model development framework to adapt existing storm surge models for past
conditions and future scenarios.
The effect of SLR on storm surge has been shown to be nonlinear (i.e., peak surge
does not increase linearly by the amount of SLR), and has been attributed to factors other
than the static change in water level itself, such as variation of the landscape (Smith et al.,
2010; Atkinson et al., 2013; Mousavi et al., 2011; Ding et al., 2013b). However, the impact
of the landscape on storm surge in the context of SLR has yet to be investigated (Irish
et al., 2010; Woodruff et al., 2013). With time, sea level varies, as well as the landscape
and population density; barrier islands and river inlets change shape, marshes migrate, and
populations of coastal cities grow, enhancing urbanization.
This study utilizes a physically based hydrodynamic storm surge and wind-wave model
to study storm surge response to changes in sea level, topography, and LULC along the
Mississippi and Alabama coast by simulating SLR and hurricane storm surge for past
(1960), current (2005), and future (2050) conditions. We present a novel approach to
investigate the flooding extent and depths due to hurricane storm surge that is applicable
to other global regions that may experience impacts of SLR.
3.2 Sea level rise scenarios
Global sea levels have been increasing and are projected to continue rising (IPCC,
2007). SLR is engendered by a rise in ocean temperature, ice melt, and changes in
runoff patterns. Tide gauge records since 1900 show a rise of approximately 1.7 mm/yr,
whereas satellite altimetry data since the 1990s indicate a rise of 3.2 mm/yr (Parris
et al., 2012; Church and White, 2011; Ablain et al., 2009; Beckley et al., 2007). Re-
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gions with minimal vertical land shift follow the global trend; however, satellite data
indicate that mean sea level in the Gulf of Mexico is increasing faster than the global
average (IPCC, 2007). Therefore, we apply local SLR predictions rather than global pre-
dictions, as the focus is on the regional scale. Three uniformly spaced scenarios of 6, 12,
and 18 in. (15.2, 30.5, 45.7 cm) are based on the United States Army Corps of Engi-
neers Climate Change Adaptation Sea Level Change Curve Calculator at Dauphin Island,
AL (http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm), which accounts for both eustatic SLR
and subsidence (relative to 2005). The sea state for the 1960 scenario is a linear extrapo-
lation of the long-term tide data and is 13.4 cm lower than the 2005 sea state.
The intention of this study is not to predict future impacts, but to examine the sensi-
tivity of surge behavior to changing landscape features under past sea states and land use
change for future sea states using a range of generally accepted SLR scenarios.
3.3 Storm surge modeling
We employ the tightly coupled SWAN + ADCIRC modeling framework to compute
water surface elevations and currents (Bunya et al., 2010; Dietrich et al., 2011b; Westerink
et al., 2008; Zijlema, 2010). Here, the model is forced with wind and pressure representative
of Hurricane Katrina (2005) (Powell et al., 2010). The model utilizes an adapted version of
an unstructured numerical grid that was validated and used for the production of Federal
Emergency Management Agency digital flood insurance rate maps (University of Central
Florida, 2011). Modifications include enhanced details in Mississippi with model resolution
down to 20 m, and 20 km in the deep ocean. Elevation data for 2005 is derived from
the most recent lidar data available. We modify the base model (2005) to reflect the
past (1960) and future (2050) conditions. 1960 elevations were derived from historic U.S.
Geological Survey circa 1960 topographic maps (http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/topomaps).
Modifications made in the 1960 model elevations are generally morphologic and located
along the Mississippi Sound barrier islands, which have migrated westward as a result of
longshore drift causing up-drift erosion and down-drift deposition (Davis, 1997; Byrnes
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et al., 1991; Morton, 2008; Otvos, 1970); also, the Pascagoula Naval Complex was created
in 1985 near the Pascagoula River (Figure 3.1). In addition to elevation changes, circa
1960 LULC was assimilated into the model. For the future scenario, 2050 LULC was
applied to reflect projected changes for the future using the A2 scenario (http://landcover-
modeling.cr.usgs.gov/), and elevations were held constant from the 2005 model (Figure
3.2). LULC is used to parameterize surface roughness in the forms of bottom friction, wind
reduction as a result of vertical obstacles, and vegetation canopy coefficients that limit
wind influence under dense canopies.
Figure 3.1: Nearshore topography and bathymetry for the Mississippi Sound barrier is-
lands and the Pascagoula River inlet representative of (a) circa 1960 and (b) 2005. Major
differences are the splitting of Dauphin and Ship Islands, the westward migration of Petit
Bois and Horn Islands, and the urbanization of the eastern Pascagoula River inlet.
Twelve simulations were executed to explore the various influences and sensitivities
of surge response to changes in sea level, topography, and LULC. For three scenarios
representing 1960, 2005, and 2050 with 45.7 cm (18 in.) of SLR, maximum simulated
water levels of 7.95 m, 8.08 m, and 8.67 m, respectively, were located along the Mississippi
coast near Gulfport. The difference in maximum storm surge is not necessarily equal to
the SLR, as observed between the 2005 and 2050, where the difference (59 cm) is greater
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than the SLR (45.7 cm). This quick calculation introduces the significance of the dynamic
interactions that are occurring and furthers the motivation to examine the sensitivity of
storm surge response on a changing landscape in addition to SLR.
Figure 3.2: LULC (a) circa 1960, (b) 2005, and (c) 2050 projection using the A2 climate
scenario. Colors represent the different LULC classifications. The black line divides the
states of Mississippi and Alabama.
The goal is to determine the influencing factors on the nonlinearity of storm surge
(L). To examine the nonlinear interaction and sensitivity of storm surge inundation to
a change in sea state, LULC, and morphology, the difference in maximum surge heights
to the amount of SLR (λ) is normalized to the change in sea level (L
λ
), and called the
Normalized Nonlinearity (NNL) index
NNL =






where η1 and η2 are the maximum generated surges for the lower and higher sea states,
given an amount of SLR.
3.4 Effect of topography
To consider the nonlinearity in the storm surge response to a change in elevation, three
simulations representative of the 1960 sea state are compared via the NNL to the baseline
simulation of 2005. Figure 3.3 shows the NNL between the 2005 baseline simulation and
the 1960 sea state simulation that includes the 2005 elevation and 2005 LULC (Figure
3.3,a) and circa 1960 LULC (Figure 3.3,b).
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Figure 3.3: NNL index of maximum storm surge from Hurricane Katrina for Missis-
sippi Sound and Mobile Bay between 1960 and 2005 with model parameters of 2005 sea
state/LULC/elevation compared to (a) 1960 sea state and 2005 LULC/elevation, (b) 1960
sea state/LULC and 2005 elevation, and (c) 1960 sea state/LULC/elevation. White shows
a rise in maximum water level equal to the SLR, warm colors indicate an amplification,
cool colors a deamplification in maximum storm surge, and gray represents nonwetted (or
dry) areas. The black line represents the coastline.
Similarly, Figure 3.3,c shows the NNL of the 2005 baseline to the 1960 sea state scenario,
but includes elevation representative of 1960 along the Mississippi Sound barrier islands
and Pascagoula River inlet. Including the elevation changes drastically enhances maximum
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storm surge offshore of the barrier islands, within the eastern portion of Mississippi Sound,
and Mobile Bay.
There are regions, primarily off the coast, with a purely static increase (i.e., NNL = 0).
The dynamic effect of the coastline and nearshore regime (i.e., shoreline geometry and
bottom friction) decrease with increasing offshore distance. Thus, a static model would tend
to underpredict maximum water levels. This is shown from decreasing the sea state from
2005 to 1960, which indicates that the difference in maximum water levels are generally
larger than the change in sea state (Figure 3.3,a). Much of the maximum water level
around the Pascagoula River and Biloxi Bay are less than the SLR, indicating that surge
levels in these regions do not increase by the amount of SLR. Here, the surge is mainly
driven by wind-setup. Differences in the water levels at the surge extent is larger than
the SLR, causing a lower set-down downstream (Figure 3.3). However, in most areas
(e.g., Mobile Bay and western Mississippi Sound), the maximum water level increases an
additional 80% of the applied SLR, resulting in amplification of storm surge greater than the
amount of SLR. Higher water levels are found within Pascagoula, MS, near U.S. Highway
90 because water and wave run-up accumulates against the raised roadbed, but the road is
not overtopped. The sharp gradient in NNL around U.S. Highway 90 is caused by storm
surge moving from south to north from the Escatawpa River, but the road holds back surge
in both directions.
Higher water levels are observed in eastern Mississippi Sound and Mobile Bay because
of the transformation of the barrier islands since 1960, primarily illustrated by Dauphin
Island (Figure 3.2), which has migrated westward and was breached during Hurricane
Katrina (Morton, 2008). The breach lessens the protective effect of the barrier island and
permits additional water to enter the Sound and Mobile Bay, thereby increasing the amount
of overland flooding (Figure 3.3,c).
Although maximum water levels vary, analysis of the total inundated area between
the two simulations with varying topographic representation shows little difference. This
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indicates that changes in the barrier islands do not enhance the total flooding area but
rather modify the path and pattern of maximum water levels.
Given the nominal amount of SLR from 1960 to 2005 (13.4 cm) as established from
long-term tide records, the Mississippi barrier islands have migrated westward and have
been reshaped by hurricanes. This shoreline morphology is indisputable and can be traced
back to pre-1900 when Grand Batture Island, now a submerged shoal, was once a protective
barrier island for Grand Bay, MS (Eleuterius and Criss, 1991). With this, it is only intuitive
that with projected SLR on the order of meters that barrier island and shoreline morphology
will be accelerated (Irish et al., 2010). Thus, the results demonstrate that it is incumbent
that we incorporate shoreline morphology in making projections of flooding due to hurricane
storm and SLR.
3.5 Effect of LULC
Storm surge response to the altered LULC (between 2005 and 1960), as shown in Figure
3.3,b, tends to decrease the differences in maximum surge, bringing it closer to a static
solution; however, within the Pascagoula River and marsh as well as around Biloxi Bay
and the Bay of St. Louis, the NNL converges to -1, indicating that a static approach would
significantly overpredict the maximum surge water levels caused by generally lower bottom
friction in 1960. In some cases the difference in storm surge is zero (e.g., if NNL = −1, then
η2 − η1 = 0). Comparing the pure 2005 to 1960 scenarios (Figure 3.3,c) further increases
the nonlinearity, by enhancing the maximum surge in eastern Mississippi Sound and Biloxi
Bay, but further drives surge differences within the Pascagoula River and Biloxi Bay to
zero.
Projections of LULC in 2050 are incorporated into the model along with three SLR
scenarios (15.2, 30.5, 45.7 cm) to investigate the surge response to changes in the LULC
but do not account for changes due to coastal geomorphology or marsh accretion from 2005
to 2050. These projections include variations to vegetation and anthropogenic development
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associated with urbanization. A changing landscape not only affects the roughness of the
land but also alters the effects of the wind, as mentioned previously.
Figure 3.4 shows the NNL between simulations employing the 2050 LULC for each of
the three SLR scenarios (15.2, 30.5, 45.7 cm) and the 2005 simulation. A similar pattern
exists between the three SLR scenarios, in that much of the area along the Pascagoula River
floodplain and Mobile Bay experiences surge amplified by 70% and 20% higher than that
of the SLR, respectively. Additionally, areas within Mississippi Sound show a decrease
in surge of 30% relative to the amount of SLR. This effect may be caused by deeper
water depths in shallow waters, reducing bottom friction, and therefore decreased storm
surge. As the SLR values increase, flooding area increases. However, the relationship is
not linear; the differences in flooding area between 2005 and each of the 2050 scenarios
are 1174 km2, 2159 km2, and 2463 km2, respectively, with slopes (inundated area divided
by SLR) of 7703 km2/m, 7083 km2/m, and 5387 km2/m. The slope of inundated area
versus SLR decreases with the larger change in sea level because the topography becomes
the dominant controlling factor and the high gradient in elevation obstructs an increase in
flooding extent. This can be observed via the NNL under the 30.5 and 45.7 cm scenario
(Figure 3.4). The nonlinear component is larger in the 30.5 cm case, indicating that
a threshold may exist between 30.5 and 45.7 cm of SLR that introduces more flooding
area due to an additional overtopping of raised features. The increase in surge along the
Pascagoula River is attributed to the intertidal zone marsh becoming less resistant to flow
as mean low water approaches that of the marsh table elevation, converting some regions
to open water. Similarly, larger surge elevations are observed when increasing the amount
of SLR in the marsh north of Mobile Bay. Removing the SLR and analyzing differences
in maximum water level between simulations employing the 2050 and 2005 LULC reveals
differences of ± 0.25 m in much of the floodplain, with bias toward +0.25 m.
The change in frictional characteristics amplifies surge, but adjusting the elevations
of the barrier islands and east inlet reduces surge, as previously described. This directly
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illustrates the many complex physical processes that are at play and elucidates the dynamic
effects of SLR and storm surge inundation on a changing landscape; when evaluating future
projections of coastal flooding, changes to the landscape cannot be overlooked.
Figure 3.4: NNL index of maximum storm surge from Hurricane Katrina wind forcing for
Mississippi Sound and Mobile Bay for SLR scenarios of (a) 15.2 cm, (b) 30.5 cm, and (c)
45.7 cm. White colors show no change (static), warm colors indicate that changing the
LULC to 2050 from 2005 increases differences in maximum surge larger than the SLR, cool
colors indicate the 2005 LULC results in lower maximum surge than the applied SLR, and
gray regions show noninundated regions within the model. The black line represents the
coastline.
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3.6 Discussion and conclusions
Urbanization of coastal cities, nearshore geomorphology, and SLR will continue to
affect the behavior of storm surge in coastal communities throughout the world. Because
of these factors, new regions will become vulnerable to flooding and areas that already flood
may experience increases in both frequency and depth. We have evaluated the interaction
between a change in LULC, topography, and coastal flooding for past (1960) and present
(2005) sea states in addition to projections of LULC and SLR scenarios for future (2050)
conditions. Simulating past conditions provides an accurate approach to understanding
how storm surge may be altered by the landscape. Changes to the nearshore topography
can amplify storm surge by more than 80% over the amount of SLR in many regions but
may also decrease surge levels by over 100% of the applied SLR, as shown around the
Pascagoula River floodplain. On the other hand, adjusting the model for projections of
future urbanization amplifies maximum surge by 70% over the applied SLR.
We also find that modifying the barrier islands does not necessarily change the amount
of area inundated, but it considerably modifies the flow path of storm surge, which in
this case counteracts the LULC changes, as shown in the Pascagoula River floodplain.
Furthermore, the results provide a corollary finding that the accurate inclusion of raised
features within the model is extremely important in simulating correct storm surge patterns.
Results of the nonlinearity of coastal flooding induced by SLR and hurricane storm
surge follow that of past studies (Smith et al., 2010; Rego and Li, 2010; Atkinson et al.,
2013; Mousavi et al., 2011). However, the approach of examining the nonlinear response
of storm surge to a changing landscape is novel. To our knowledge, this is the first study
that incorporates past LULC and topography and future LULC change to examine the
respective response to hurricane storm surge on coastal flooding. When evaluating coastal
inundation due to hurricane storm surge under SLR scenarios, the authors recommend
providing additional modifications to the modeling framework along with modifying the
sea state. The modeling framework should consider future landscape changes via LULC
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projections as well as future projections of coastal morphology, such as barrier island and
shoreline changes. Although projecting shoreline morphology and LULC for future con-
ditions contains a high degree of uncertainty, including these scenarios in the modeling
framework for future flood inundation studies allows for a more comprehensive assessment
for long-term coastal management.
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Data and numerical analysis of
astronomic tides, wind-waves, and
hurricane storm surge along the
northern Gulf of Mexico∗
4.1 Introduction
The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is one of the few seas that is both partially landlocked and
adjacent to an open ocean. The basin is almost entirely enclosed by a broad and shallow
continental shelf (less than 180 m deep) representing 22% of the entire basin area (Gore,
1992). Along the eastern GoM, the wide and gently sloping West Florida Shelf (WFS)
extends from the Florida Keys to the Florida Panhandle, and the Mississippi-Alabama
(MS-AL) Shelf ranges from the Florida Panhandle to the Mississippi River Delta (Figure
4.1,a). The shelf provides a buffer between the deep ocean and the shallow coastal zone.
However, the wide shelf also contributes to local- and deep-water forced sea level anomalies.
Tropical cyclone induced sea level surges are generated from the complex geography of the
GoM and cause wide-spread flooding in low-lying regions (Kennedy et al., 2011; Morey
et al., 2006; Weisberg and He, 2003).
In the nearshore, the northern Gulf of Mexico (NGOM) [defined herein as spanning
the Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida Panhandle coasts] contains a vast expanse of barrier
islands, stretches of intertidal salt marsh adjacent to numerous coastal rivers, and an abun-
dance of inlet and bay systems connected via the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW).
The NGOMs geophysical settings drive complex hydrodynamic processes that vary broadly
through shelf- and local-scale circulation. The NGOM also possesses a diverse history of
∗The content of this chapter previously appeared as Bilskie, M.V., Hagen, S.C., Medeiros, Cox, A.T.,
Salisbury, M., Coggin, D. (2016). Data and numerical analysis of astronomic tides, wind-waves, and
hurricane storm surge along the northern Gulf of Mexico. Journal of Geophysical Research - Oceans,
121(5), 3625-3658, doi:10.1002/2015JC011400. Please see permission letter in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.1: a) Location map of the Gulf of Mexico. NDBC buoys locations are in orange,
two NOAA stations located outside the NGOM nearshore region are in blue, and significant
coastal features are shown as in Table 4.1. Tracks for Hurricane Ivan, Dennis, Katrina, and
Isaac are shown in black. Bathymetric contours (as labeled) are shown as thin black lines,
the coastline in grey, and NGOM3 inland boundary in tan. (b) Locations of interest along
the NGOM; cities (black), water bodies (blue), rivers (red), island (green), and places and
features (purple) as shown in Table 4.1. c) NGOM3 model elevations (m, NAVD88).
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Table 4.1: Identification of geographic locations as shown in Figure 4.1.
Cities Rivers
1 Clearwater 22 Apalachicola River
2 Panama City 23 Pascagoula River
3 Pensacola 24 Pearl River
4 Pascagoula
5 Biloxi Islands
6 Gulfport 25 Marco Island
7 Pass Christian 26 St. George Island
27 Santa Rosa Island
Bays and Sounds 28 Fort Morgan Penninsula
8 Charlotte Harbor 29 Dauphin Island
9 Tampa Bay 30 Mississippi Barrier Islands
10 Apalachee Bay 31 Chandeleur Island
11 Aplachicola Bay
12 St. Joseph Bay Places and Features
13 Santa Rosa Sound 32 Everglades
14 Pensacola Bay 33 Florida Keys
15 Perdido Bay 34 Shell Point
16 Mobile Bay 35 MSAL Shelf
17 Grand Bay 36 LA Birds Foot
18 Mississippi Sound 37 Biloxi Marsh
19 Biloxi Bay
20 Chandeleur Sound
21 Bay of St. Louis
recent tropical storm activity, including Hurricanes Ivan (2004), Dennis (2005), Katrina
(2005), and Isaac (2012) (Figure 4.1,a), with each hurricane and accompanying surge well
documented (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [NOAA] National Hurri-
cane Center, http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/). Each event possesses its own unique and
inherent characteristics, and can cause remarkable storm surge when combined with the
geometric and topographical characteristics of the GoM. In order to mitigate the damage
and displacement from future coastal disasters, it is important to understand the evolution
of storm surge and wind-waves from the deep ocean, onto the wide and broad continen-
tal shelf, into the nearshore and across the coastal landscape (Resio and Westerink, 2008).
These recent storms, the wealth of available data and our ability to perform high-resolution
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numerical assessments provide us an opportunity to understand the distinct responses to
a wide range of extreme activity in the NGOM.
There are numerous physics-based numerical models developed for simulating astro-
nomic tides and hurricane storm surge. Each employ their own numerical discretization
scheme, spatial and temporal resolution, and model boundary and forcing mechanisms
(Bunya et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2008; Dietrich et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2013a; Dukhovskoy
and Morey, 2011; Hope et al., 2013; Kennedy et al., 2011; Sheng et al., 2010; Weisberg
and Zheng, 2008; Yang et al., 2014a). In particular, a suite of southern Louisiana (SL)
and Texas ADCIRC (Luettich et al., 1992) models have been extensively refined over the
past decade and have set the precedent in hurricane storm surge hindcasting studies (Hope
et al., 2013).
Yang et al. (2014a) developed an FVCOM (Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model) [Chen
et al., 2003] model to simulate tides and storm surge from Hurricanes Rita, Katrina, Ivan,
and Dolly. They validated against NOAA stations for tides and surge, but the focus was
on examining coastal inundation due to surge, SLR, and subsidence, particularly in the
Louisiana marsh. They report good model agreement with measured data but mention
that results could improve with finer model resolution.
A few studies have focused on Hurricane Ivan, but with little emphasis on model
validation, especially in regions outside of Pensacola Bay. Salisbury and Hagen (2007)
examined the role of tidal inlet systems on open coast storm surge hydrographs using a
Hurricane Ivan forced numerical model within Pensacola Bay as a real-world case study.
Hagen et al. (2011) studied the sensitivity of wind drag coefficients and its implications on
maximum water surface elevations for the four hurricanes that struck Floridas coast in 2004
(Hurricanes Charley, Frances, Jeanne, and Ivan). Sheng et al. (2010) employed the coupled
CH3D-SWAN model to the northeastern GoM to simulate hydrodynamics of Hurricane
Ivan and state the importance of including land dissipation on hurricane winds, and they
also conducted experiments between 2D and 3D model formulations. Chen et al. (2008)
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developed a coarse ADCIRC model with loose coupling to SWAN of the NGOM to study
Hurricanes Ivan and Katrina. The model was designed to run on a personal workstation, not
a high-performance computer. The objective was to quantify the hydrodynamic response
in the NGOM and better understand the factors that control the dynamic nature of storm
surge and wind waves in a shallow coastal region. Although not the emphasis, model
validation was focused on the Mobile and Pensacola Bay regions and did not include an
analysis of high water marks (HWM).
Studies involving Hurricane Dennis were focused on the classification and generation
of the remotely generated sea level anomaly and its contribution to the maximum storm
tide in the Big Bend region of Florida (Dukhovskoy and Morey, 2011; Morey et al., 2006).
Morey et al. (2006) demonstrated the need for larger model domains in order to accurately
capture remotely generated shelf waves. They showed, through numerical modeling, that
Hurricane Dennis induced surges of 1.8 m (NAVD88) above the predicted tide in a region
275 km east of the landfall location. Dukhovskoy and Morey (2011) continued that work
by simulating Hurricane Dennis with a higher resolution mesh (25 to 100 m) and compared
model results among 2D and 3D FVCOM simulations. The Apalachee FVCOM model was
nested into the GoM model from Morey et al. [2006] and was forced only with winds.
These previous assessments were focused on understanding the remotely forced sea level
rise during Hurricane Dennis and comparison of 2D and 3D results; however, the full
physics of the event were not simulated and fully evaluated. For example, Dukhovskoy and
Morey (2011) did not directly include model forcing from astronomic tides, pressure, or
wind generated waves, and only simulated storm surge based on wind stress. These effects
were added post festum using empirical and theoretical methods. Additionally, estimates
of storm surge were only compared to measured data at Shell Point (NDBC SHPF1) and
at six tide gauges, and a limited HWM error analysis was performed. Furthermore, it was
not definitively illustrated that the 3D model better fits the 2D result in terms of the full
surge hydrograph (peak surge, timing of the peak, and surge volume).
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In addition, each of these models, among many others, were designed and developed
with an individual storm event in mind. When constructing storm surge models for real-
time forecasting or analysis of future conditions (such as climate change in general and sea
level rise in particular), these models must be able to accurately simulate multiple events
without additional model calibration (Bilskie et al., 2014; Resio and Westerink, 2008).
There are studies concerning model validation for multiple storm events that span many
years employing the same model setup; the only published work found in recent literature
was Dietrich et al. (2012) and Yang et al. (2014a). Moreover, with respect to storm surge
hindcasting studies, there is a gap in published literature for Hurricanes Ivan (2004), Dennis
(2005), and Isaac (2012); Hurricane Katrina has been extensively studied, but attention
has been on southern Louisiana without particular focus on the Mississippi, Alabama, and
Florida regions. In this paper, we fill this gap, and provide a detailed assessment from data
and numerical simulations, including the validation of our model, and the evolution of wind-
waves, water levels and currents for Hurricanes Ivan, Dennis, Katrina, and Isaac, with focus
on Mississippi, Alabama, and the Florida Panhandle coasts (Figure 4.1,b). While doing so,
we introduce a high-resolution storm surge model for the NGOM, named NGOM3.
The NGOM3 model captures the essential circulation interactions among the deep-
water, continental shelf, and nearshore regions and provides inland hydraulic connectivity
through the GIWW. The most recent publicly available data were used in order to produce
a model representative of the year c. 2012. We first validate the model against observed
astronomic tides. The validation of tides demonstrates the model resolves important coastal
features (in the deep water and nearshore) in terms of spatial discretization, accurate
bathymetry, and accurate dissipation via bottom friction. We then examine the large-
scale, regional, and local circulation patterns within the GoM and compare model results
to measured waves and water levels from four historical hurricanes: Ivan, Dennis, Katrina,
and Isaac. Each of the four storm surge simulations uses the exact same model setup
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(model mesh and surface roughness characteristics), with the only modification being the
meteorological and astronomic tide forcing.
The paper is presented as follows: First, the numerical code is presented and followed
by a description of data sources used, unstructured mesh generation, derivation of surface
roughness parameters, and model forcing. The NGOM3 model is setup to simulate as-
tronomic tides only, and results are compared to measured data across the study domain.
Next, a hindcast for Hurricanes Ivan, Dennis, Katrina, and Isaac are presented. The evolu-
tion of hurricane-induced winds, waves, currents, and water levels are described, and model
results are compared to a variety of recorded wave, current, and water level data.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Wave and surge model
The barotropic two-dimensional, unstructured finite element code ADCIRC (Advanced
Circulation) was implemented to compute depth-averaged water surface elevations and
currents in the x and y directions using the modified shallow water equations (Kolar et al.,
1994; Luettich and Westerink, 2004). The 2D depth-averaged equations are applicable due
to the strong wave-induced vertical mixing across the continental shelf during a hurricane
event (Dietrich et al., 2011a; Hope et al., 2013). Vertical mixing during the passage of
a hurricane was displayed in the reduced sea surface temperature (SST) in the wake of
the storm, as observed during Hurricane Dennis (2005). Strong vertical mixing allowed
sediment resuspension across the WFS in depths less than 50 m (Hu and Muller-Karger,
2007). Measurements at 14 acoustic Doppler current profilers deployed near the path of
Hurricane Ivan showed strong wave-induced near-bottom currents at a depth of 60 m,
indicating a well-mixed vertical layer up to 60 m water depth (Mitchell et al., 2005; Teague
et al., 2007). A turbulence resolving large-eddy simulation of Hurricane Frances (2004)
indicated that the upper ocean boundary layer reaches a depth of 100 m due to the synergy
of the winds, waves and currents (Hope et al., 2013; Sullivan et al., 2012).
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ADCIRC is coupled to the third generation wave model, SWAN, which solves the
action balance equation for relative frequency and wave direction, and each model uses
the same unstructured mesh (Booij et al., 1999; Dietrich et al., 2011b, 2012; Holthuijsen,
2007; Zijlema, 2010). In this study, ADCIRC was run with a 1.0 s time step, solving
for water levels and currents, which were passed to SWAN every 600 s (the SWAN time
step). After obtaining information from ADCIRC, SWAN computed wave radiation stress
gradients and passed them to ADCIRC. SWAN simulated wave frequencies and directions
were discretized into 40 frequency bins and 36 bins of 10, respectively. Wind-induced
wave growth was based on Komen et al. (1984) and Cavaleri and Rizzoli (1981), modified
whitecapping from Rogers et al. (2003), Battjes and Janssen (1978) depth-induced wave
breaking with wave breaking index equal to 0.73, and bottom roughness via Mannings n was
passed from ADCIRC using Madsen et al. (1988) roughness length formulation. False wave
refraction was limited in regions of inadequate mesh resolution using a spectral propagation
velocity limiter (Dietrich et al., 2013a).
4.2.2 NGOM3 unstructured mesh
Simulations were performed using the SWAN+ADCIRC numerical code and framework
on the NGOM3 computational mesh. The NGOM3 mesh is the spatial discretization
to which state variables and material types are mapped for inputs and outputs. The
mesh spans the western North Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and GoM and describes
the inland region up to the 15 m (NAVD88) land elevation contour from southeastern
Louisiana to Floridas Big Bend region (west to east). The 5.5 million node NGOM3 mesh
is an experiential product of the development of three previous meshes, MSAL (Mississippi-
Alabama) (Bilskie et al., 2015), FLPH AL (Florida Panhandle and Alabama) (University of
Central Florida, 2011), and FWJ (Franklin, Wakulla, and Jefferson Counties, FL) (Hagen
et al., 2009; Salisbury et al., 2011) and employs mesh generation techniques that have been
established over the last 15 years (Hagen and Parrish, 2004; Hagen et al., 2000, 2001).
Since the intricate details on the mesh generation process are presented in Bilskie et al.
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(2015), we focus the description herein on the data employed with minimal discussion on
the meshing.
• Bathymetric and topographic data sources
The shoreline was defined based on manual digitization according to present day aerial
imagery. The shoreline serves as the interface between topographic and bathymetric data
sets (zero elevation NAVD88 contour). The bathymetry consists of 17 separate data
sets that were constructed from a variety of sources, with the objective of describing the
bathymetry with the best available and most accurate data. The bathymetric data sources
used in the construction of the bathymetric elevation model were obtained from (in or-
der of importance or extent of study area): National Ocean Service (NOS) Hydrographic
Surveys (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/hydro.html), US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) Channel Surveys, Apalachicola River cross-sections, Pascagoula River
cross-sections, NOAA Nautical Charts, Northwest Florida Water Management District
(NWFWMD) boat-mounted, GPS-enabled, depth sounder surveys, and field knowledge.
Since all of the bathymetric data were aligned to a variety of vertical tidal and geodetic
datums, all were converted to reference NAVD88. Conversion to the NAVD88 datum was
done using NOAAs VDatum tool (http://vdatum.noaa.gov/welcome.html). In regions
outside the VDatum coverage area, tide gauges and nearby VDatum conversion values
were used (Medeiros et al., 2011). The Apalachicola River cross-sections were converted
from NGVD29 to NAVD88 using the CorpsCon software (http://www.agc.army.mil/
Missions/Corpscon.aspx). In preparation for the generation of a bathymetric triangular
irregular network, numerous constraint lines (breaklines) were added to impose bathymet-
ric contours and flow lines. Using these interior constraints, along with the shoreline as
a boundary, all bathymetric data were triangulated to generate a bathymetric data set
(Bilskie et al., 2015; Coggin et al., 2011; University of Central Florida, 2011).
The coastal landscape in the study area were mainly covered by recent lidar data. All
state-wide data for Florida and Alabama were provided by the Northwest Florida Water
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Management District (NWFWMD). Lidar data in Mississippi was obtained via NOAA Dig-
ital Coast, Coastal Topographic Lidar (http://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/). Additional
lidar data was obtained from the NASA Experimental Advanced Airborne Research Li-
dar (EAARL) system and Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry Technical Center of Expertise
(JALBTCX) CHARTS system. The USGS National Elevation data set (NED) was used to
supplement in the Mobile-Tensaw Delta area, north of Mobile and Baldwin Counties, AL,
due to lack of lidar. Topographic elevations outside the study region in Louisiana were ob-
tained from the SL18 storm surge model (Dietrich et al., 2011a). Along with hydrographic
breaklines and the digitized shoreline, the bare earth lidar was interpolated via natural
neighbor interpolation to a 5 m resolution digital elevation model (DEM).
• Vertical feature delineation
Natural and manmade vertical features were extracted using the methods presented
in Bilskie et al. (2015). Typical features include raised roadbeds, coastal dunes, natural
ridges and valleys, and small rivers and tidal creeks. These features were extracted in
order to precisely locate features that may alter the path, pattern, and magnitude of surge
propagation, by inhibiting or promoting flow (University of Central Florida, 2011). The
extracted vertical lines were used as interior constraints during the mesh generation process
whereby element edges were aligned to the feature lines.
• Unstructured mesh
The numerical mesh was developed, first and foremost, to resolve coastal waterway
features such as bays and inlets, the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, dredged channels, coastal
rivers, and tidal creeks. These features were resolved using, at least, three unstructured
elements across the channel. Minimum model resolution criteria was set to 15-20 m, based
on the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition to achieve a 1 s time step in ADCIRC; therefore,
inland waterways that were at least 60 m in width were generally discretized with sufficient
resolution to model the channel with a trapezoidal cross-section. Using the manually
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digitized shoreline as the boundary, an in-bank mesh was developed in order to enforce
appropriate hydraulic connectivity among the various inland waterways.
The final NGOM3 mesh includes 5,492,546 nodes and 10,945,358 elements. Mesh
resolution ranges from 25 km in the deep Atlantic Ocean, 4 km in the deep GoM, 1 km
along the continental shelf, 100-200 m along the shoreline and wave breaking zones, and
down to 15-20 m in small inland waterways. The large domain allows the model to capture
the evolution of wind-generated waves and hurricane storm surge across a variety of spatial
and temporal scales.
• Surface roughness
improved results when computing Hurricane Ikes forerunner using the barotropic AD-
CIRC model. The method set forth by Kennedy et al. (2011) and Martyr et al. (2013) was
applied across the Louisiana-Texas shelf and continued across the WFS. In the nearshore
and deep ocean, Mannings n is derived from bottom sediment type and the local depth
(Buczkowski et al., 2006). Across the WFS and in depths less than 5 m, Mannings n
was assigned to 0.022 for coarse sediments (sand/gravel) and across the Mississippi and
Alabama shelf Mannings n was 0.012 to represent finer sediments (mud). In the deep Gulf
(depths greater than 200 m) Mannings n was assigned to 0.012. Mannings n in depths
between 5 m and the shoreline (0 m) are was linearly interpolated from the local value
to 0.025 Dietrich et al. (2012); Hope et al. (2013); Martyr et al. (2013). Back bays were
assigned values of 0.022 and coastal rivers were assigned a Mannings n value of 0.022-0.035,
depending on their depth and sinuosity (Chow, 1959).
Similarly, canopy and wind reduction factors were assigned based on the CCAP land
cover database. Canopy values are either 0 or 1, meaning there is (0) or is not (1) sufficient
canopy to block wind stress against the water surface. The anisotropic surface roughness
(z0) values reduce wind speed at a location based on up-wind conditions. This is extremely
critical when hurricane winds interact with drastic changes from open water conditions to
land.
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ADCIRC uses z0 to adjust the wind speed at each node based on wind direction every
30 compass degrees instantaneously during runtime [Atkinson et al., 2011; Bilskie et al.,
2015].
4.2.3 Astronomic tide forcing
The eight dominant astronomic tides (O1, K1, P1, Q1, M2, S2, N2, and K2) were
applied along the open ocean boundary (60◦ west Meridian) where tidal amplitudes and
phases are well known, and were derived from Oregon States TPXO7.2 tidal atlas (Egbert
and Erofeeva, 2002; Egbert et al., 1994). Tidal potential forcing was included in the
interior of the domain using the same eight tidal constituents (Luettich and Westerink,
2000). For the astronomic tide validation, the simulation began with a cold start and
was hyperbolically ramped for 20 days, followed by 25 days of dynamic steady state, and
harmonics were analyzed during the last 60 days. For the hurricane hindcast simulations,
tides were adjusted based on nodal factors and equilibrium arguments.
4.2.4 Meteorological forcing
Wind and pressure fields for each of the four hurricanes were developed using a blend of
objectively analyzed measurements and modeled winds and pressures as described in Bunya
et al. (2010). The wind and pressure fields for Hurricane Ivan, Dennis, and Katrina were
developed using NOAAs H*WIND (Hurricane Research Division Wind Analysis System)
for the inner core (Powell et al., 1998) and blended with Gulf-scale winds from the IOKA
(Interactive Objective Kinematic Analysis) system (Cox et al., 1995). The resulting wind
field applied to the ADCIRC model is 10 m height marine exposed wind speed at 15 min
intervals. This study applied the same Katrina inputs as Bunya et al. (2010), which used
an H*Wind (Powell et al., 2010) reanalysis in the core of the system. While the analysis
of Isaac (2012) referenced the H*Wind data, the core of the storm was modeled using the
latest version of the TC96 mesoscale model (Thompson and Cardone, 1996). The final set
of marine based wind fields are 30 min sustained wind speeds at a height of 10 m. The
wind and pressure field has a resolution of 0.1 for the GoM basin and a finer resolution of
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0.025 across the regional northern GoM domain. Wind drag coefficients were applied based
on storm sectors, derived from the location and translation direction of the hurricane. In
sectors with counter directional wind and waves, the wind stress was greater than when the
wind and waves align in similar directions. The use of directional wind stress based on storm
sector has been shown to include additional physical mechanisms between the atmospheric
and oceanic boundaries and improve storm surge model results based on archaic wind
stress formulations (Black et al., 2007; Dietrich et al., 2011a; Garratt, 1977; Powell, 2006;
Powell et al., 2003). The approach to developing the tropical wind and pressure fields have
been documented and verified in numerous ocean response studies (Bacopoulos et al., 2012;
Bunya et al., 2010; Dietrich et al., 2011a; Hope et al., 2013).
4.2.5 Quantitative error metric analysis
Measured and simulated tidal constituents were compared via a tidal resynthesis for
the first spring-neap cycle of a tidal epoch (˜14.7 days) at 43 tidal gauges along the Florida
Panhandle, Alabama, and Mississippi coast (File S1). Simulated water surface elevations
were analyzed over 60 days and tidal constituent amplitudes and phases for 23 tidal con-
stituents were computed. At each gauge, two error metrics were used for a quantitative
analysis. The first measure is the mean squared error (MSE) divided by the population










where Ot is the observed value, St is the simulated value, O is the mean of the observed
values, and the summation of time t is every 60 s to 14.75 days.
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(Ot − St)2 (4.2)
where N is the number of data points for comparison.
For each hurricane event an assessment between observed and simulated water surface



























where N is the total number of data points. SI and relative bias are common methods to
qualitatively compare measured and recorded time-series water levels (Hope et al., 2013).
Stations that had water level influence from river runoff or included erroneous data, such
as unknown datums, were withheld from the statistical analysis.
4.3 Results and discussion
The simulated oceanic and nearshore response to astronomic tides and meteorological
forcing is presented as follows. First, NGOM3 simulated astronomic tides are presented
and include a quantitative comparison to NOAA-recorded tide gauge data. Second, a syn-
optic analysis with qualitative and quantitative evaluations of recorded data and analytical
solutions is presented. The following results, analysis, and discussion was centered on the
NGOM3 simulated evolution of winds, waves, water levels, and currents for Hurricanes
Ivan, Dennis, Katrina, and Isaac.
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4.3.1 Astronomic tides
To validate the NGOM3 model with respect to astronomic tides across the NGOM,
tidal amplitudes and phases from 43 NOAA-operated tidal stations spanning from the
Florida Panhandle to Mississippi were compared to results from the NGOM3 model. A
comparison between the NOAA measured and NGOM3 computed amplitudes and phases
for the 4 dominant constituents (M2, K1, O1, Q1), separated by state, are presented in
Figure 4.2. The NOAA measured data do include uncertainties due to coastal morphology,
meteorological events, river discharge, and seasonal radiational heating patterns and can
account for 35%-60% of the simulated to recorded amplitudes and 50-80% of the phase
difference (Bunya et al., 2010). Nonetheless, the measured to modeled amplitudes and
phases for the four dominant constituents showed good agreement (Figure 4.2); the corre-
lation coefficient (R2) was 0.954 and 0.984 for the amplitude and phase, respectively (Table
4.2). Along the Florida Panhandle coast, the diurnal K1 and O1 constituent amplitudes
were larger than semi-diurnal M2 amplitudes, with the exception of Apalachicola (NOAA
8728690). The M2 constituent was equally as strong as the O1 and K1 with magnitudes
greater than 0.1 m. Historically. in the eastern GoM south of Apalachicola, semidiurnal
tidal propagation generally slows and tidal patterns change to diurnal dominance (Gouillon
et al., 2010).
Table 4.2: Correlation coefficient (R2) for amplitude and phase, MSE/VAR, and the root
mean square error (cm) between the NGOM3 simulated and NOAA observed tides sepa-
rated by state. See File S1 of the Auxiliary Material for locations and 14-day tide resynthesis
of the measured and modeled data.
Location No. of Stations R2 Amplitude R2 Phase MSE/VAR RMSE (cm)
Florida 9 0.954 0.984 0.122 4.698
Alabama 9 0.977 0.984 0.058 4.377
Mississippi 25 0.935 0.977 0.085 5.530
Along the Alabama and Mississippi coast, O1 and K1 constituent amplitudes made
up the majority of the tidal amplitudes and were similar in magnitude, ˜0.15-0.20 m. In
Alabama, the simulated to observed amplitudes and phase showed good agreement with an
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between NGOM3 simulated amplitudes (left) and phases (right)
to NOAA-measured astronomic tides. The results are separated by state. The error bands
are 2.5 and 5 cm for the amplitudes and 10◦ and 20◦ for the phases.
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R2 of 0.977 for the amplitude and 0.984 for the phases (Table 4.2). Along the Mississippi
coast, the largest measured to model errors were the M2 constituent phases. With respect
to the observed phase, the model generally lagged the propagation of the M2 tide by ˜40◦;
however, M2 amplitudes were small with magnitudes near 0.05 m, which make ˜5% of
the overall tidal amplitude along the Mississippi coast. For semi-diurnal tides (i.e. M2),
especially in a diurnal dominated region, it is difficult to extract the exact timing of the
crest of the constituents waveform when the constituents amplitude is less than 0.05 m.
Additionally, many of the tidal gauges along the Mississippi coast are located in back bays
and inlets, or protected by the barrier islands and located in the shallow Mississippi Sound,
and errors attributed to the simulated M2 amplitude and phase lag may have been caused
by nontidal processes such as river inflow and semi-diurnal daily wind- and wave-driven
events that altered circulation patterns in this region. For the Mississippi measured to
modeled errors, the R2 was 0.935 and 0.977 for amplitudes and phases, respectively (Table
4.2).
Supporting information File S1 presents the tidal resynthesis results for the first spring-
neap cycle of a tidal epoch ( 14.7 days) at all 43 tide gauges along the Florida Panhandle,
Alabama, and Mississippi coast. Table 4.2 presents the MSE/VAR and RMSE among the
stations separated by state. The statistics for all three states showed good agreement to the
data, with the largest error for MSE/VAR of 0.122 in Florida, 0.058 in Alabama and 0.085
in Mississippi. The RMSE also indicated good agreement. The 25 stations in Mississippi
resulted in an RMSE of 5.530 cm and Florida and Alabama had RMSE values of 4.698 cm
and 4.377 cm, respectively. The errors reported were in good agreement with other tidal
studies located along the east coast of the U.S. and the GoM (Bacopoulos et al., 2011;
Bunya et al., 2010; Gouillon et al., 2010), and indicated that the daily tidal circulation
processes were well resolved in the NGOM3 model.
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4.3.2 Hurricane Ivan (2004)
Hurricane Ivan began as a large tropical wave that moved off the West African coast
on 31 August 2004 and developed into a Tropical Storm on 3 September. Ivan underwent
a series of rapid intensification and weakening phases and eventually made landfall as a
Category 3 (SSHS) storm at approximately 06:50 UTC 16 September, west of Gulf Shores,
AL (Stewart, 2004). Recorded data alongside the NGOM3 simulated synoptic history of
Hurricane Ivan are described below to understand the geophysical response in the NGOM.
All values refer to the NGOM3 simulation of Hurricane Ivan unless stated otherwise. To
supplement this section, the reader is referred to supporting information Animation for a
comprehensive synoptic view of the winds, waves, water levels, and currents.
According to NDBC records, Hurricane Ivan generated some of the largest wave heights
on record in the NGOM. Data logging at NDBC buoy 42040 (depth of 260 m) (Figure 4.1a)
failed as the eye passed; however, the maximum value measured before failure was 15.96
m (supporting information File S2), and at the time was the largest wave height recorded
by any NDBC buoy (Wang et al., 2005). In deep water, prior to propagating onto the
continental shelf, simulated significant wave heights were in excess of 18 m in the northeast
quadrant of the storm. As the storm approached the narrow and shallow shelf, 18 m
waves still persisted in the northeast quadrant of the storm, tracking northeast along the
shelf break, and dissipated because of the shallow bathymetry and increase in bottom
friction. Large wave heights of ˜10 m persisted for over 6 hr south of Santa Rosa Island
near the narrow shelf. To the east of the track, buoy 42039 (depth of 300 m) recorded 12
m wave heights as the storm passed, and at a depth of 50 m, buoy 42036 recorded peak
wave heights near 6.5 m (supporting information File S2); wave heights decreased with
increasing distance from the storm center. In addition to increasing wave heights as the
storm moved past the buoys, mean and peak wave periods also increased, and the change
in wind direction induced sharp directional changes in the waves. The NGOM3 model
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computed wave heights, period and direction showed good agreement to the NDBC buoys
measurements (supporting information File S2).
The complicated geometry and bottom topography of the shallow WFS, Mississippi-
Alabama (MSAL) shelf and the Louisiana Birds Foot generated a complex situation of
currents and water levels. Figure 4.3 presents four snapshots in time of Hurricane Ivans
wind field and simulated de-tided water surface elevations and depth-integrated currents
at 07:00 UTC 15 September (approximately 12 h before landfall) (Figures 4.3,a and 4.3,b),
19:00 UTC 15 September 2004 (approximately 6 h before landfall) (Figures 4.3,c and 4.3,d),
07:00 UTC 16 September 2004 (approximately landfall) (Figures 4.3,e and 4.3,f), and 13:00
UTC September 16 2004 (approximately 6 h after landfall) (Figures 4.3,g and 4.3,h). Figure
4.4,a presents the time-series of wind speed and direction and Figure 4.4,b the simulated
de-tided depth-integrated currents at the seven locations (along the 25 m bathymetric
contour) as shown in Figure 4.3.
When Ivan was located in the deep GoM (07:00 UTC 15 September 2004) winds were
generally southeasterly along the west Florida coast and westerly along the northern Gulf
coast (Figure 4.3,a). Reflected by the Gulf scale winds, 1 m/s - 2 m/s depth-averaged
currents were oriented counter-clockwise (CCW) in the alongshore direction across the
WFS and MSAL shelf (Figure 4.3,b). The alongshore winds across the WFS developed
a minor coastally trapped wave (CTW) that propagated as a Kelvin wave north (in 25
m depth) at 8.5 m/s from Naples to Clearwater, as computed from the lag between the
maximum storm surge and distance between the stations, and increased 17.0 m/s from
Clearwater to Cedar Key [A detailed description of the Kelvin identification can be found
in Section 4.3.3]. This propagation, and its speed, can also be observed from Figure 4.4,b
at Naples, Clearwater, and Cedar Key. As Ivan tracked north on 19:00 UTC 15 September
2004, storm surge of ˜1.5 m had already reached the Big Bend region of Florida as a result of
the CTW. Winds remained consistent along the west Florida coast, but near Pensacola they
shifted clockwise nearly 90◦ to a southeasterly wind. At Horn Island and Birds Foot, the
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Figure 4.3: Wind speeds (m/s) (a,c,d,e) and de-tided simulated water surface elevation
contours (m, NAVD88) and depth-averaged current vectors (m/s) (b,d,f,h) during Hurri-
cane Ivan at 07:00 UTC 15 September 2004, approximately 12 hours before landfall (a-b);
19:00 UTC 15 September 2004, approximately 12 hours before landfall (c-d); 07:00 UTC
16 September, approximately at landfall (e-f); and 13:00 UTC 16 September 2004, approx-
imately 6 hours after landfall (g-h).
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Figure 4.4: a) Wind speeds and direction and b) de-tided simulated current speeds and
directions for the seven locations located along the 25 m bathymetric contour as shown
in (Figure 4.4). The vectors are at hourly intervals from 12:00 UTC 13 September to 9
September 2004 and oriented such as north is the top of the page. The horizontal lines
represent the snapshots as shown in Figure 4.5. The blue line is on 07:00 UTC 15 September
2004, approximately 12 hours before landfall; purple is 19:00 UTC 15 September 2004,
approximately 12 hours before landfall; red is 07:00 UTC 16 September, approximately at
landfall; and green is 13:00 UTC 16 September 2004, approximately 6 hours after landfall.
northerly wind was consistent in direction but increased in magnitude to ˜20 m/s and ˜35
m/s, respectively. Southerly currents of ˜0.5 m/s were also consistent and were observed
through ADCP observations by Teague et al. (2007) (Figure 4.4). While Ivan approached
the coast and made landfall near the Alabama-Florida border, the local wind speeds near
Pensacola rotated to a southerly direction and increased to over 40 m/s. The winds and
currents were in opposing directions. The wind weakened the southwesterly current but
did not alter its direction (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The momentum provided by the strong
alongshore current outlasted the contribution of the local hurricane-force southerly wind.
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On the left side of the storm track, the wind speeds reached their maximum several
hours prior to landfall at Horn Island and Birds Foot. The northerly winds continued
and, a strong outflow current of ˜6 m/s was generated along the narrow and shallow shelf
near the Birds Foot and was uninterrupted for ˜10 h (Figure 4.4). This phenomenon was
documented through ADCP observations by Mitchell et al. (2005). Using cross-correlation,
currents lagged the winds by 1.5 h and 3.0 h at Horn Island and Birds Foot, respectively,
indicating currents were generally strong and aligned to the winds prior to the increase
in wind speed before landfall. The southerly current near Birds Foot was caused by a
combination of the existing southerly current, the large pressure gradient from the ˜2.5
m storm surge along the eastern Mississippi River and within Mississippi Sound, and the
increase in northerly winds prior and during landfall. From this analysis it is suggested
that the large-scale winds dominate the large-scale and local circulation; however, local
water surface elevation setup can influence regional circulation through water level induced
pressure gradient flows. The storm created a geostrophic current that was directed CCW
in the alongshore direction with the highest magnitudes on the shelf. The current was
balanced by the Coriolis force and the along-shelf currents and water surface elevation
gradients (pressure gradient). Even as the local wind direction rapidly changed during
landfall, the local currents were unaffected for several hours after landfall as was observed
near Pensacola (Figure 4.4).
Simulated time-series of water surface elevations are compared to observations collected
from NOAA, USACE, and USGS gauge stations along the NGOM during Hurricane Ivan.
Supporting information File S3 shows the locations and hydrographs for all stations and
a sub-selection are presented in Figure 4.5. NGOM3 simulated water levels mimicked the
rate of the rise in the surge hydrograph. Matching the rate of inundation, including the
peak value and timing of the peak, indicates that topographic and bathymetric elevations
in the model were correct and that bottom friction was well represented (Dietrich et al.,
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Figure 4.5: NGOM3 modeled (black line) and gauge measured (gray circles) water surface
elevation time series during Hurricane Ivan for a select number of stations. See File S3 of
the Auxiliary Material for hydrographs at all stations. Landfall is represented by the green
vertical line.
2011a). The recession limb of the surge hydrograph was also well captured, relating back
to the accurate topographic elevations and friction.
Table C.1 presents a summary of the SI and relative bias for the NGOM3 simulated
time-series water levels compared to recorded data. The SI and bias at the NOAA stations
were 0.281 and 0.007, and were 0.306 and 0.018 at the USACE stations, respectively.
Comparing recorded and simulated peak surges at the stations yielded an R2 of 0.58 and
best-fit slope of 0.92.
A spatial comparison between field-measured HWMs and gauge peaks to the simulated
maximum high water (Figure 4.6) is shown in Figure 4.7. A scatterplot comparison for the
same locations is shown in Figure 4.8. The NGOM3 model results were within 0.5 m at
60% of the HWMs. The slope of the line of best fit was 0.87, the R2 was 0.53 (see Table C.1
of Appendix C). The model under-predicted maximum water levels by approximately 0.5 m
(or ˜12% of the peak) in a cluster near Pensacola Bay (Figure 4.7). During Ivan, this region
experienced significant barrier island overwash and overtopping (Claudino-Sales et al., 2010;
Kraft and de Moustier, 2010). Removing the stations around Pensacola Bay and Santa Rosa
Sound resulted in a slope of 0.92 and R2 of 0.81. Additionally, it cannot be certain that
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field measured HWMs were free from wave-driven effects (such as wave runup) because of
the intense wave environment during the storm in this region. However, the model under-
prediction in Pensacola Bay and Santa Rosa Sound warrants further examination, which
will help us to better understand the geophysical response to Hurricane Ivan.
Figure 4.6: Hurricane Ivan NGOM3 simulated maximum water levels (m) along the Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, and western Florida Panhandle.
Hurricane Ivan caused severe morphological changes to the Alabama and Florida Pan-
handle coast, specifically the 85 km long Santa Rosa Island, located along the Northwestern
Florida coast (Claudino-Sales et al., 2010). The barrier island experienced severe overwash,
defined as water and sediment across the crest of a beach or dune that does not flow back
to its originating body (Donnelly et al., 2004), and widespread breaching. Many of the
dunes, which were generally less than 4.0 m above mean sea level (MSL) pre-storm, were
eroded down to MSL. Post-storm field surveys discovered that much of Santa Rosa Island
was completely inundated (Claudino-Sales et al., 2010; Stone et al., 2005). During over-
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Figure 4.7: Spatial comparison of high water marks and gauge peaks for Hurricanes Ivan,
Dennis, Katrina, and Isaac. The HWMs are colored according to maximum water surface
elevation errors. Green points indicate an error of ± 0.5 m.
wash, water can flow at velocities greater than 2 m/s landward, which leads to erosion of
the foreshore dunes and sediment deposition landward (Holland et al., 1991). When the
storm tide elevation exceeds the vertical elevation of the coastal dune, the barrier becomes
subaqueous and surf zone processes dominate, which are complex processes and still not
well understood (Donnelly et al., 2004; McCall et al., 2010; Sallenger, 2000).
The NGOM3 model was not intended and is not currently capable of describing such
morphological processes. As a result, the model did not capture the breaching caused by
storm-induced dune erosion. [Note, the model does include barrier island overtopping if
the storm tide is greater than the elevation of the dune height.] Therefore, the model
limits flow into Pensacola Bay causing under-prediction of the maximum storm tide on the
backside of Santa Rosa Island and within Pensacola Bay and Santa Rosa Sound.
Fortunately, the US Geological Survey (USGS) conducted a post-Ivan lidar flight cam-
paign along the Florida and Alabama coastal regions (http://coastal.er.usgs.gov/). The
NGOM3 mesh was modified to include elevations from the post-Ivan bare earth lidar and
is referred to as the NGOM3PI mesh. The NGOM3PI mesh was placed in the same sim-
ulation setup as the original NGOM3 Hurricane Ivan simulation, and the results of HWM
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Figure 4.8: Scatterplot of high water marks and gauge peaks for Hurricanes Ivan, Dennis,
Katrina, and Isaac. The HWMs are colored according to maximum water surface elevation
errors. Green points indicate an error of ± 0.5 m.
and gauge peak comparison improved, 76% of the HWMs were within 0.5 m (improved
from 60%). The slope of the line of best fit improved from 0.87 to 0.92 and the R2 from
0.53 to 0.71, respectively (see Table C.1 of Appendix C). Considering peak surge measure-
ment errors (using the methods presented in Bunya et al. (2010)), the average absolute
error and standard deviation was 0.208 m (˜5% of the peak surge) and 0.186 m for all
HWMs and gauge peaks. A third simulation was performed by increasing the NGOM3
mesh resolution by half (i.e. splitting each element by four) along Santa Rosa Island and
including post-Ivan lidar elevations.
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This experiment, named NGOM3PIx4, was conducted to determine if the model results
and respective overtopping of the barrier island were sensitive to mesh resolution.
Results did not change between the NGOM3PI and NGOM3PIx4 models. Moreover,
simulation results may improve from additional model modifications such as surface rough-
ness parameters that better represent post-Ivan conditions, among others; however, the
NGOM3 model was designed to incorporate the most recent data sources and to accu-
rately simulate storm surge for a variety of events without the need for model adjustments
or calibration for individual events. Because of the long time-span between Hurricane Ivan
and present day, in addition to the many morphological changes that occurred from recent
hurricanes, we expected that among the storms studied herein that this event would be the
most challenging to model.
4.3.3 Hurricane Dennis (2005)
Hurricane Dennis (2005) originated off the west coast of Africa from a tropical wave on
29 June 2005. The wave achieved tropical storm strength on 5 July and became a hurricane
two days later. Dennis entered the GoM on 09:00 UTC 9 July 2005 and intensified while
tracking along the WFS, almost parallel to the 300 m bathymetric contour. In this section,
recorded hydrodynamic data are presented alongside the NGOM3 simulation to understand
the hurricane-induced geophysical response in the NGOM. All values refer to the NGOM3
simulation of Hurricane Dennis unless stated otherwise. To supplement this section, the
reader is referred to supporting information Animation S2 for a comprehensive synoptic
view of the evolution of the winds, waves, water levels, and currents.
As Dennis passed to the west of the Florida Keys, tropical storm force winds of 15
m/s - 20 m/s were directed alongshore near the Everglades, south of Marco Island and
hurricane force winds were present in the northeast quadrant of the storm. Simulated
significant wave heights of 8 m were generated along the WFS and grew to 11 m as the
storm turned northwest and off the broad shelf into deeper water. Computed wave heights
in the Big Bend region were 3 m 6 m as wind speeds were tropical storm strength in the
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area. Hours before landfall, wave heights over 10 m were generated south of Pensacola and
Panama City and dissipated to near 6 m waves along the narrow shelf. Dennis slightly
weakened as it approached the coast and made landfall as a Category 3 storm (SSHS) on
Santa Rosa Island, Florida (between Navarre Beach and Gulf Breeze) around 19:30 UTC
10 July 2005 with maximum sustained winds of 54 m/s (Beven, 2005). The simulated
evolution of Dennis-induced waves were validated by comparing significant wave height,
mean wave period, peak wave period, and wave direction at two NDBC buoys (42003
and 42039) (Figure 4.1,a) that recorded data during Dennis (supporting information File
S4); unfortunately, all other gauges in the eastern GoM did not record wave data during
Hurricane Dennis. At NDBC42003, the model matched the shape of the rise in significant
wave height and captured the double peak that occurred as the storm passed the buoy.
At NDBC42039 the model results agreed with the recorded data, and in particular, the
evolution of significant wave height to a maximum of 11 m and mean wave period increased
with increasing wave height (supporting information File S4).
The path and characteristics of Hurricane Dennis and the storms orientation with re-
spect to the WFS excited an interesting hurricane-driven hydrodynamic response. Figure
4.9 presents four snapshots in time of Hurricane Dennis wind field and simulated de-tided
water surface elevation and depth-integrated currents at 01:00 UTC 10 July 2005 (ap-
proximately 18 h prior to landfall) (Figures 4.9,a and 4.9,b), 13:00 UTC 10 July 2005
(approximately 6 h prior to landfall) (Figures 4.9,c and 4.9,d), 19:00 UTC 10 July (approx-
imately landfall) (Figures 4.9,e and 4.9,f), and 07:00 UTC 11 July 2005 (approximately 12
h after landfall) (Figures 4.9,g and 4.9,h). Figure 4.10,a presents the time-series of wind
speed and direction and Figure 4.10,b the simulated de-tided depth-integrated currents at
the seven locations (along the 25 m bathymetric contour) as shown in Figure 4.9.
Dennis was located off the west Florida coast at 26.3◦ latitude at 01:00 UTC 10 July
2005. Southeasterly winds of 20 m/s - 30 m/s persisted for nearly 12 h off the coast of Naples
and were increasing near Clearwater. The winds, oriented parallel to the WFS, continued
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Figure 4.9: Wind speeds (m/s) (a,c,d,e) and de-tided simulated water surface elevation
contours (m, NAVD88) and depth-averaged current vectors (m/s) (b,d,f,h) during Hur-
ricane Dennis at 01:00 UTC 10 July 2005, approximately 18 hours before landfall (a-b);
13:00 UTC 10 July 2005, approximately 6 hours before landfall (c-d); 19:00 UTC 20 July
2005, approximately at landfall (e-f); and 07:00 11 July 2005, approximately 12 hours after
landfall (g-h).
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as Dennis tracked northwest and new regions along the west Florida coast became exposed
to amplified southerly-southeasterly winds. They continued for ˜30 h, from 18:00 UTC 9
July 2005 to 00:00 UTC 11 July 2005 (Figure 4.10,a). Within this time frame, near 01:00
10 July 2005, a sea level anomaly of ˜1 m developed off the coast of Naples, FL (Figure
4.9,b) along with a strong northerly alongshore current of ˜2 m/s (Figure 4.9,b). The sea
level anomaly continued north, as observed by NOAA gauge 8726724 (Clearwater Beach)
(Figure 4.11) and propagated as a CTW along the west coast of Florida. The wave reached
the Big Bend region of Florida as early as 09:00 UTC 10 July 2005 (10 h prior to landfall)
and by 13:00 UTC 10 July 2005 the region experienced ˜1.75 m of storm surge (Figures
4.9,c and 4.9,d). The continued alongshore southeasterly winds of 20 m/s 30 m/s amplified
the anomaly (Morey et al., 2006), and when united with the local storm surge and high
tide, generated a maximum storm tide of 2 m 3 m in the Big Bend region (Figure 4.12),
as recorded by station 572 and NDBC SHPF1 (Shell Point) (Figure 4.11). This storm tide
was ˜1 m higher than that generated at landfall near Pensacola (Figure 4.9,e).
As was found with Hurricane Ivan (section 3.2), Hurricane Dennis generated strong
alongshore currents with the largest magnitudes along the shelf. Even as the local wind
direction rapidly changed during landfall, current directions were generally unaffected.
This was observed at Apalachicola, Pensacola, Horn Island, and Birds Foot; however, the
currents were reduced after landfall due to the opposing direction of the local wind and
current (Figure 4.10). Additionally, a 2 m/s 3 m/s outflow current was simulated near
the Birds Foot and, although reduced in magnitude to ˜0.75 m/s 12 h after landfall and a
change in wind direction, it continued in a southerly direction (Figures 4.9h and 4.10). The
large-scale wind fields of Hurricane Dennis produced a geostrophic current with a balance
between the Coriolis force and the along-shelf currents and pressure gradient (water surface
elevation gradient). It was this balance that generated the CTW across the WFS.
We further investigate the CTW using the NGOM3 model solution. First, the Ekman
setup along the west Florida coast was estimated from the Coriolis frequency, f , (0.66x10−
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Figure 4.10: a) Wind speeds and direction and b) de-tided simulated current speeds and
directions for the seven locations located along the 25 m bathymetric contour as shown
in (Figure 4.10). The vectors are at hourly intervals from 12:00 UTC 8 July to 00:00 12
July 2005 and oriented such as north is the top of the page. The horizontal lines represent
the snapshots as shown in Figure 4.10. The blue line is on 01:00 UTC 10 July 2005,
approximately 18 hours before landfall; 13:00 UTC 10 July 2005, approximately 6 hours
before landfall; red is 19:00 UTC 20 July 2005, approximately at landfall; and green is
07:00 11 July 2005, approximately 12 hours after landfall.
4s−1 at 27◦ latitude), the depth-averaged along-shelf velocity, V , and the shelf distance, x






Using a shelf distance of 200 km and the average depth-averaged cross-shelf velocity from
the NGOM3 model solution, the resulting Ekman setup, ηc, was 0.86 m. The large setup at
the coast was caused from northerly longshore currents of ˜0.75 m/s that persisted across
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Figure 4.11: NGOM3 modeled (black line) and gauge measured (gray circles) water surface
elevation time series during Hurricane Dennis for a select number of stations. See File S5
of the Auxiliary Material for hydrographs at all stations. Landfall is represented by the
green vertical line.
the WFS (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). At 04:30 UTC 10 July 2005, the setup along the coast
was 0.89 m as computed by the NGOM3 model and agrees with the estimate of 0.86 m
using equation 4.5. Plotting the de-tided NGOM3 simulated water surface elevation in the
Figure 4.12: Hurricane Dennis NGOM3 simulated maximum water levels (m) along the
Florida Panhandle.
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cross-shelf direction at 2 h intervals beginning at 02:30 UTC 10 July to 08:30 UTC 10 July
shows the classic exponential decay of water level with increasing across-shelf distance from
the coast (Figure 14). This is a result of the geostrophic balance of the longshore velocity
and water surface elevation gradient. The distance where the wave amplitude is substantial










where c is wave speed and h is the average depth across the shelf (Pedlosky, 1992; Wang,
2003). Taking h as 15 m and computing the shallow water wave speed, the Rossby De-
formation Radius is ˜180 km at 27◦ latitude, which is of similar scale to the WFS width
(200 km) (Mitchum and Sturges, 1982). The e-folding length scale of ˜180 km can also
be observed from the cross-shelf water surface elevation profile shown in Figure 4.13. This
indicates that the shallow WFS contributed to the generation of the sea level anomaly. The
coastline provided a boundary for the wave to lean on as it propagated north as coastally
trapped Kelvin waves rely upon a shallow shelf whereas other Kelvin waves only depend
upon a coast (Pedlosky, 1992).
We also compared the shallow water wave speed of the along coast propagating wave
to the phase speed by computing the cross-correlation of the de-tided NGOM3 simulated
water levels along the west Florida coast. The phase speed was computed between Naples
(NOAA 8725110), Clearwater (NOAA 8726724) and Cedar Key (NOAA 8727520), and was
determined from the lag time and distance between stations. Lag time was computed from
the maximum cross-correlation of the de-tided storm surge hydrograph. Between Naples
and Clearwater the computed lag time was 7.25 h with a phase speed of 8.8 m/s and
from Clearwater to Cedar Key the lag time was 4.0 h with phase speed was 8.58 m/s. This
propagation speed is on the order the shallow water wave speed (12 m/s in 15 m depth) and
yields an e-folding length scale of ˜130 km (Figure 4.13), on the order of the Rossby radius
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Figure 4.13: NGOM3 simulated water surface elevation (m) across the WFS with increasing
distance from the coast at different times on July 10, 2005. The characteristic of a coastal
Kelvin wave is the exponential decay to the Rossby Radius of Deformation, which is on
the order of 130 km to 180 km.
using the shallow water wave speed (180 km). Interestingly, the phase speed was nearly
equivalent to the forward speed of Hurricane Dennis (8.2 m/s). The estimated first-mode
wave speed applied to the WFS is 8.2 m/s and is at its maximum amplification when the
storms forward speed is equal to the phase speed (Clarke, 1977; Clarke and Van Gorder,
1986; Mitchum and Clarke, 1986; Morey et al., 2006), which aligns with the NGOM3 model
solution.
Furthermore, NGOM3 simulated time-series water levels compared to measured data
at NOAA gauges 8726724, 8727520), and NDBC SHPF1 (Figure 4.11) demonstrated that
the model accurately captures the propagation of the wave along the WFS and the wave
interaction and peak surge within Apalachee Bay. To assess model accuracy with the
NGOM region, simulated water levels were compared to additional NOAA, NDBC, and
USGS stations (Figure 4.14) that recorded time series water levels during Hurricane Dennis
(supporting information File S5). The model results matched well with the observed values
and matched the evolution of the surge in time and in magnitude, and the SI and bias were
0.259 and -0.072, respectively (see Table C.1 of Appendix C). The small forerunner was
captured at NOAA8726724 and NOAA8727520 along the west coast of Florida in addition
to the surge drawdown at station NOAA8729840, and the peak surges at station 572, NDBC
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Figure 4.14: Locations of NOAA and rapid storm tide sensors (SSS) (blue), USACE (red),
USGS (green), depth-integrated current gauges (black) for which hydrographs are shown
in Table 3 along (a) Mississippi and Alabama and (c) the Florida Panhandle.
SHPF1, and NOAA 8729108 (Figure 4.11 and supporting information File S5). Among the
time-series water levels, the average absolute difference and standard deviation were 0.126
m (0.088 m including measurement error) and 0.186 m (0.123 m including measurement
error), respectively (see Table C.1 of Appendix C).
The region surrounding Apalachicola and Apalachee, FL experienced the largest water
levels on the order of 2 m 3 m (Figure 4.12); near landfall, maximum water levels were
on the order of 1-2 m. In addition to time-series water levels, simulated maximum water
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levels were compared to post-storm FEMA collected measured HWMs and gauge peak
surge (Figure 4.7). As previously described, HWMs containing errors or wave effects were
removed along with measured errors outside of the IQR (section 3.2). Out of the 142
HWMs, modeled maximum surge were within 0.25 m at 55% and 99% are within 0.5 m of
the measured value. A scatter plot comparison is shown in Figure 4.8. The line of best fit
had a slope of 0.93, the R2 was 0.73 (see Table C.1 of Appendix C). The average absolute
error was 0.231 m and a standard deviation of 0.246 m. For all stations and HWMs and
accounting for measurement error, the average absolute difference was 0.151 m and the
standard deviation is 0.115 m.
4.3.4 Hurricane Katrina (2005)
Numerous studies have been published that simulate Hurricane Katrina-driven waves
and water levels with focus on southern Louisiana and Mississippi, but not along the
Alabama and Florida coast (Bunya et al., 2010; Dietrich et al., 2011b; Ebersole et al.,
2010; Kim et al., 2008). Regions of coastal Alabama and within Mobile Bay experienced
3 m - 4.5 m of storm surge and portions of the Florida Panhandle witnessed 0.6 m 1.8
m of surge (Knabb et al., 2005). In many areas, the surge from Katrina was larger than
Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis along the Alabama and Florida Panhandle coast, yet they still
remain largely unstudied.
Hurricane Katrina (2005) was one of the most devastating (deadliest and costliest)
natural disasters in U.S. history. Katrina originated from a complex interaction of a tropical
wave, remnants of Tropical Depression 10, and an upper tropospheric trough. The system
developed into a tropical depression across the Bahamas on 23 August 2005 and became a
hurricane at 21:00 UTC 25 August 2005. As Katrina entered the GoM, the storm continued
to strengthen and reached Category 5 status (SSHS) by 12:00 UTC 28 August 2005 with
winds near 78 m/s. Katrina was a large storm with hurricane force winds extending out
to 167 km and tropical storm force winds 370 m from the center. Katrina made its second
landfall as a strong Category 3 (SSHS) storm near Buras, LA at 11:00 UTC 29 August
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and made its third and final landfall near the Louisiana-Mississippi border with estimated
winds of 54 m/s (Knabb et al., 2005). Recorded data alongside the NGOM3 simulated
synoptic history of Hurricane Katrina are described below to understand the geophysical
response in the NGOM. All values refer to the NGOM3 simulation of Hurricane Katrina
unless stated otherwise. To supplement this section, the reader is referred to supporting
information Animation S3 for a comprehensive view of the evolution of the winds, waves,
water levels, and currents.
Hurricane Katrina generated some of the largest significant wave heights ever recorded
by NDBC buoys; NDBC buoy 42040 measured a wave height of 16.91 m (supporting infor-
mation File S6), surpassing the record previously held by Ivan at 15.96 m. Other NDBC
buoys in the eastern Gulf also recorded large wave heights of near 11 m at buoy 42003,
before capsizing, and ˜8 m at buoy 42001 and 42039 (supporting information File S6). In
line with the increase in wave height, the peak wave period increased at all buoys to ˜15 s
until the storm passed several days later (supporting information File S6). Near the coast,
large wave heights up to 18 m were simulated to the south of the Birds Foot and dissipated
as they propagated across the MS-AL shelf. The Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida bar-
rier islands diminish wave heights and limit wave propagation into the Mississippi Sound,
Mobile Bay, and the various back bays (supporting information Animation S3). Simulated
time-series of significant wave height, peak and average wave period, and wave direction
showed good agreement to recorded data at six NDBC buoys in the eastern GoM during
Hurricane Katrina (supporting information File S6).
Figure 4.15 presents four snapshots in time of Hurricane Katrinas wind field and sim-
ulated de-tided water surface elevation and depth-integrated currents at 09:00 UTC 28
August 2005 (approximately 30 h prior to landfall) (Figures 4.15,a and 4.15,b), 09:00 UTC
29 August 2005 (approximately 6 h prior to landfall) (Figures 4.15,c and 4.15,d),
15:00 UTC August 29 2005 (approximately landfall at the Louisiana-Mississippi border)
(Figures 4.15,e and 4.15,f), and 21:00 UTC 29 August 2005 (approximately 6 h after land-
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Figure 4.15: Wind speeds (m/s) (a,c,d,e) and de-tided simulated water surface elevation
contours (m, NAVD88) and depth-averaged current vectors (m/s) (b,d,f,h) during Hurri-
cane Katrina at 09:00 UTC 28 August 2005, approximately 30 hours before landfall (a-b);
09:00 UTC 29 August 2005, approximately 6 hours before landfall (c-d); 15:00 UTC 29
August 2005, approximately at landfall along the Louisiana-Mississippi border (e-f); and
21:00 29 August 2005, approximately 6 hours after landfall (g-h).
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fall) (Figures 4.15,g and 4.15,h). Figure 4.16,a presents the time-series of wind speed and
direction and Figure 4.16,b the simulated de-tided depth-integrated currents at the seven
locations (along the 25 m bathymetric contour) as shown in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.16: a) Wind speeds and direction and b) de-tided simulated current speeds and
directions for the seven locations located along the 25 m bathymetric contour as shown in
(Figure 15). The vectors are at hourly intervals from 00:00 UTC 26 August 2005 to 00:00
30 August 2005 and oriented such as north is the top of the page. The horizontal lines
represent the snapshots as shown in Figure 15. The blue line is on 09:00 UTC 28 August
2005, approximately 30 hours before landfall; 09:00 UTC 29 August 2005, approximately
6 hours before landfall; red is 15:00 29 August 2005, approximately at landfall; and green
is 21:00 29 August 2005, approximately 6 hours after landfall.
Prior to 09:00 UTC 28 August 2005, winds along the WFS shifted from a northerly
to southerly direction as Katrina progressed into the GoM. A northerly alongshore depth-
averaged current of ˜0.75 m/s was developed along the WFS. At Naples, the change in
current direction lagged the winds by ˜6 hr; however, the currents at Clearwater and
Cedar Key shifted prior to the winds changing direction (Figures 4.16,a and 4.16,b). This
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was caused by a minor CTW that propagated along the WFS at ˜11 m/s. The CTW
reached Clearwater and Cedar Key prior to the shift in the local wind direction and caused
a northerly alongshore current. Northeasterly currents shifted to a southwesterly direction
at Apalachicola ˜5 h prior to the change in wind direction near 09:00 UTC 28 August
2005 as the CTW turned west along the Florida Panhandle and traveled at a speed of 12.2
m/s, computed between Apalachicola to Pensacola via cross-correlation. As a result of
the CTW, the currents at Pensacola, on 09:00 UTC 28 August 2005, increased and shifted
southwesterly (along-shelf direction), nearly 9 h after the winds transferred from a northeast
to southwest direction. The along-shelf currents continued to increase at Pensacola even as
the southerly winds increased to over 20 m/s by 09:00 UTC 29 August 2005 (Figure 4.16).
By 09:00 UTC August 29, 6 h prior to landfall, the storm tide along the western
Mississippi coast was already rising and was captured by NOAA gauge 8747766 (Waveland,
MS) and NOAA 8743281 (Ocean Springs, MS) (Figure 4.17). A 3.5 m storm surge began
to build within the Biloxi marsh and along the eastern Mississippi River. Winds were
generally out of the southwest with magnitudes greater than 60 m/s and were accompanied
by a persistent 2.0 m/s alongshore current across the shelf that was oriented CCW (Figures
4.15,c and 4.15,d). Also during this time, the Bay of St. Louis was rapidly swelling, and
surge was being moved up the Jordan and Wolf River. Before 12:00 UTC 29 August,
the easterly winds pushed surge over Mississippi Highway 43 near Shoreline Park and the
storm surge rapidly increased along the Mississippi coast. At Horn Island and Birds Foot,
northeasterly winds quickly increased and shifted southerly by Katrinas final landfall at
15:00 UTC 29 August 2005 along the Louisiana-Mississippi border. The strong southerly
winds caused northerly depth-averaged currents with magnitudes upwards of 5.0 m/s south
of Mississippi (Figure 4.16). The combination of surge that was contained within the Biloxi
marsh and against the eastern Mississippi River, the high southerly winds, and northerly
currents generated a storm tide over 7 m along the Mississippi coast and continued to
increase for the next 2 h (Figures 4.15,e and 4.15,f), peaking near 7.5 m near Pass Christian
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Figure 4.17: NGOM3 modeled (black line) and gauge measured (gray circles) water surface
elevation time series during Hurricane Katrina for a select number of stations. See File S7
of the Auxiliary Material for hydrographs at all stations. Landfall is represented by the
green vertical line.
and greater than 8 m in northern Bay of St. Louis near I-10 at 16:00 UTC 29 August
(Figure 4.18). In fact, flooding in Pass Christian converged from both the ocean and bay
side and much of the area north of I-10 near Diamondhead flooded from the backside,
not the bay side. The rise in storm surge occurred within a time span of nearly 6-8 h
(Figure 4.15,d and f). Also, while Katrina made landfall, 35 m/s southerly winds moved
water up the Pascagoula River and marsh and against US90 in Pascagoula, MS. Wind
directions shifted southwest and pushed the surge into Mobile Bay from within Mississippi
Sound (USACE 2471017 and USACE 2471085) (Figure 4.17). Along the western Florida
Panhandle locally generated wind setup resulted in ˜2 m surge in Perdido and Pensacola
Bay (NOAA 8729840) (Figure 4.17).
Hurricane Katrina generated a multifaceted state of currents and water levels along
the complex geometry of the GoM. As Katrina evolved in the Gulf, the local winds that
generated the geostrophic current caused the depth-averaged currents to rotate their di-
rection prior to the change in the local wind field (Figure 4.16). Therefore, it is suggested
that the large-scale winds of Katrina dominated at the Gulf-scale and local circulation and
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Figure 4.18: Hurricane Katrina NGOM3 simulated maximum water levels (m) along the
Mississippi, Alabama, and western Florida Panhandle coast.
induced a minor CTW along the WFS and MS-AL shelf that propagated with a speed of
˜12 m/s. As found with Hurricane Ivan and Hurricane Dennis, the storm created a CCW
geostrophic current across the continental shelf with a balance between the Coriolis force
and the along-shelf currents and water level gradient.
NGOM3 simulated time-series water levels agreed with the measured water levels
throughout the Mississippi, Alabama, and western Florida Panhandle coast (supporting
information File S7). Overall, simulated water levels agreed with the measurements in
the peak storm tide, and time of peak, as well as the slope of the rising and falling limb
(Figure 4.17). This was especially important due to the large and rapid rise in water level
during Katrina. Less accurate results, such as USGS 023690660 were caused by lack of
mesh resolution. These stations are located in small upstream channels, and could not be
sufficiently described without drastically increasing local model resolution. Other discrep-
ancies between model and measured water levels were station datum conflicts (unknown
datum) or influence of river inflow. However, the mean SI and relative bias were 0.219 and
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-0.002 (see Table C.1 of Appendix C). Comparison of measured and modeled station peaks
resulted in an R2 of 0.89 and the slope of the line-of-best-fit was 1.06.
The high model skill was also demonstrated through a HWM analysis by comparing
measured to simulated maximum water levels (Figure 4.7). After removing erroneous HWM
measurements and HWMs with wave runup influences along the Mississippi and Alabama
coast, 304 HMWs remained. The NGOM3 model was within ± 0.25 m at 56% of the
HWMs and within ± 0.5 m at 89% of the HWMs (Figure 4.7). The model resulted in a
HWM average absolute difference error of 0.252 m and standard deviation of 0.317 m (see
Table C.1 of Appendix C). The slope of the line of best fit was 1.00 and R2 was 0.97 among
all HWMs and gauge peaks (Figure 4.8). When including measurement error the average
absolute difference and standard deviation were 0.089 and 0.140, respectively (see Table
C.1 of Appendix C).
4.3.5 Hurricane Isaac (2012)
Hurricane Isaac (2012) began as a tropical wave off the west coast of Africa on 16
August 2012. It developed into a tropical depression at 06:00 UTC 21 August 1160 km off
the west coast of the Lesser Antilles. Over the next 12 hr the system strengthened into
a tropical storm. Isaac gradually strengthened prior to landfall to a Category 1 (SSHS)
storm near 12:00 28 UTC August. At this time, Isaacs forward speed drastically slowed
causing long periods of intense winds, storm surge, and rainfall (Berg, 2012). In addition
to NDBC buoys recording wave data, the USGS, in conjunction with FEMA, deployed a
suite of 172 temporary water-level monitoring gauges across the Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Alabama coast (McCallum et al., 2012) (supporting information File S9). The water level
data were collected via the USGS Storm Tide Mapper (http://water.usgs.gov/floods/) and
McCallum et al. (2012). Recorded data alongside the NGOM3 simulated synoptic history of
Hurricane Isaac are described below to understand the geophysical response in the NGOM.
All values refer to the NGOM3 simulation of Hurricane Isaac unless stated otherwise. To
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supplement this section, the reader is referred to supporting information Animation S4 for
a comprehensive synoptic view of the winds, waves, water levels, and currents.
Figure 4.19 presents four snapshots in time of Hurricane Isaacs wind field and simulated
de-tided water surface elevations and depth-integrated currents at 00:00 UTC 28 August
2012 (approximately 24 h before landfall) (Figures 4.19,a and 4.19,b), 12:00 UTC 28 August
2005 (approximately 12 h before landfall) (Figures 4.19,c and 4.19,d), 00:00 UTC 29 August
2012 (approximately landfall at the Mississippi River Delta) (Figures 4.19,e and 4.19,f),
and 12:00 UTC 29 August 2012 (approximately 12 h after landfall) (Figures 4.19,g and
4.19,h). Figure 4.20,a presents the time-series of wind speed and direction and Figure
4.20,b the simulated de-tided depth-integrated currents at the seven locations (along the
25 m bathymetric contour) as shown in Figure 4.19.
As Isaac tracked to the northwest aimed for the mouth of the Mississippi River, winds
along the WFS shifted to a ˜15 m/s southeasterly wind early on 27 August 2005. The
shift in the winds, near Naples, generated a northerly alongshore current and the per-
sistent south-southeasterly winds along the WFS and excited a CTW. The CTW reached
Clearwater hours prior to 00:00 28 August 2005 and then propagated as a coastally trapped
Kelvin wave to Cedar Key (Figure 4.20). The signature of the Kelvin wave can be observed
in Figure 4.20,b at Naples, Clearwater, and Cedar Key as well as in Figure 4.19,b with the
˜1.0 m sea level anomaly that was generated along the WFS. The maximum positive cross-
correlation of the water level time-series of the stations was computed to determine the
speed of the CTW. The average propagation speed was 14 m/s between Naples and Clear-
water and 17 m/s between Clearwater and Cedar Key. This yields an e-folding distance of
˜218 km at 28◦ latitude, the location of Clearwater (the Coriolis force is 0.71x10−4s−1at28◦
latitude). The phase speed was slightly faster than that excited during Hurricane Den-
nis and was more than likely attributed to the slow forward speed of Isaac (˜3.5 m/s),
compared to Dennis (8.2 m/s), as well as the tracks more westerly direction. Additionally,
inertial oscillations (defined by 2pi/f and equal to 24.5 h in the GoM), caused by the abrupt
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Figure 4.19: Wind speeds (m/s) (a,c,d,e) and de-tided simulated water surface elevation
contours (m, NAVD88) and depth-averaged current vectors (m/s) (b,d,f,h) during Hurri-
cane Isaac at 00:00 UTC 28 August 2012, approximately 24 hours before landfall (a-b);
12:00 UTC 28 August 2012, approximately 12 hours before landfall (c-d); 00:00 UTC 29
August 2012, approximately at landfall at the Mississippi River Delta (e-f); and 12:00 29
August 2012, approximately 12 hours after landfall (g-h).
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Figure 4.20: a) Wind speeds and direction and b) de-tided simulated current speeds and
directions for the seven locations located along the 25 m bathymetric contour as shown in
(Figure 19). The vectors are at hourly intervals from 00:00 UTC 25 August 2012 to 00:00
31 August 2005 and oriented such as north is the top of the page. The horizontal lines
represent the snapshots as shown in Figure 19. The blue line is on 00:00 UTC 28 August
2012, approximately 24 hours before landfall; 12:00 UTC 28 August 2012, approximately
12 hours before landfall; red is 00:00 29 August 2012, approximately at landfall at the
Mississippi River Delta; and green is 12:00 29 August 2012, approximately 12 hours after
landfall.
arrival of the wind field (Le, 1994), were observed in the simulated depth-averaged currents
in Figure 4.19,b. The oscillations are clear at Naples, Clearwater, and Cedar Key.
On 12:00 UTC 29 August 2005 Isaac was 12 h away from its landfall on the Mississippi
River Delta. The CTW wave generated ˜1.5 m storm surge in the Big Bend region, similar
to the Kelvin wave response during Hurricane Dennis. Easterly winds across the NGOM in-
creased to ˜20 m/s and were rapidly shifting clockwise to a southerly wind. Currents along
the Florida Panhandle increased to ˜2.0 m/s as well as along the Mississippi-Louisiana
shelf through the Birds Foot (Figures 4.19,b, 4.19,c, and 4.20). The CTW that moved
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along the WFS turned to the west and propagated from Apalachicola to Pensacola with
a phase speed of 6.5 m/s, which yields an e-folding distance of 85 km (the Coriolis force
is 0.71x10−4s−1at30◦ latitude). The e-folding distance is similar to the width of the conti-
nental shelf along the Florida Panhandle, which is ˜90 km, half of the WFS width.
During landfall on 00:00 29 August 2005, winds were primarily southerly along the
NGOM, with higher wind speeds over 30 m/s near landfall at Horn Island and Birds Foot
(Figure 4.19,e). Easterly winds and ˜2.0 m/s westerly currents across the Mississippi-
Louisiana shelf caused surge to accumulate in western Mississippi, within the Biloxi marsh
and along the eastern Mississippi River (Figure 4.19,f). There were also southwesterly
currents over 5 m/s near Birds Foot hours prior to landfall caused by the earlier north-
easterly winds, but then diminished and changed direction ˜6 h after the winds moved
in a southerly direction during landfall (Figure 4.20). As Isaac tracked northeast 12 h
after landfall, over 30 m/s southeasterly winds moved the surge that was within the Biloxi
marsh and against the eastern Mississippi River toward the Mississippi-Louisiana border
into the Biloxi Bay and the Bay of St. Louis. NGOM3 properly simulated the maximum
storm tide across the Mississippi coast that occurred late on August 29, as observed by
station SSS-MS-HAR-014 and SSS-MS-HAR-024, with water levels reaching ˜3.5 m in the
back of the Bay of St. Louis, as recorded by SSS-MS-HAN-012, USGS 0248166590, and
USGS 02481660 (Figure 4.21). Even as surge began to recede in much of the region, the
NGOM3 simulated surge still continued to move upstream (north) in the Pascagoula River
and adjacent marsh, as observed at USGS 02480273 (Figure 4.21). Offshore at Horn Island,
currents continued to persist in the southerly direction (Figure 4.20,b) and currents to the
south (south of the Mississippi barrier island) were moving easterly (Figure 4.19,h). Also,
currents at the Birds Foot station were directed north and were aligned with the wind,
south and southeast of Birds Foot the currents were stronger at over 2.0 m/s and were
traveling southwest, opposite the wind direction (Figures 4.19,g and 4.19,h).
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Similarly observed in the NGOM3 model simulation from the previous storms, Hur-
ricane Isaac generated a complex condition of water levels and currents. Isaac caused a
CTW to propagate along the WFS as well as along the shelf south of the Florida Pan-
handle with e-folding distances similar to respective shelf width. The CTW was caused
by a geostrophic current that balanced the Coriolis force with the currents and water level
pressure gradient. The CCW orientation of the currents was driven by the large-scale wind
patterns, but in areas such as south of the Mississippi barrier island and south of Birds
Foot, the along-shelf currents persisted and outlasted the rapid change in wind direction
during Isaacs landfall. This suggests that the large-scale hurricane-induced wind field is
the dominant driver for the regional and local circulation pattern.
The recorded data at the NDBC buoys, NOAA tide stations, and USGS gauges al-
lowed a thorough NGOM3 model validation in Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. In all,
measured and modeled data are compared at NDBC buoys (supporting information File
S8), NOAA gauges, permanent USGS gauges, rapid deployed storm tide sensors (SSS), and
rapid deployment USGS streamgauges (supporting information File). Unfortunately, the
NDBC buoys to the east of the storm track south of Mississippi failed. Nonetheless, the
NGOM3 simulated values matched well the measured wave data, especially along the WFS
(NDBC 42099 and 42036) (supporting information File S8).
Overall, simulated time series water levels agreed with recorded data at the NOAA, and
USGS storm tide and streamgauges. Figure 4.21 shows the comparison of the measured
and modeled data at a select set of tide and streamgauges and supporting information
File shows all stations. Across all NOAA stations, the SI was 0.256 and bias is 0.043, and
comparing the measured to modeled peak surge yielded an R2 and best-fit line slope of 0.85
and 1.02, respectively (see Table C.1 of Appendix C). The deployed storm tide sensors were
generally located on land and this enabled validation in the accuracy of model elevations
across the floodplain as well as validation of the time and elevation when wetting occurred.
Across most stations, the time of simulated wetting agreed with the recorded data. For an
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Figure 4.21: NGOM3 modeled (black line) and gauge measured (gray circles) water surface
elevation time series during Hurricane Isaac at a select number of stations. See File S9 of
the Auxiliary Material for hydrographs at all stations. Landfall is represented by the green
vertical line.
example, see stations SSS-MS-HAN-018WL and SSS-MS-JAC-012WL (Figure 4.21). At
all of the deployed storm tide sensors, the SI and bias were 0.195 and -0.051. Comparing
peak surge at the storm tide sensors, the R2 and slope were 0.92 and 1.05. Simulated water
levels at the USGS streamgauges also indicated good agreement with the measurements.
The SI and bias for the permanent USGS stations were 0.264 and -0.105, and for the
deployed streamgauges are 0.226 and 0.027, respectively. The streamgauges had a larger
error because they are typically located upstream in small rivers or canals. Additionally,
the streamgauges are affected by runoff and precipitation, which increased the post-peak
water surface elevation, and was indicated by the models underprediction and the negative
bias for the USGS permanent streamgauges. See USGS02481660 for an example. Among
all of the locations, the SI is 0.221 and bias was -0.040.
NGOM3 simulated depth-averaged velocities during Isaac were qualitatively validated
at four locations that recorded velocity magnitude and direction, two in northern Mobile
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Bay, one south of Dauphin Island, and one in the east Pascagoula Inlet. Figure 4.22
presents modeled and measured current velocity (m/s) and direction (deg.) during Isaac.
The trend in NGOM3 simulated current velocity magnitude matched well with the observed
trend, considering the model did not include river flow (and the freshwater and saltwater
interaction), which was the reason the model under-predicted the current velocity. All
stations, except mb0101, are located at the mouth of rivers, which increased flow velocity,
especially post-storm after 31 August (see ps0301). Nonetheless, the trends in the rapid
increase and decrease in current magnitude were well captured in the model. Furthermore,
the rapid change in direction was represented in the model, including the flood and recession
of the astronomic tides, while surge is pushed north (90◦) through the rivers near landfall
time, and during the recession as water moved downstream (270◦).
Figure 4.22: NGOM3 simulated (black line) and gauge measured (gray cirlces) depth-
averaged currents (m/s) and direction (deg.) during Hurricane Isaac. The vertical green
line represents landfall time.
High model skill was also quantified through a HWM and gauge peaks analysis. The
simulated maximum water surface elevation is presented in Figure 4.23. There was a
total of 42 NOAA-collected HWMs in Mississippi and Alabama that were representative
of stillwater elevations, and minimal effects of wave runup. A spatial map of simulated
HWM error is shown in Figure 4.7. Of the 42 HWMs, 57% match within ± 0.25 m and
88% match within ± 0.5 m of the measured value. The slope of the line of best fit was
0.94 and R2 is 0.73, and the average absolute error and the standard deviation was 0.256
and 0.284, respectively (see Table C.1 of Appendix C). Including gauge peaks and HWMs,
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the slope of the regression line was 0.99 and R2 is 0.85 (Figure 4.8). Taking into account
measurement errors, the average absolute error was 0.136 and the standard deviation was
0.147 m (see Table C.1 of Appendix C).
Figure 4.23: Maximum simulated water levels (m) across the Mississippi, Alabama, and
western Florida Panhandle coast during Hurricane Isaac.
4.4 Summary and conclusions
The northern GoM is a unique geophysical setting for complex tropical storm-induced
hydrodynamic processes that occur across a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Each
hurricane event includes its own distinctive characteristics and can cause unique and dev-
astating storm surge when it strikes within the intricate geometric setting of the NGOM.
In order to mitigate the damage and displacement from storm surge flooding, the evolution
of hurricane-induced winds, waves, water levels and currents must be well understood. In
conjunction with recorded data, physics-based computer models enable researchers a com-
prehensive view of the deep water-, shelf- and local-scale progression of hurricane storm
surge.
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In this work, a numerical storm surge model for the year c. 2012 was developed using
the most recent and publicly available data. The objective was to employ a single storm
surge model (i.e. unstructured mesh, bathymetry, and surface roughness) to accurately
simulate hurricane storm surge related hydrodynamics for four historical hurricanes with-
out the need for individual model calibration. An unstructured finite element mesh was
developed to describe the coastal features of the NGOM, specifically the Florida Panhan-
dle, Alabama, and Mississippi coast. The mesh described not only the deep water and
shelf-scale circulation of the GoM, but tidal flow through the wetted areas of the numerous
inlet and bay systems, coastal rivers, tidal creeks, and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway.
The coastal floodplain, up to the 15 m contour, was also described with unprecedented
resolution (15 m - 200 m). Named NGOM3, the model was employed in the tightly cou-
pled SWAN+ADCIRC framework, forced by astronomic tides and meteorological wind and
pressures. Simulated astronomic tidal constituent amplitudes and phases, in addition to a
tidal resynthesis, were compared to measured tides at 43 NOAA tidal gauge stations located
along the NGOM. The modeled data agreed well with the observations with MSE/VAR
of 0.122, 0.058, and 0.085, and an RMSE of 4.698 cm, 4.377 cm, and 5.530 cm in Florida,
Alabama, and Mississippi, respectively.
The evolution of simulated waves, water levels, and currents for the four hurricane
events was presented and discussed and model results were validated at a variety of NDBC,
NOAA, USACE, USGS, and locally operated buoys and gauge stations. In addition, post-
storm collected HWM measurements were compared to the simulated maximum storm tide.
Hurricane Ivan spawned a complex hydrodynamic interaction as the storm approached the
nearshore. We found a minor Kelvin wave that propagated north along the WFS and
triggered to an early arrival of storm surge in the Big Bend region of Florida, prior to
landfall. South of Pensacola Bay, simulated significant wave heights of ˜16 m dissipated
along the narrow shelf and contributed to large currents and high water levels that as-
sisted the degradation Santa Rosa Island. The NGOM3 simulation displayed storm surge
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accumulation in Chandeleur Sound, and as the storm passed, a 6 m/s outflow current was
generated between the Birds Foot and storm track and was verified with ADCP observa-
tions. It was found, through numerical simulation and a comparison of observed data, that
the large-scale winds dominated the local circulation; however, local water surface elevation
setup can influence regional circulation through water level induced pressure gradients. A
strong geostrophic current was observed across the continental shelf from a balance of the
Coriolis force and the pressure gradient. The NGOM3 simulated water levels agreed with
observations with an SI and bias of 0.299 m and 0.031, respectively. It was demonstrated
that the severe Ivan-induced overwash across Santa Rosa Island caused an increase in surge
within Pensacola Bay and the surrounding region.
Data and simulations of Hurricane Dennis defined that a coastally trapped Kelvin Wave
was generated along the WFS. The Kelvin Wave, along with locally generated wave setup,
caused higher than expected storm surge in Floridas Big Bend region. The Kelvin wave
propagated at a speed of 8.6 m/s, computed from the lag time via cross-correlation of the
time-series water levels along the WFS. The phase speed was nearly equivalent to Denniss
forward speed (8.2 m/s). The phase speed computed from the model result compared
favorably to the theoretical first-mode wave speed applied to the WFS of 8.2 m/s. Related
to the coastally trapped Kelvin wave, Dennis-induced strong currents across the shelf that
were oriented CCW and were in geostrophic balance with the Coriolis force and along-shelf
current and water level gradients. NGOM3 model time-series water levels agreed well to
NOAA-recorded data along the west Florida coast as well as to analytical solutions of the
magnitude and cross-shelf width of the coastally trapped wave. At the measured HWMs,
simulated maximum storm tide matched within ± 0.25 m at 55% and was within ± 0.5 m
at 99% of the 142 measured locations; additionally, the line of best fit had a slope of 0.93,
the R2 was 0.73.
Hurricane Katrina generated record-breaking significant wave heights of nearly 17 m
in the GoM and over 8 m of maximum water levels along the Mississippi Coast. Through
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an assessment of data and the NGOM3 model results it was observed that Katrina excited
a CTW with a phase speed of 11 m/s along the WFS and 12.2 m/s across the shelf
south of the Florida Panhandle. The CTW caused currents to shift in a CCW fashion
prior to the local changes in the wind direction, which suggests that the large-scale wind
fields dominate the regional and local circulation patterns. In terms of coastal flooding,
it was shown that the majority of inundation along the Mississippi coast occurred within
6 hr. Pass Christian was flooded from both the north along the south shore of the Bay
of St. Louis and from the GoM shore to the south. Strong south-southeasterly winds
pushed water up the Pascagoula River and adjacent marsh and piled up against US90.
Surge moved into Mobile Bay from the west, and locally-generated wind setup continued
to move water into the northern portions of Mobile Bay and created 2 m of surge along
the western Florida Panhandle coast. Comparing recorded and simulated time-series water
levels at 32 stations across the NGOM yielded an SI and normalized bias of 0.212 and
-0.009, respectively. Comparing HWMs and gauge peaks yielded an average absolute error
of 0.089 m and 0.140, respectively. The slope of the line of best fit was 1.00 with an R2 of
0.97.
The synoptic analysis of the simulated evolution of Hurricane Isaac, yet again, unveiled
that a CTW was induced and propagate along the WFS at a speed of 14 m/s 17 m/s across
the WFS and 6.5 m/s across the shelf from Apalachicola to Pensacola. The CTW caused
surge of near 1.5 in Floridas Big Bend region prior to landfall in Louisiana. Strong along-
shelf currents persisted in a CCW orientation and caused surge to build up along the
eastern Mississippi River and in the Biloxi marsh. Similar to Hurricane Ivan, a strong
outflow current was present east of the Birds Foot along the shelf break. A maximum
simulated storm tide of ˜3.5 occurred in the back of the Bay of St. Louis. The simulated
processes were validated when results were compared to data at 81 gauges that recorded
time-series water levels where the SI and bias were 0.221 m and -0.040, and the average
absolute error at 110 HWMs and gauge peaks was 0.136 m.
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This work presents the most in-depth synoptic analysis and validation in the literature
of Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis across the NGOM and Hurricane Katrina within Missis-
sippi and specifically Alabama and the western Florida Panhandle. Additionally, this is
the first work analyzing and validating Hurricane Isaac, particularly for the NGOM region.
From the analysis of the NGOM3 simulations, we determine that the large-scale winds play
a dominant role in the large-scale and local circulation, especially across the continental
shelf. The strong currents were caused by the hurricane-induced geostrophic balance with
the Coriolis force and water level pressure gradients. Most hurricanes that track into the
GoM will excite a CTW that propagates along the WFS and induces an early arrival of
storm surge in the Big Bend region. The model results are trusted based on the qualita-
tive and quantitative measures among the astronomic tide and four hurricane storm surge
simulations, which indicate a well-performing model. Not only did the model agree with a
variety of recorded data, but results also agreed with analytical solutions of shelf and local
scale processes. This work proves that a single high-resolution two-dimensional physics-
based storm surge model can be developed and applied to a variety of forcing criteria and
yield accurate results without the need for individual event model calibration. This is ad-
vantageous when hurricane characteristics are not known a priori, such as estimating storm
surge in a real-time forecasting system or estimating future coastal flood risk under global
climate change and sea level rise in particular.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic simulation and numerical
analysis of hurricane storm surge
under sea level rise with
geomorphologic changes along the
northern Gulf of Mexico∗
5.1 Introduction
A byproduct of a warming climate is sea level rise (SLR), which is mainly caused by
thermal expansion of the sea and ice loss (Parris et al., 2012). Long-term tide gage records
show that global mean sea levels have risen 1.7 ± 0.3 mm/yr over the last century (Church
and White, 2006; Holgate, 2007). Since 1993, satellite altimetry data have recorded an
increase to 3.3 ± 0.4 mm/yr (Ablain et al., 2009; Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010). These are
global means, however, and the tide and satellite altimetry data indicate large spatial and
regional variations across the Earth, with some areas experiencing up to three times the
global average. Regional SLR trends are dominated by local circulation and a redistribution
of heat, salinity, and water mass (Cazenave and Cozannet, 2014).
Estimates of the magnitude and rates of future sea levels are based on potential carbon
emission scenarios, and are constructed from different assessments of ocean warming and
ice sheet loss. Regardless of the methods and emission scenarios used to estimate future
sea levels, the consensus is that sea levels are rising and its rate is expected to accelerate
(IPCC, 2013; Jevrejeva et al., 2010; Parris et al., 2012). Parris et al. (2012) derived four
SLR scenarios spanning 0.2 to 2.0 m for the year 2100 based on different contributions of
carbon emissions and ice sheet loss. The continued rise and acceleration of global sea level
∗The content of this chapter previously appeared as Bilskie, M.V., Hagen, S.C., Alizad, K., Medeiros,
S.C., Passeri, D.L., Needham, H.F., Cox, A. (2016). Dynamic simulation and numerical analysis of hur-
ricane storm surge under sea level rise with geomorphologic changes along the northern Gulf of Mexico.
Earth’s Future, doi:10.1002/2015EF000347. Please see permission letter in Appendix B.
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put low lying coastal regions at risk with increases in frequency and magnitude of flooding
(Cazenave and Cozannet, 2014). Increased flooding due to SLR, in addition to regions
that experience storm surges from tropical cyclones further increase the vulnerability of
inundation in coastal regions.
Storm surge models, which vary in complexity and computational efficiency, are com-
monly used to estimate maximum water levels caused by tropical cyclones. Physics-based
storm surge models require a variety of inputs such as topography, bathymetry and bottom
friction as well as astronomical tide and meteorological forcings. The benefits of hydro-
dynamic storm surge models are that they allow for analysis of regions that have little
observational hydrodynamic data, and permit varying scenarios and changes to the input
data. As described in this work, this is useful to project coastal flooding under a variety
of potential climate change scenarios. The hydrodynamic models also allow for a more de-
tailed analysis of the nonlinear interactions of storm surge and SLR (Bilskie et al., 2014),
and permit more accurate assessments than static, or ”bathtub”, modeling techniques that
are not always straightforward to apply (Hagen and Bacopoulos, 2012; Zhang et al., 2013).
McInnes et al. (2009) outlined three general methodologies to examine potential im-
pacts of flood risk under a changing climate that employ hydrodynamic models: direct
nesting approach, perturbed historical baseline approach, and the statistical dynamic ap-
proach. The direct nesting approach considers model forcing from global or regional climate
models. This method is computationally expensive and heavily reliant on the accuracy of
the climate model used (Knutson and Tuleya, 2004; Woth et al., 2006). The perturbed
historical approach is similar to the direct nesting approach, however, the model is forced
with historical extreme sea level events to obtain a baseline and then changes to mean sea
level and hurricane intensity, for example, are included in the model simulations (Atkin-
son et al., 2013; Bernier et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2013a; Orton et al., 2015; Yang et al.,
2014a; Zhang et al., 2013). This method is more computationally efficient than the direct
nesting approach and permits variations of multiple climate change scenarios. However, it
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depends upon a rich meteorological history to develop a population of extreme sea levels
and in many cases flood risk is only assessed through a select few events. In the statistical
dynamic approach, a statistical model is employed to generate a population of potential
storms used to force a hydrodynamic model (Hagen and Bacopoulos, 2012; Lin et al., 2012;
McInnes et al., 2003; Mousavi et al., 2011; Resio et al., 2009). This method performs well
in regions with limited meteorological records (McInnes et al., 2009). Regardless of the
applied approach, the model solution is only as good as the input data. To this end, it
is of critical importance to evaluate the models numerical description of nature and how
the landscape may change in the future under normal or climate change conditions. This
includes changes to the coastal landscape such as shoreline morphology, marsh migration,
and land use.
Ali (1999) performed one of the first studies that examined the combined effect of storm
surge with an emphasis on SLR, coastal morphology, and a change in hurricane intensity.
They forced a GCOM2D hydrodynamic model with 489 individual events based on an
increase in sea surface temperature (SST) of 2◦ and 4◦ C and a SLR of 0.2 and 1.0 m to
evaluate the climate change impact on storm tide return periods along the southeastern
Australia coastline. Wang et al. (2012) employed the MIKE21 hydrodynamic model to
evaluate coastal flood risk under SLR and land subsidence in Shanghai, China for the
years 2030, 2050, and 2100 to provide data and suggestions for coastal protection design.
Mousavi et al. (2011) estimated the increase in storm surge flooding for Corpus Christi,
Texas for the years 2030 and 2080. The model was forced by 23 hurricane scenarios based
on three historical storms (Bret, Beulah, shifted Carla) that were selected from numerical
simulations derived from surge response functions. Studies like Atkinson et al. (2013) and
Smith et al. (2010) began to include waves into the computation of storm surge and SLR in
addition to introducing changes to bottom friction based on new regions exposed to daily
tidal flooding. Smith et al. (2010) demonstrated that in regions of maximum storm surge
the additional surge was equal to the SLR, but in wetland fronted areas the storm surge
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was highly non-linear and surge heights increased by 1-3 m in addition to the change in
sea level. Atkinson et al. (2013) concluded that there is not a ”one-size-fits-all” approach
to storm surge under SLR because it is highly dependent on storm characteristics and the
local geography. These studies advanced the modeling of hurricane storm surge and SLR
using a dynamic modeling framework.
Bilskie et al. (2014) showed that hurricane storm surge flooding under SLR is a complex
non-linear process and changes to the coastal landscape for past and future scenarios can
amplify storm surge by 80% or reduce storm surge by 100%, relative to the amount of SLR.
They found that altering the coastal floodplain topographic elevations, including barrier
island morphology, and incorporating changes in land use land cover (LULC) based on
past conditions and future scenarios altered the path, pattern, and magnitude of flooding.
From this work, the normalized nonlinearity (NNL) index was purposed to quantify and
determine the influencing factors of the nonlinear interaction of storm surge under climate
change conditions. This work served as a proof-of-concept to the dynamic modeling system
and focused only on the Mississippi and Alabama coast, and included limited changes to
the coastal landscape and sea level.
Passeri et al. (2015a) began to examine the potential changes to the shoreline position
and profile under SLR along the Florida Panhandle coast. They extrapolated historic rates
of shoreline change in conjunction with an equilibrium beach profile approach to estimate
future shoreline positions under an intermediate SLR scenario for the year 2050. Using hy-
drodynamic simulations, they indicated that the simulated storm surge was highly sensitive
to shoreline change, and back bays protected from barrier islands were highly vulnerable
to increased storm surge due to additional barrier island overtopping. Passeri et al. (2016)
continued this work with a focus on validating the modeling framework for astronomic
tides and shoreline morphology. They used a high-resolution astronomic tide, wind-wave,
and hurricane storm surge presented by Bilskie et al. (2016b) that contains the entire coast
of Mississippi, Alabama, and the Florida Panhandle. The models representation of the
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coastal landscape was modified based on an estimate of future shoreline positions and pri-
mary dune heights for four SLR derived from a Bayesian network purposed in Plant et al.
(2016).
Based on the conclusions and recommendations of these previous studies, the natu-
ral progression is to develop a modeling system to estimate and investigate storm surge
flooding under climate change conditions by taking into account three major landscape
changes; 1. shoreline and barrier island morphology, 2. marsh evolution, and 3. LULC
change. As stated in Passeri et al. (2015c), a large-scale, physics-based storm surge model-
ing framework that accounts for these changes and their interrelation with varying climate
and SLR scenarios does not exist. To properly examine the additional flood risk and the
vulnerability of coastal communities to extreme flooding in the future, these conditions
must be incorporated into the computational modeling approach. The objective of this
paper is to assess the state of the practice and provide a suggested physics-based storm
surge modeling framework to simulate hurricane storm surge in a changing climate while
considering changes to the coastal landscape. This work is a culmination of the research
presented in Bilskie et al. (2014), Passeri et al. (2016), and Plant et al. (2016). The devel-
oped methodology is applied across the coastal floodplain regions of Mississippi, Alabama,
and the Florida Panhandle, henceforth referred to as the NGOM (northern Gulf of Mexico).
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Wave and storm surge model
The tightly coupled SWAN+ADCIRC code was utilized to compute water surface el-
evations, depth-averaged velocities and wave radiation stresses (Dietrich et al., 2011a) for
various hurricane events and climate change scenarios. The 5.5 million node NGOM3 mesh
was applied and spans the western north Atlantic tidal model domain with model resolution
down to 20 m along the NGOM coast (Bilskie et al., 2016b). The high model resolution
was included to incorporate high topographic accuracy as well as provide high spatial res-
olution in the model result (Bilskie and Hagen, 2013; Bilskie et al., 2015). A new feature
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added for this work was the inclusion of biomass-corrected topographic elevations within
the lower Apalachicola River marsh system (Medeiros et al., 2015). The NGOM3 mesh was
developed to represent c. 2012 conditions and has been extensively validated for Hurricanes
Isaac (2012), Dennis (2005), Katrina (2005), and Ivan (2004) (Bilskie et al., 2016b) (Figure
5.1). The NGOM3 model was modified to represent four global climate change scenarios
for the year 2100, as presented in the following sections; Section 5.2.2 describes how SLR
was incorporated into the model, Section 5.2.3 presents the methodology of incorporating
shoreline and primary dune height change, Section 5.2.4 describes projections of the land-
scape roughness for the climate change scenarios, and Section 5.2.5 outlines the historical
hurricanes used to force the suite of model configurations.
Figure 5.1: Comparison of measured and simulated peak surge for Hurricanes Ivan (2004),
Dennis (2005), Katrina (2005), and Isaac (2012).
5.2.2 Incorporation of sea level rise into the NGOM3 model
Parris et al. (2012) established four SLR scenarios for the year 2100 of 0.2 m (low), 0.5
m (intermediate-low), 1.2 m (intermediate-high), and 2.0 m (high). The four SLR scenarios
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were incorporated in the SWAN+ADCIRC storm surge model setup; however, including
SLR as a boundary condition in a tidal or storm surge model is not straightforward and
can be accomplished using two general methods. The first method, the eustatic method,
offsets the models mean sea level by a given amount of SLR. Generally, this is applied by
increasing the initial water level offset from the geoid. The eustatic method permits the
direct application of appropriate projections of SLR as well as relative SLR. This method
was used in the following studies: Passeri et al. (2015b), Irish et al. (2014), Bilskie et al.
(2014), and Atkinson et al. (2013), to name a few. The second method, the boundary
method, applies a zero-phase forcing function with an amplitude equal to a given SLR.
The boundary method is applied at the open ocean boundary and allows the SLR to
propagate through the domain as guided by the models’ governing equations, much like a
tidal forcing without periodicity. This method was used in Bacopoulos and Hagen (2014)
and Hagen and Bacopoulos (2012).
Two simulations were performed for two SLR scenarios (intermediate-low and intermediate-
high) to determine the appropriate method to include SLR. Both simulations utilized a
coarse unstructured mesh of the Western North Atlantic Tidal (WNAT) model domain
(Hagen et al., 2006) and were forced with winds and pressure representative of Hurricane
Katrina. The first two simulations employed the eustatic method. The second two simula-
tions employed the boundary method. A 10.0 day spinup of a zero-phase tidal amplitude
equal to the SLR was introduced prior to the Hurricane Katrina meteorological forcing.
Differences in maximum storm surge between each type of SLR forcing for each of the SLR
scenarios tested were minimal. Only minor differences (less than 5 cm) were observed. The
boundary forcing method requires additional computational time due to the required spinup
of the forcing along the boundary. Due to the minor differences in maximum storm surge
and the additional computational time required for the boundary method, the eustatic
method is used for all subsequent simulations.
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5.2.3 Incorporation of shoreline and dune height evolution into the NGOM3
model
Coastal morphology has the potential to alter hydrodynamic patterns; therefore, hy-
drodynamic assessments of SLR must consider concurrent changes to the shoreline (Passeri
et al., 2015c). Due to the complex nature of coastal processes, modeling long-term mor-
phodynamics is not a simple task. Historical data can be advantageous when analyzing the
impacts of morphologic change on hydrodynamics. Hydrodynamic models can be modified
with historic morphologic and sea level data to observe the impacts to astronomic tides
and hurricane storm surge (Bilskie et al., 2014; Passeri et al., 2015b). Additionally, historic
trends (e.g., historic shoreline change rates) can be extrapolated to obtain projections of
future morphology for hydrodynamic assessments of SLR (Passeri et al., 2015a). However,
historical trends do not account for changes that may occur under accelerated rates of
SLR. Although process-based modeling can be used to simulate morphodynamic processes,
long-term simulations tend to be inefficient and lengthy due to differences in hydrodynamic
and morphologic time scales (Dissanayake et al., 2012). As a result, simulations are often
restricted to small temporal and spatial scales (Ding, 2012). On the contrary, probabilistic
simulations of natural systems are beneficial since they can be implemented across large
domains with relatively low computational expense. Bayesian Networks (BN), based on
the application of Bayes theorem, evaluate the probability of a specific outcome based on
relationships between input variables. For this study, the BN presented by Plant et al.
(2016) was used to define relationships among various hydrodynamic drivers, geological
constraints, and coastal responses to make probabilistic predictions of shoreline change
and dune heights under various SLR scenarios along the Gulf of Mexico coastline.
For each of the four SLR scenarios, the BN was employed to project horizontal shoreline
change and primary dune height at sampling locations along the NGOM (Figure 5.2,A).
The present day digital elevation model (DEM) was masked, from the 0 m NAVD88 contour
to the local depth of closure, to generate polygon sections between the sampling locations.
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Figure 5.2: A) Sampling locations for shoreline change and primary dune. B) Primary dune
heights for present day (c. 2015) and projections for each sea level rise (SLR) scenario. C)
Change in dune height from present day for each SLR scenario. Negative change indicates
a reduction in dune height.
The masked polygon DEM sections were individually shifted landward (erosion) or sea-
ward (accretion) according to the BN projection. In regions where the shoreline change
was projected to exceed the infrastructure line, it was assumed that coastal defenses (e.g.
nourishment, sea walls, etc.) will be put in place to stop the encroaching sea (Passeri et al.,
2016). Additionally, the Mississippi-Alabama barrier island chain was modified to account
for future westward lateral migration. The historic migration rates were used to extrapo-
late the total lateral growth for each island as well as their erosion along the eastern edge
(Passeri et al., 2016).
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In similar fashion the primary dune heights were modified according to the BN network
(Figure 5.2,B and C) for each SLR scenario. The BN predicts that lower rates of SLR
generally result in stable shorelines and higher dunes (greater than 2 m). The BN model
also projects low dune heights (0.5 to 2.0 m) and increased shoreline erosion under high
SLR (Plant et al., 2016). The end result are four variations of the NGOM3 model that
incorporate shoreline change and changes to the primary dune height for each SLR scenario.
5.2.4 Nearshore landscape change and intertidal marsh evolution
Land use land cover datasets describe the physical land type and type of human use.
For example, land cover distinguishes different types of forest or marsh vegetation and
land use differentiates between residential, industrial, or agricultural lands. National, State
and local agencies produce LULC datasets for a variety of applications such as planning,
stormwater basin characteristics, and habitat mapping. Hydrodynamic models make use
of LULC to prescribe surface roughness characteristics, namely bottom friction, surface
canopy, and wind reduction factors (Atkinson et al., 2011; Bunya et al., 2010).
Bottom friction is often parametrized by spatially varying Manning’s n coefficients
that represent the resistance of flow for different land types (Chow, 1959). Each type of
LULC can be associated with a range of Manning’s n values. Different LULC types can
also reduce wind velocity in dense vegetation. Surface canopy coefficients can limit the
momentum transfer from the wind to the water surface in dense vegetation such as in some
marsh grasses and wetlands, mangroves, and forest. Additionally, vertical obstacles, such
as dense forest and buildings, can reduce wind velocity downwind.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation System Center (http:
//landcover-modeling.cr.usgs.gov/) has produced yearly LULC maps for future car-
bon emissions scenarios (B2, B1, A2, A1B) up to the year 2100 for the continental U.S.
(Sleeter et al., 2012). For all carbon emission scenarios, developed land is projected to in-
crease at the expense of a reduction in forest and other natural land cover types. Changes to
future LULC have a direct relationship with the surface roughness as previously described.
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The four SLR scenarios prescribed by Parris et al. (2012) were linked to a particular carbon
emission scenario used to derive the surface roughness parameters from the USGS LULC
maps for the year 2100 (Table 5.1). For example, the intermediate-high SLR scenario was
associated with the A1B carbon emission scenario; therefore, the USGS A1B 2100 LULC
map was employed to derive the surface roughness characteristics for the intermediate-high
model configuration.
Table 5.1: Sea level rise scenarios linked to climate change scenarios for land use land cover
selection.
SLR Scenario SLR Climate Change / Land use Scenario
Present 0.0 B1
Low 0.2 B1
Intermediate Low 0.5 B1
Intermediate High 1.2 A1B
High 2.0 A2
The USGS LULC projections do not consider potential transformations of the intertidal
salt marsh from a rise in sea level. Salt marsh is sensitive to local tidal conditions and
productive when its elevation resides between the local mean high water (MHW) and
mean low water (MLW). If the rate of SLR increases too rapidly, the salt marsh will shift
out of equilibrium and drown. The marsh may also migrate upland in new regions exposed
to daily tidal flooding. Additionally, lower rates of SLR may promote and sustain current
marsh growth (Alizad et al., 2016; Hagen et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2002).
A high-resolution hydrodynamic and biological model (HYDRO-MEM) of salt marsh
productivity under SLR has established that land elevations lower than MLW become open
water and land elevations that are between MHW and MLW provide ideal conditions for
new salt marsh productivity (Alizad et al., 2016; Hagen et al., 2013). General processes
obtained from localized HYDRO-MEM modeling at specific locations along the NGOM
were applied. For example, the evolution of salt marsh was considered via modifying
Manning’s n roughness coefficients for a given SLR scenario. Manning’s n was assigned
to open water if the location is hydraulically connected to the open ocean and its local
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elevation is less than MLW under SLR. Manning’s n was assigned as new marsh (0.07) if
the local elevation, under SLR, is between MLW and MHW and is not marsh under present
conditions.
The resulting Manning’s n bottom friction for each SLR scenario are shown in Figure
5.3. Bottom friction within the salt marsh regions (e.g. Apalachicola marsh, Mobile-
Tensaw marsh, Grand Bay marsh, and Pascagoula marsh) decreased with increasing sea
level. As the sea level rises, additional areas include elevations less than MLW indicating
open water with a reduced bottom friction. New regions are exposed to daily flooding
and their elevation is within mean sea level and MHW resulting in a reduction in bottom
friction. This is observed by the increasing areas of light blue in Figure 5.3 around the low-
lying regions. Furthermore, the projections of LULC drive reductions of bottom friction
near the coastal cities. For example, Mobile, AL (located in northwest Mobile Bay) is
projected to have an increase in population and thereby land use is expected to change
from largely forested lands to developed, reducing bottom friction. This is observed in
the decrease of the warm colors to increasingly yellow in Mobile, AL and along the other
coastal cities. Similar trends occur for the wind reduction factors.
5.2.5 Historic hurricanes and storm selection
We examined records of hurricane wind and storm surge inundation to assess hurricane-
generated storm surge potential related to climate change along the NGOM. We utilized
SURGEDAT, a comprehensive storm surge database for the U.S. Gulf Coast (Needham
et al., 2015), to provide storm surge data. SURGEDAT has archived more than 5200
high water marks (HWM) from tropical cyclones (hurricanes and tropical storms) along
the U.S. Gulf coast since 1880 [Needham et al., 2013]. These data were compiled from
more than 60 separate sources, including Federal Government sources, academic literature,
and daily periodicals in the region (Needham and Keim, 2012). SURGEDAT provides a
useful history of our study area, as the database provides HWMs at Apalachicola generated
from 33 unique tropical cyclones since 1880. The two highest water levels at this location
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Figure 5.3: Manning’s n bottom roughness across the northern Gulf of Mexico for A)
present day, B) 2100 low (0.2 m SLR), C) intermediate-low (0.5 m SLR), D) intermediate-
high (1.2 m SLR), E) high (2.0 m SLR) SLR scenarios, and F) difference in Mannings n
between the 2100 High (E) and present day (A).
reached 3.05 m from an unnamed hurricane in 1903 and Hurricane Elena in 1985. To depict
the broader storm surge history along the NGOM, histograms were generated to show the
recorded surge events ranked by magnitude across the NGOM region. The analysis resulted
in ten hurricane events that contributed to the majority of observed peak surges: Hurricanes
Isaac (2012), Katrina (2005), Dennis (2005), Ivan (2004), Georges (2004), Earl (1998), Opal
(1995), Kate (1985), Elena (1985), and Agnes (1972) (Figure 5.4).
5.2.6 Storm surge simulations
A total of 60 SWAN+ADCIRC simulations were performed. The model was forced
using meteorological wind and pressure fields for each of the ten hurricane events devel-
oped from a composite of objectively analyzed observations and modeled winds and pres-
sures (Bunya et al., 2010; Cox et al., 1995; Powell et al., 1998). The ten hurricane events
forced each of the five model conFigurations: present day, 2100 low, intermediate-low,
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Figure 5.4: Historical hurricane tracks. Hurricane track data obtained from
weather.unisys.com.
intermediate-high, and high. Additionally, all ten storms were forced using the present day
model conFiguration but only include the intermediate-high SLR scenario (1.2 m); this
experiment was designed to assess the maximum storm surge response to the landscape
changes. From the suite of simulations, a maximum of maximums (MOM) surface was
derived for each SLR scenario as forced by the ten historic hurricanes resulting in five
MOM surfaces, as well as a MOM surface for the intermediate-high SLR with no landscape
change experiment. The MOM was computed by recording the maximum simulated water
surface elevation at each computational node from the maximum value obtained in each of
the ten simulations for each SLR scenario.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Simulated maximum storm surge
The simulated MOM storm surge for the present condition and four SLR scenarios
along the Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida coast are shown in Figure 5.5. Under present
conditions, a maximum simulated storm surge of 7–8 m occurred along the Mississippi
coast (Figure 5.5,A), contributed by Hurricane Katrina. Along the eastern Alabama coast
and Florida Panhandle, the maximum storm surge was 2—3 m. Within the bay systems,
such as Mobile, Pensacola, and Apalachee Bay, the storm surge was generally 3--4 m.
These bays have sufficient fetch lengths for locally generated surges to increase water levels.
Choctawhatchee Bay, the most enclosed bay in the region, experienced the lowest surge
values of 1—2 m.
Figure 5.5: Simulated maximum of maximums (MOM) storm surge A) under present
conditions (0 m SLR), B) 2100 low (0.2 m), C) 2100 intermediate-low (0.5 m), D) 2100
intermediate-high (1.2 m), E) 2100 high (2.0 m) SLR scenarios, and F) difference between
the model simulations of with and without landscape changes for the intermediate-high
scenario.
The simulated MOM for the low, intermediate-low, intermediate-high, and high con-
dition are shown in Figure 5.5,B-E, respectively. Trends in the locations of the maximum
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simulated surge were similar to the present scenario (Figure 5.5,A). Coastal Mississippi
experienced the highest surge levels for all scenarios and increased surge was observed in
northern Mobile Bay, northern Pensacola Bay, and Apalachee Bay. Under the high SLR
scenario surge levels in Choctawhatchee Bay increased to 4--5 m and were similar to those
along the Gulf coast. The drastic increase within Choctawhatchee Bay was caused by the
reduction in the primary dune height by ˜3 m near the inlet for the high scenario (Fig-
ure 5.2), which allowed local overtopping and increased surge in the bay. Additionally,
the effective fetch within the bay increased resulting in increased surge. The higher SLR
scenarios (intermediate-high and high) drastically reduced dune heights in addition to in-
creased erosion. The landward penetration of the shoreline, lower primary dune heights,
and a higher sea level enabled increased inundation along the NGOM barrier islands and
increased surge levels within the bays.
Table 5.2: Total inundated land area (km2) and the inundated area for developed and
agriculture land use for each scenario.
Inundation Area (km2)
Scenario SLR (m) Drowned Valley Dynamic model % Change
Present 0.0 - 2987
2100 Low 0.2 3559 3133 13.6
2100 Int. Low 0.5 3951 3584 10.2
2100 Int. High 1.2 4774 4558 4.7
2100 High 2.0 5719 5582 2.5
To quantify the increase in flooding the total inundated land area was computed for
each MOM along the Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida Panhandle coast (Table 5.2). The
total inundation increased for each scenario beginning with 2986.5 km2 for the present
condition to 5581.6 km2 for the high scenario, a change of 87%. The largest increase in
inundation area, 27%, was from the intermediate-low (3584.2 km2) to the intermediate-high
(4557.9 km2) scenario. The inundated area was computed for developed and agricultural
(farm and pasture) land use classifications using the 2011 National Land Cover Database
(NLCD). The 2011 NLCD data was used for all scenarios to apply a consistent dataset for
the computation of inundated land, rather than using each scenario’s respective LULC map.
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Under present conditions, the MOM inundated 282.7 km2 of developed land, and under
the high scenario 672.3 km2, an increase of 138%. Similar to the total inundated land area,
the largest percent change of 35% was found between the intermediate-low (375.4 km2)
and intermediate-high scenario (506.4 km2). The increase of 131 km2 was larger than the
land area of many of the coastal cities along the NGOM, which generally have land areas
from 50 km2—100 km2. This trend continues when examining the additional flooding
across agricultural land. Under present day conditions, the total inundated agricultural
land was 11.3 km2, but increased to 32.6 km2 under the high scenario, a percent change
increase of 189%. The most drastic increase, however, was between the intermediate-low
and intermediate-high scenario, which inundated 15.7 km2 and 24.2 km2 of agricultural
land, respectively. According to the USDA, the average cost of farm real estate in 2014
across Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida was $860,666 per km2 (www.usda.gov). Although
the magnitude in agricultural inundation was relatively small, the increase in flood risk
could potentially result in hundreds of millions of dollars in damages, up to ˜$280 million
for the high scenario in 2014 dollars.
5.3.2 Impact of landscape change on simulated maximum storm surge
The MOM from simulating all ten hurricanes using the present day model with the
intermediate-high scenario subtracted from the MOM that considered the 2100 intermediate-
high landscape change and SLR (Figure 5.5,D) is shown in Figure 5.5,F. The gray regions
indicate no change occurred; in other words, incorporating landscape changes did not al-
ter the maximum simulated storm surge. Most of the offshore regions suggest no change
occurred with the exception of minor differences of -0.07 m offshore of southwestern Missis-
sippi. In general, the MOM-derived without landscape change produced higher surge values
from 0.05 to 0.2 m compared to the MOM that included the landscape changes. However,
along the inundation extent the model simulation with landscape change produced larger
maximum surge.
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Figure 5.6: Simulated maximum of maximums (MOM) storm surge A) under present
conditions (0 m SLR), B) 2100 low (0.2 m), C) 2100 intermediate-low (0.5 m), D) 2100
intermediate-high (1.2 m), E) 2100 high (2.0 m) SLR scenarios, and F) difference between
the model simulations of with and without landscape changes for the intermediate-high
scenario. The basemap was provided by ESRI.
Closer inspection of the differences in maximum storm surge with and without 2100
intermediate-high landscape changes are shown for Biloxi Bay and Pascagoula (Figure
5.6,A), Pensacola Bay (Figure 5.6,B), Choctawhatchee Bay (Figure 5.6,C), and Apalachicola
(Figure 5.6,D). Within Biloxi Bay, Pascagoula, and Grand Bay regions there were minor
differences between the MOMs (Figure 5.6,A). The variances were more drastic along the
inundation extents; however, the furthest reaches of the flood extent showed that the sim-
ulation with landscape change produced 0.5 m to 0.70 m higher surge. Additionally, as
indicated in Figure 5.6,a, new regions were exposed to flooding when using the landscape
change model. The model simulation that only incorporated the 2100 intermediate-high
SLR scenario, and not the associated landscape changes, under-predicts the flooding extent,
and in most areas of maximum surge.
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Model results in Pensacola Bay (Figure 5.6,B), Choctawhatchee Bay (Figure 5.6,C), and
Apalachicola (Figure 5.6,D) produced similar results; however, there were large differences
in maximum storm surge along the barrier islands. Differences of ± 0.80 m existed along
Santa Rosa Island and ± 1 m near Choctawhatchee Inlet. The Apalachicola barrier island
chain (St. Vincent, St. George, and Dog Islands) included stretches of land that were
overtopped when incorporating the landscape change, namely the reduction in primary
dune height and regions that were not flooded using the future projections. The results
along the barrier islands indicate the importance of incorporating dune height morphology.
Within the interior of the bays, there were small differences of -0.05 m to -0.20 m, similar to
those found in Biloxi Bay, Pascagoula, and Grand Bay (Figure 5.6,a). Simulated maximum
storm surge was increased under the landscape change scenario at the head of each bay.
The low-lying regions near the coastal rivers were susceptible to additional inundation,
specifically in northwestern Pensacola Bay and in the marsh north of Apalachicola Bay. The
reduction in the primary dune height and reduced bottom roughness for the intermediate-
high scenario promoted an increased storm surge height from 0.20 m to 1 m and an increase
in total inundation area. In the Pascagoula and Apalachicola marsh, the reduction in
bottom friction resulted in up to 0.50 m of increased water level as well as well as additional
flooding. The reduction in the bottom friction induced by the evolution of the salt marsh
reduced the surge attenuation. Not accounting for such changes to bottom friction in the
marsh regions may cause a substantial under-prediction in maximum water levels.
5.3.3 Nonlinearity of storm surge under SLR
From the MOM, it is difficult to ascertain the additional water level induced by SLR.
To assess the increase in the simulated maximum storm surge for each SLR scenario, we
utilize the normalized non-linearity (NNL) index from Bilskie et al. (2014):
NNL(x, y) =
η(x, y)SLR − η(x, y)base
λ
− 1 (5.1)
where η(x, y)SLR is the dynamically simulation maximum water surface elevation for a
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given SLR scenario at x,y, η(x, y)base is the simulated maximum water surface elevation
for a base condition (present condition), and λ is the amount of SLR. Locations where
NNL equals zero indicate maximum storm surge increased linearly by the amount of SLR
(ηSLR = ηpresent + λ). Locations where NNL is larger than zero indicate surge is greater
than the amount of SLR and a value less than zero indicates that maximum surge is less
than the amount of SLR.
The NNL values were computed for each SLR scenario (with the present condition
as the base scenario) and are shown in Figure 5.7. Gray areas indicate maximum surge
increased linearly by the amount of SLR, warm colors indicate an amplification (maximum
storm surge increased by more than the applied SLR), purple shows regions wetted under
SLR and not under present day conditions, and cool colors suggest de-amplification with
respect to the amount of SLR (the difference in maximum storm surge from present day
was less than the applied SLR). Due to the relatively deep water and low bottom friction,
the increase in maximum storm surge offshore is largely equal to the amount of SLR, and
it is evident, within the nearshore region, the storm surge response to SLR for this coastal
area is non-linear.
Figure 5.7: Normalized non-linearity index from the MOMs for the A) low, B) intermediate-
low, C) intermediate-high, and D) high SLR scenario, relative to the present day MOM.
The NNL from the low scenario (compared to the present) (Figure 5.7,A) suggested a
linear rise in maximum storm surge offshore. There is little change in regions where the
water surface and velocity gradients were relatively smooth, such as in the deeper waters.
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Approaching shallower water and the complex coastline of the NGOM causes the surge
response under SLR to become nonlinear. Within the bay systems, such as Mississippi
Sound, the Bay of St. Louis, Biloxi Bay, Grand Bay, Mobile Bay, Pensacola Bay, and
Apalachicola Bay, the surge response was generally reduced relative to the low SLR of 0.2 m;
Choctawhatchee Bay indicated a linear rise in surge. Maximum surge was increased by less
than the applied SLR as new areas were exposed to inundation, thereby decreasing water
levels on the backside of the new flooding. The additional SLR allowed water to penetrate
farther inland. This was further illustrated by the high NNL values at the flooding extents,
namely near Pascagoula, north Mobile Bay, Pensacola Bay, and in Apalachicola. With the
present day sea level, these regions experienced low flood inundation depths; under low
SLR, flood depths in these regions increased (see orange and red areas in Figure 5.7,A).
Additionally, land [and wind] shielding effects also caused negative values of NNL, such as
observed on the backside of the Chandeleur Islands, Mississippi Barrier Islands, and the
Apalachicola Bay barrier islands.
Increasing the sea level from 0.2 m to 0.5 m (intermediate-low), in addition to the
respective landscape changes, results in a spatially different pattern of NNL values (Figure
5.7,B). Offshore, NNL values were still zero and were expected to be consistent for all
SLR scenarios, but the bays showed positive values of NNL. Within Mississippi Sound,
Biloxi Bay, Grand Bay and Apalachee Bay NNL values remained negative. These bays
are not protected as those located along the Florida Panhandle coast. The bays along
the Florida Panhandle are sheltered and include narrow inlets. The intermediate-low SLR
scenario results in a reduction of dune heights along the barrier islands (Figure 5.2) and
increased shoreline erosion. This coupled with a SLR of 0.5 m yields additional storm
surge overtopping across the barrier islands, resulting in additional surge within the bay
systems. High NNL values of 1.3 were observed within Santa Rosa Sound suggesting local
surge increased by 1.15 m (∆η = λ(1 + NNL)). Similarly, NNL values of 1.3-1.5 were
computed at the inundation extent of Pensacola Bay. Generally, high NNL values were
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observed along the edge of the new inundation areas, as also observed for the low scenario
(Figure 5.7,B).
The NNL patterns for the intermediate-high scenario (1.2 m SLR) were similar to
the intermediate-low scenario (0.5 m SLR); however, the magnitudes were reduced (Figure
5.7,C). Within Mississippi Sound, Grand Bay, and Apalachee Bay the area of negative NNL
values decreased in size compared to the intermediate-low scenario. The NNL values in the
Florida Panhandle bay systems were still greater than one, but less than those NNL values
observed for the intermediate-low. Generally, the dune heights were further reduced, and
with an increased sea level most regions trended towards an open coast behavior (i.e. linear
response). Additionally, similar trends of large NNL values were found adjacent to regions
of new inundation. The nonlinear response was evident in the land adjacent to Pascagoula,
MS, specifically near U.S. 90. NNL values were negative on the south side of the highway
and positive on the north side. Storm surge was increased under SLR and continued to
overtop the highway increasing the relative flood depths on the north side of the road
and not on the south side, with respect to the additional SLR. This phenomenon would
not have been captured using a bathtub type SLR model as it does not consider physical
mechanisms of the dynamics of storm surge and SLR, which go beyond the hydrodynamics
and include the dynamics of shoreline and dune morphology, marsh evolution, and LULC
change that are directly link to the applied SLR scenarios.
The trend of NNL values approaching zero continues for most regions under the high
SLR scenario (2.0 m) (Figure 5.7,D). The exception is within Perdido and Choctawhatchee
Bay. Perdido and Choctawhatchee, under present conditions, have narrow inlets and are
protected by relatively high dune heights along the barrier islands. Additionally, the in-
crease in sea level allows water to flow between Mobile Bay and Perdido Bay, increasing
the amount of potential surge volume into Perdido Bay and the surrounding floodplain.
Similarly, under the high scenario, Santa Rosa Sound swells from increased inundation and
allows water to flow from the Sound into Choctawhatchee Bay increasing surge levels. The
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NNL increased, from the intermediate-high scenario, because the enlarged exposure to the
bays are not directly connected to the open ocean, but connected to Mobile Bay and Santa
Rosa Sound. The regions that have increased exposure directly connected to the open
ocean, such as Mobile Bay, Pensacola Bay, St. Andrew Bay, and Apalachicola Bay, tend
to have NNL values reduced as they behave more like the open ocean (i.e. linear response
to SLR).
5.3.4 Water surface elevation time-series under SLR
Thus far we have only examined the peak storm surge under various SLR scenarios as
well as the effect of landscape changes using the intermediate-high scenario as an example.
A critical aspect to consider is the evolution of the storm surge in time, which is a charac-
teristic only a dynamic modeling framework allows for and is often overlooked. Time-series
of water surface elevations at four locations (shown in Figure 5.6) near Pascagoula, Pen-
sacola, Choctawhatchee, and Apalachicola were obtained from the storm that produced
the highest maximum storm surge for each location (Figure 5.8). The water surface eleva-
tions for each SLR scenario were subtracted by the applied SLR. Three major results were
obtained. First, at all four locations for all scenarios, none of the water surface elevations
match the present day hydrograph indicating a dynamic response imposed by the SLR as
well as the landscape changes. Second, an increase in sea level results in an increase in
total inundation time. Third, the larger the SLR the earlier the peak surge occurs (Figure
5.8).
Although mild, the peak surge at Pascagoula increased beyond the applied SLR for
the low and intermediate-low scenario but was reduced for the high scenario. However,
the time of inundation doubled from ˜5 hr under present conditions to ˜13 hr for the high
scenario. At the Pascagoula station the peak surge for the low scenario was reduced with
respect to the amount of SLR and for the intermediate-high and high scenario increased
by over 0.5 m in addition to the SLR. At the time of landfall, the difference in peak surge
between the low and high scenarios were greater than 1 m in addition to the SLR. At the
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Figure 5.8: Time-series water surface elevation (m) hydrographs at Pascagoula during
Katrina, Pensacola and Choctawhatchee during Ivan, and Apalachicola during Kate for
present day. Locations are shown in Figure 5.6. Hydrographs shown for each SLR are
represented as the respective SLR subtracted from the simulated water surface elevation.
Choctawhatchee location, the surge increases for each scenario up to an additional 0.5 m
above the high SLR scenario along with an earlier arrival of the peak surge by several hours.
At Apalachicola, the peak surge also arrived several hours prior as the sea level increased
and an increase in sea level further amplified the peak surge, in addition to the SLR, by as
much as 0.25 m for the intermediate-low and 0.5 m for the high scenario.
5.4 Discussion and implications
This research supports the changing paradigm in the methods that coastal engineers
and scientists employ to model the effects of climate change, and SLR in particular, on
tidal and hurricane storm surge flooding (Alizad et al., 2016; Bilskie et al., 2014; Orton
et al., 2015; Passeri et al., 2016). State-of-the-art numerical tide and storm surge mod-
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els are becoming resolved enough to capture the flood extent in fine detail Bilskie et al.
(2015). With this, it is possible to alter these models with future projections of poten-
tial landscape change to assess the impacts of global climate change and SLR on coastal
flooding. Assessments using static, or bathtub (i.e. drowned valley), inundation models
have been found to over- or under-predict maximum storm surge-driven water levels and
total inundation extent, especially in the nearshore and across the costal floodplain Zhang
et al. (2013). Static flood inundation models, although computationally inexpensive, do
not account for physical processes such as wind-driven setup and bottom friction as well
as the time component, which is necessary to compute time of peak surge and total inun-
dation time. Static models are also limited in their capacity to include landscape changes.
Therefore, a dynamic model framework is necessary to evaluate storm surges under SLR.
Developed maximum storm surge flood inundation and MOM maps for each SLR sce-
nario (Figure 5.5) show the change in storm surge height and the modified spatial dis-
tribution pattern of the flooding. This is attributed to the complex interaction between
SLR and storm surge, but also to changes in the landscape as incorporated into the model.
This was demonstrated through the examination of the impact of landscape change on
the simulated storm surge. The reduction in dune heights, in addition to SLR, increased
barrier island overtopping and resulted in additional flood volume within many of the bay
systems. The increased volume resulted in additional inundation along the banks of the
bay and a significant increase in maximum water levels as high as 1 m across the low-lying
regions at the head of each bay. The increased water level and additional inundated area
also contributed to a reduction in bottom friction, whereby low-lying regions under SLR
tend to mimic intertidal or open water conditions. The maps of NNL values show the large
spatial variation of the storm surge response to SLR-driven landscape change (Figure 5.7).
The pattern changes for each scenario, but general trends depict that flooding for most of
the coastal floodplain is amplified and maximum storm surge will increase by more than
the applied SLR.
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These findings have a variety of implications and can provide a breadth of information
for various coastal assessments of SLR. First, this work directly presents a methodology
by which a present day tide and storm surge model can be adapted to examine coastal
flooding under climate change. It provides evidence that local landscape changes can be
accounted for in a large-domain modeling approach and the methodology can be translated
to other low-gradient coastal landscapes. From a coastal management perspective, this
model framework can be adapted to include engineered structures, beach nourishment, and
natural and nature-based features (NNBF) (Bridges et al., 2015). Varying configurations
of NNBFs can be incorporated to evaluate their effectiveness at the local and regional level.
This is especially useful not just for the nearshore regions, but across agricultural lands
where the inundation time from hurricane-driven saltwater intrusion can impact the future
harvest of crop or livestock. The storm surge model results can provide boundary conditions
for local hydrodynamic and morphological models. These local models can span a single
barrier island, for example, and compute sediment transport due to storm-induced barrier
island overwash. They can also be used to evaluate salinity or sediment transport within
individual bay systems during hurricane events Huang et al. (2014). The local models
can also evaluate the performance of current or planned infrastructure (bridge decks and
pilings, offshore oil platforms, etc.) under climate change conditions. From a biologic or
ecologic standpoint, the storm surge results can support assessments of habitat loss and
the vulnerability of coastal wildlife species. Increased inundation from storm surges can
alter shorelines, erode dune systems, affect salt marsh dynamics, and modify sediment and
salinity patterns. This can directly influence the fate and population of sea turtles, beach
mice, oysters, shrimp, and fish, for example Chen et al. (2014); Huang et al. (2015); Pike
and Stiner (2007); Reece et al. (2013); Solomon et al. (2014).
Combined, the presented methodology, its application, and results offer various as-
sessments that support coastal resource managers in their decision-making process. As
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supported by the methodology, coastal resources managers are provided a variety of scien-
tifically defensible datasets based on plausible scenarios of climate change and SLR.
5.5 Conclusions
This research proposes a dynamic modeling framework to examine the effects of global
climate change, and SLR in particular, on tropical cyclone-driven storm surge. The de-
veloped methodology is applied with a focus on the NGOM, specifically along the coastal
regions of Mississippi, Alabama, and the Florida Panhandle. A large-domain tide, wind-
wave, and hurricane storm surge model representing present conditions was modified to
characterize the potential outlook of the coastal landscape under four SLR scenarios for
the year 2100. The modifications encompassed shoreline and barrier island morphology,
marsh migration, and LULC change. Additionally, the method by which SLR is applied
to a hydrodynamic model was evaluated. Shoreline morphology, including primary dune
height, was acquired from a Bayesian Network model. The projection of salt marsh evo-
lution was assimilated based on localized hydrodynamic-ecological models. Projections of
LULC for varying carbon emissions scenarios were linked to the four SLR scenarios and
guided changes to the model via landscape roughness. For an increase in sea level, coastal
cities broadened resulting in a reduction of forest and natural land cover types.
To test the methodology of including projected landscape changes in a hydrodynamic
model, ten historic hurricane events were simulated for each SLR scenario and the spatial
and temporal variation of storm surge-induced water levels were examined. Between the
present day and high scenario, the inundated land area increased by 87%. Among the
developed land, inundation increased by 138%, and by 189% for agricultural land. This
may lead to hundreds of millions of dollars in damages from hurricane- and SLR-induced
saltwater intrusion across farmlands. Under the intermediate-high SLR scenario, it was
shown that the inclusion of landscape changes can have a profound effect of maximum
storm surge, especially in regions protected by barrier islands. High rates of SLR result in
a reduction of dune height, which enhanced barrier island overtopping, and increased surge
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heights by as much as 1 m. The NNL was computed among all scenarios and large spatial
variations in the amplification of storm surge were observed, with some regions subjected
to an increase in maximum water level by as much as double the applied SLR. The analysis
of the time-series of water levels supports that the interaction of SLR and storm surge is
nonlinear not only spatially, but in time, and an increase in sea level resulted in increased
inundation time and an earlier arrival of the peak surge. These factors cannot be assessed
using static modeling approaches.
Overall, the presented research advances the knowledge and understanding of the effects
of climate change, and SLR in particular, on tropical cyclone-driven storm surge. The study
also promotes the paradigm shift in using a dynamic modeling framework to account for
potential changes to the landscape and provides a methodology for which to do so. The
modeling approach presented goes beyond the hydrodynamics and includes the dynamics
of shoreline and dune morphology, marsh evolution, and LULC change that are directly
linked to the applied SLR scenarios. The results of this study have broad implications and
can support localized hydrodynamic, morphologic, biological and ecological assessments.
The outcomes of this research ultimately provide a holistic understanding of the coastal
system and aid in restoration and long-term coastal sustainability. This is achieved through
improved tools for coastal resource managers to make informed decisions for the NGOM
system and other coastal regions with similar characteristics.
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Chapter 6
Computation of the 100- and
500-year return period floodplain
along the northern Gulf of Mexico
6.1 Overview
This chapter describes the methodology to down-select a sample of synthetic storms and
compute the 100-year and 500-year return period stillwater elevations for the Alabama and
Florida panhandle coast. The subset of synthetic storms were sorted and storms that gen-
erated peak surges less than the 100-year stillwater elevations were removed from the sam-
ple. The sampled set of synthetic storms were used to force the NGOM3 SWAN+ADCIRC
storm surge model (Bilskie et al., 2016b) as well force four variations of the NGOM3 model
in which the model was modified to represent the potential outlook of the coastal land-
scape under four SLR scenarios for the year 2100. The adjustments to the model include
shoreline and barrier island morphology, salt marsh migration, and land use land cover
(LULC) change (Bilskie et al., 2016a; Passeri et al., 2016; Alizad et al., 2016). The syn-
thetic storm-forced surge simulations facilitate the generation of inundation maps for the
100-year and 500-year return period. These results aid coastal resource managers in their
assessment of areas that may be at an enhanced risk of coastal flooding for a variety of
plausible scenarios.
6.2 Data and methods
6.2.1 Synthetic storms
The suite of synthetic storms used in this study were previously developed for the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) coastal flood insurance study for the
Alabama and Florida panhandle (Lettis Consultants International, 2012). The Joint-
Probability Method (JPM) was used and storms were described based on central pressure
deficit (representation of hurricane intensity), radius of the exponential pressure profile (ra-
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dius to maximum winds), forward velocity, storm heading, and landfall location (Niedoroda
et al., 2010; Resio, 2007; Toro et al., 2010a,b). These parameters were treated as random
variables in the JPM method and the calculation of storm rates (i.e. rate of occurence) were
based on the methodology of Chouinard and Liu (1997). Please refer to Lettis Consultants
International (2012) for the details and methodology in the generation of the synthetic
storm parameters.
6.2.2 Calculation of return period stillwater elevations
FEMA defines stillwater elevation as “The projected elevation of floodwaters in the ab-
sence of waves resulting from wind or seismic effects. In coastal areas, stillwater elevations
are determined when modeling coastal storm surge; the results of overland wave modeling
are used in conjunction with the stillwater elevations to develop Base Flood Elevations”
(http://www.region2coastal.com/resources/glossary/). In this work, the calculation of re-
turn period flood surface does not consider wave run-up or the effects of astronomic tides.
Previously performed storm surge simulations results from the Florida panhandle and
Alabama FEMA study were used for the initial calculation of stillwater elevations (URS
Corporation, 2013). The calculation of a given return period stillwater elevation can be
performed at any location within the model domain. For maximum use of the storm
surge simulations results, stillwater elevations were computed at each mesh node point.
The peak surge heights were obtained for each of the 295 synthetic storms (Section 6.2.1)
(Lettis Consultants International, 2012). Figure 6.1 shows an example of the simulated
maximum surge for storm number 224.
The approach of computing the storm surge recurrence interval is similar to that pre-
sented in Niedoroda et al. (2010) with the exception of including the secondary Gaussian
terms (i.e. uncertainty terms). At each location, the storm surge heights were sorted from
the highest to lowest peak surge. From the sorted peak surges, the storm rate (or storm
probability) was accumulated and results in a cumulative storm surge distribution curve.
The storm surge height can be interpolated from this curve for any return period between
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Figure 6.1: Example of the simulated maximum water surface elevation (m) for synthetic
storm number 224. The solid black line is the storm track.
10- and 1000-year. This study is focused on the 100- and 500-year return period stillwater
elevation.
6.2.3 Down-selection of synthetic storms
The synthetic storm down-selection methodology takes advantage of the ADCIRC sim-
ulation results for the 295 synthetic storms that were performed for the FEMA Flood In-
surance Study (FIS) for Alabama and the Florida Panhandle. Preliminary NGOM3 storm
surge simulations yield an average run time of 12-14 h across 520 computational cores
yielding a cost of ˜7000 cpu-h. Additionally, the full set of the 295 synthetic storms focus
on recurrent intervals from 10-years to 500-years (this study is not focused on recurrent
intervals less than 100-years). Therefore, a methodology was developed select a generalized
sample of the full suite of the 295 synthetic storms that focuses on the 100-year to 500-year
floodplain and reduces computational cost.
The method assumes the storms that generate the 100-year stillwater elevation near the
coast are the same synthetic storms that generate the 100-year stillwater elevation across the
floodplain. To perform the analysis under this assumption a set of discrete sampling points
(5 km spacing) were positioned slightly off the open coast (about the 10 m bathymetric
contour) and off the shoreline within Mobile Bay (Figure 6.2). The maximum simulated
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Figure 6.2: The locations (green points) of the open coast points where the return period
stillwater level was computed for the down-selection of the synthetic storms. The white
line is the inland storm surge model boundary (approximately the 15 m elevation contour).
water level was extracted at each of these points for the 295 simulations performed for
the FEMA study and the return period curve was computed as discussed in the previous
section (Section 6.2.2). For each sampling location, the synthetic storms that generated a
simulated peak storm surge greater than or equal to the interpolated 100-year stillwater
elevation were stored along with the two storms that generated a peak surge that was
closest to and less than the 100-year stillwater level. The remainder of the storms were
discarded.
The 100-year stillwater elevation value using the reduced data is equal to the 100-year
stillwater elevation using all data because the storm rates are summed starting with the
storm that generated the largest peak surge (i.e. the lowest probability of occurrence).
Not only does this method benefit by reducing the synthetic storms required to create the
100-year return period stillwater elevations, but permits the calculation of the stillwater
elevation for any return period greater than a 0.01 annual exceedance rate (100-year return
period).
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6.2.4 Hurricane storm surge simulations
The SWAN+ADCIRC numerical code was employed to compute water surface eleva-
tions, depth-averaged currents and wave radiation stresses (Dietrich et al., 2011a) using the
NGOM3 unstructured mesh (Bilskie et al., 2016b) and its four climate change variations
(Bilskie et al., 2016a). Specifically, the variations are linked to sea level rise (SLR) scenarios
of 0.2 m (low), 0.5 m (intermediate-low), 1.2 m (intermediate-high), and 2.0 m (high) for
the year 2100 as prescribed by Parris et al. (2012). Based on these SLR scenarios, and their
relation to global carbon emission scenarios, the NGOM3 model was modified to include
the potential future outlook of the landscape and includes modifications to salt marsh,
shoreline position, dune height, barrier island position, and land use land cover (LULC)
(Bilskie et al., 2016a). Each of the five model configurations were forced by wind and
pressure fields of the identified set of synthetic storms. Astronomic tides and river inflows
were not considered for this analysis. For each model simulation the simulated peak storm
surge at each computational node was saved and will be used in the derivation of the return
period stillwater elevations as described in Section 6.2.2.
6.2.5 High performance computing system
Simulations were performed on the Queenbee2 high performance computer (HPC) sup-
ported by the Louisiana Optical Network Initiative (LONI) (http://www.hpc.lsu.edu/).
Queenbee2 is a 10,080 processor system with 504 dual 10-core processors. Each compute
node has 64 GB of memory shared among the 20 processors. The processors are Intel
Ivy Bridge-EP Xeon 64-bit with a clock speed of 2.8 GHz. The system has theoretical
peak performance of 146 TFlops. The compute nodes are connected via a 40 Gigabit/sec
infiniband interface.
6.2.6 Production system framework
When running hundreds of resource-intensive simulations it is critical to ensure that the
correct input files are used and that the simulations are maintained and properly archived.
With this in mind, an automated production system script was developed with the aim to
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limit human intervention (Figure 6.3). The script was written in bash for its compatibility
among various HPC systems and direct access to linux tools (e.g. wc, grep, sed). The
Figure 6.3: Production system flowchart.
production system includes two major parts, job submission and job management. Before
the job submission process begins, the user defines the adcirc mesh they wish to use and
a list of the synthetic storm ID’s used to force the model. The production system then
creates a new directory tree for the given simulations and copies the necessary input files.
Figure 6.4 shows a screenshot of the system creating the directory tree and copying the
required input files. The input files are then modified based on user-defined run parameters
(wave forcing, output file types, number of compute cores, etc.) and the job is submitted
to the HPC queuing system for execution of the SWAN+ADCIRC executable. Once the
simulation has completed the post-processing script is launched, which generates several
graphics of the peak surge heights at different zoom extents. The graphics will be used
for quality control analysis. The post-processing step finishes with file compression and
archival and an email notification.
Figure 6.4: Screenshot of the production system preparing and submitting jobs to the HPC
queue.
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The job management component allows the user to obtain a summary of all jobs for
a given scenario. An example of the job management portion is shown in Figure 6.5 for a
scenario in which all simulations, post-processing, and file archival completed successfully.
This enables the user to track the status of multiple jobs, track failed jobs, and to keep
record of HPC resources used for a given scenario.
Figure 6.5: Screenshot of the job management portion of the production system. The
job manager displays the HPC job ID, the synthetic storm ID, job status, and if the job
completed, and the computational cost in terms of cpu-hours (super computing units [SU]).
The system also keeps track of the total number of jobs, jobs running, finished jobs, errors,
number of jobs in queue, and the total computational cost.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Subset of synthetic storms
The method described in Section 6.2.2 applied across Alabama and the Florida Pan-
handle results in using 87 of the 295 synthetic storms (˜70% reduction) for the recreation
of the 100- and 500-year floodplain representation. Figure 6.6,a shows the full suite of
the 295 synthetic storms and Figure 6.6,b shows the tracks of the reduced set of 87 syn-
thetic storms. The tracks are colored based on the Saffir Simpson scale using the storms
minimum central pressure. The general trend in the spatial pattern of the entire set of
storms is well represented in the reduced storm set. Storms that bypass the study region
or made landfall too far west or east are not represented as well as storms that generated
low water levels (i.e. manly Category 1 and 2 storms). Examining counts of hurricane
category derived from the Saffir Simpson scale using minimum central pressure yields that
all Category 1 storms were removed (Table 6.1). These less intense storms generate peak
surges substantially lower than the 100-year stillwater elevation. Similar is true for the
Category 2 storms; however, storms with a large radius to maximum winds were retained.
Nearly 64% of the Category 3 storms were removed and 60% of the Category 4 storms were
retained as well as 100% of the Category 5 storms.
Figure 6.6: a) Full suite of 295 synthetic storms and b) reduced set of 87. Tracks are
colored based on the Saffir Simpson scale using minimum central pressure.
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Table 6.1: Synthetic storm counts based on the Saffir Simpson hurricane scale (minimum
central pressure) for the full and reduced set of synthetic storms.
Full Reduced
*Category 1 106 0
Category 2 42 9
Category 3 77 28
Category 4 50 30
Category 5 20 20
*Includes tropical storms
Table 6.2 shows the mean values for the minimum central pressure (mb), radius of
minimum central pressure (km), and forward velocity (m/s) for the full set of 295 synthetic
storms and the reduced set of 87. A reduction in the minimum central pressure by 26
mb was computed and indicates that the reduced set contains more intense storms. A
reduction in minimum central pressure was expected and was also shown in Table 6.1).
The average storm size (measured from the radius of minimum pressure) increased by ˜1
km in the reduced set. Additionally, the mean forward velocity slightly increased by 0.7
m/s in the reduced set.
Table 6.2: Mean storm parameters for the full and reduced set of synthetic storms.
Full Reduced
Minimum Central pressure (mb) 963 937
Radius of minimum pressure (km) 38.9 39.8
Forward velocity (m/s) 6.6 7.3
This methodology assumes that the storms that generate the 100-year stillwater eleva-
tion at the sampling locations are equal to the storms that generate the 100-year stillwater
elevations across the floodplain. To validate this assumption the 100-year stillwater ele-
vations were computed using the full set of 295 synthetic storms and the reduced set of
87 storms and were qualitatively and quantitatively compared. Figure 6.7,a shows the
100-year stillwater elevations using the full suite of synthetic storms and Figure 6.7,b using
the reduced set of 87 storms across the Alabama and Florida Panhandle. The 100-year
stillwater elevations are largest in western Alabama with magnitudes near 4.6 m. In north-
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Figure 6.7: a) 100-year stillwater elevations as derived using the full suit of 295 synthetic
storms, b) the reduced set of 87 synthetic storms, and c) the difference. The green polygon
is the Florida Panhandle-Alabama study region boundary.
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ern Mobile Bay water levels are near 3 m and reduce to 0.5 m further north. Stillwater
elevations are 2 m to 3 m along the Florida Panhandle barrier islands.
Comparing the computed 100-year stillwater elevations between the full set of 295
storms and 87 storms indicate virtually no difference (Figure 6.7,c). The spatial patterns
and magnitudes are similar. Within the study region (green polygon in Figure 6.7), 1,609
km2 and 1,543 km2 of floodplain was inundated as derived from 295 (full set) and 87
synthetic storms (reduced set), respectively, resulting in a relative difference of 4%. The
mean absolute error is 0.10 m, which is within the model uncertainty.
6.3.2 Simulation run time statistics
6.3 shows the average run time in hours and total computational cost in cpu-h for the
87 simulations for each scenario. The average run time was nearly 12 h (520 cores) and
each scenario required ˜500,00 cpu-h. The total computational cost to perform the required
simulations was 2.7 million cpu-h with an estimated value of $94274 ($0.0347 per cpu-h).
Table 6.3: Average wall-clock (h) and total computational cost (cpu-h) for each scenario.







6.3.3 100- and 500-year return period floodplain
Figure 6.8 shows the spatial floodplain patterns and Table 6.4 presents the total inun-
dated area across the Alabama and Florida panhandle coast for the present condition and
the four SLR scenarios of low (0.2 m), intermediate-low (0.5 m), intermediate-high (1.2 m),
and high (2.0 m). As expected, much of the low-lying regions (western Alabama, northern
Mobile Bay and Apalachicola) were within the 100-year floodplain under the present con-
dition. Additionally, much of the low elevation areas across the barrier islands were within
the present day 100-year floodplain representation; however, under the intermediate-low
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Figure 6.8: a) 100-year and b) 500-year floodplain under the present condition and four
SLR scenarios of low (0.2 m), intermediate-low (0.5 m), intermediate-high (1.2 m), and
high (2.0 m).
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scenario the remainder of the barrier islands became exposed to the 100-year storm surge
event. The intermediate-high and high SLR scenario increased the 100-year inundation
area upstream in the coastal river valleys such as in northern Mobile Bay and the upland
extents of Pensacola and Choctawhatchee Bay. Regions that have high relief experienced
very little floodplain change, even under the high SLR scenario as observed along east-
ern Mobile Bay and the stretch of open coast from Choctawhatchee Bay to Panama City.
Similar results were found for regions inundated by the 500-year storm event.
Table 6.4: Total inundated area (km2) for the 100-year and 500-year floodplains for present
day and the four SLR scenarios of low (0.2 m), intermediate-low (0.5 m), intermediate-high
(1.2 m), and high (2.0 m).
SLR (m) Area (km
2)
100-yr 500-yr
Present 0 1294 1744
Low 0.2 1360 1781
Int-Low 0.5 1670 2162
Int-High 1.2 2271 2725
High 2 2835 3259
6.3.4 Normalized non-linearity of the 100-year stillwater elevations
The Normalized Non-Linearity index (NNL) was used to compare the 100-year still-
water elevations among the SLR scenarios (Bilskie et al., 2014) and is defined as:
NNL =






where η1 and η2 are the peak surges for the lower and higher sea levels, given an amount of
SLR (λ). The NNL values are presented in Figure 6.9 for each SLR scenario as compared
to the present day 100-year stillwater elevation. Positive values (warm colors) indicate that
the stillwater elevations increased by more than the amount of SLR and negative values
(cool colors) indicate that the stillwater elevations were reduced by less than the amount of
SLR. Zero (white) indicate that the stillwater elevations increased by the amount of SLR
applied and purple show new land that becomes inundated under SLR.
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Figure 6.9: Normalized non-linearity index for the 100-year stillwater elevations for a) low
(0.2 m), b) intermediate-low (0.5 m), c) intermediate-high (1.2 m), and d) high (2.0 m)
SLR scenarios compared to the present day 100-year stillwater elevation. Regions that are
purple indicate new areas that are flooded under SLR. The green polygon is the study
region boundary.
Under the low SLR scenario (Figure 6.9,a), NNL values are negative within most of
the floodplain revealing that the 100-year stillwater elevations increased by less than the
amount of SLR (0.2 m). In other words, a static (or bathtub) SLR model would over-
predict the 100-year stillwater elevations for the low scenario. In western Alabama and
eastern Mississippi, north of the barrier islands, NNL values were less than -2 and were a
result of the westward migration of the Mississippi barrier islands for the year 2100. As
a result of the migration, the shielding effect of the barrier islands also shifted west and
resulted in a de-amplification of the 100-year stillwater elevations in this area for a moderate
amount of SLR. In a similar fashion, NNL values in Santa Rosa Sound and Pensacola were
less than -0.5 and were caused by increased dune heights along Santa Rosa island (see
Figure 5.2). The increased dune height resulted in limited barrier island overtopping and
reduced peak surge values in the back bays. The dune heights along Choctawhatchee and
St. Andrews Bay are higher than those further west and resulted in NNL values near zero in
those regions. Additionally, there were regions where the 100-year return period stillwater
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elevations increased beyond 0.2 m and were found along the inundation in the back bays
near regions of new inundation (purple color) (Figure 6.9).
In contrast, the NNL index of the remaining three scenarios shows a general increase
in the 100-year stillwater elevation above the applied SLR (warm colors). There were large
values of NNL in each of the bays for the intermediate-low (Figure 6.9,b), intermediate-
high (Figure 6.9,c), and high scenarios (Figure 6.9,d). Additionally, NNL values were ˜1
on the backside of the barrier islands in Santa Rosa Sound for the intermediate-low and
intermediate-high scenarios. NNL values near 1.0 yield a rise in the 100-year stillwater
elevation of double the amount of SLR. In the case of the intermediate-low scenario, NNL
was equal to 1.6 in some regions of Santa Rosa Sound illustrating that the 100-year stillwater
elevation increased by 1.3 m under a SLR of 0.5 m (i.e. the 100-year stillwater elevation
increased an additional 0.8 m above the 0.5 m SLR). The increase was a direct result of the
combination of a reduction in primary dune height (see Figure 5.2) and an increase in sea
level. Overtopping of the barrier was more frequent and increased the peak surge heights in
the back bays. Moreover, the reduced bottom friction under the high SLR rates (see Figure
5.3) aid surge to inundate further upland, in northern Mobile Bay, eastern Choctawhatchee
Bay, and in Apalachicola, in particular. Closely examining the results clearly demonstrates
the importance of assessing the dynamic effects of SLR on storm surge flooding and the
resulting 100-year return period stillwater elevations.
6.4 Summary and conclusions
A methodology was established to reduce a full set of synthetic tropical cyclones that
represent the 10-year to 500-year return period storm surge flooding to a set that represents
the 100-year to 500-year return period for the Alabama and Florida panhandle coast. The
down-selection method reduced the storm set from 221 storm to 87 (70% reduction). The
synthetic storms were used to force the NGOM3 SWAN+ADCIRC storm surge model for
present day and four SLR scenarios with the objective of computing the 100-year and 500-
year return period stillwater elevations within the study region. This resulted in a total
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of 435 simulations (87 storms for five scenarios). To automate the job preparation and
submission process, a production system script was developed. The production system
contains components to prepare required input files, submit jobs to the HPC queue, post-
process output files, archives results, and manages submitted jobs.
The developed 100-year and 500-year return period inundation maps for each scenario
(Figure 6.8) show the increase in total land inundation. As the sea level rises new regions
become exposed to flooding and existing areas of flooding observe large stillwater elevations.
This was also observed in the analysis of the NNL index as shown in Figure 6.9 and also
highlights the complex non-linear interaction of coastal flooding under climate change and
SLR. The reduction in dune height and increase in sea level increased the amount of
barrier island overtopping leading to an increased peak surge and inundation area within
the bay systems, specifically near Pensacola. In some areas the 100-year stillwater elevation
increased by more than double the amount of SLR. In other words, for a higher increase
in sea level bathtub-type models will under-predict flood depths. Increases in inundation
area were also observed along low-lying regions and an increase in sea level reduced bottom
friction and caused these regions to behave similar to open water.
6.5 Implications
The generation of return period floodplain maps under SLR scenarios have broad impli-
cations and provide a wealth of information for coastal resource managers and policymakers.
The maps enable communication of high-level state-of-the-art climate change science to de-
cision makers using a common language. This is similar to the methods provided by Wang
et al. (2013) where they presented changes in precipitation patterns under climate change
in the form of intensify-duration-frqeuency (IDF) curves. Correctly identifying data needs
and products of the stakeholders is key to a successful transition of science to application
(DeLorme et al., 2016).
The return period floodplain maps can be used to analyze additional flood risk and
exposure. The data can be combined with socioeconomic, land use, soil type, and other
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data types for detailed assessments of social and ecosystem vulnerability (Koks et al., 2015).
The results from this analysis can be adapted and local simulations can be performed to test
the effectivity of engineered structures, dune restoration, beach nourishment, and natural
and nature-based features (NNBF) (Bridges et al., 2015) on storm surge abatement under
climate change and SLR scenarios. Using similar methodologies to compute return period
water surface elevations, it is possible to compute the 100-year and 500-year depth-averaged
current velocity and significant wave height. These results can be used by the oil and gas
industry to examine scour near pipeline infrastructure and wave stresses near offshore
platforms, for example (Tian et al., 2015). Moreover, the increased inundation from storm
surges can directly influence the population and productivity of sea turtles, beach mice,
shorebirds. shrimp and oysters (Bilskie et al., 2016a; Chen et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015;
Pike and Stiner, 2007; Reece et al., 2013; Solomon et al., 2014).
This research advances the paradigm of studying the coastal dynamics of SLR on
tropical-driven storm surge. The methods promote a dynamic modeling framework to
assess coastal flood risk using a variety of climate change and SLR scenarios. The results
have broad implications and support coastal resource managers and policymakers to make




The objective of this dissertation was to investigate the coastal inundation response
induced by hurricane storm surge under climate change, and sea level rise in particular,
along the northern Gulf of Mexico (NGOM). To this end, a state-of-the-art hurricane storm
surge model for the NGOM was developed, validated, and applied for climate change and
SLR scenarios.
This work began with the development of a high-resolution storm surge model for the
Mississippi coast using a novel semi-automated terrain extraction algorithm. The extracted
terrain features describe sub-mesh scale elevation details (ridges and valleys), which may
be overlooked in standard mesh generation practices. The algorithm is semi-automated, re-
quires minimal human intervention, and is largely reproducible. A bare-earth lidar-derived
digital elevation model (DEM) of coastal Mississippi and Alabama served as the source
data for the vertical extraction algorithm. Unstructured mesh nodes and element edges
were aligned to the extracted features and a topographic interpolation algorithm assigns
elevations to the mesh nodes from the DEM and aims to minimize the resampling error.
The final mesh includes element resolution across the floodplain ranging from 15 m to 200
m and accurately represents the bare earth lidar-derived surface. To validate the use of
including important terrain features in unstructured mesh development a mesh was devel-
oped with vertical features withheld. A simulation of storm surge from Hurricane Katrina
using two meshes revealed equal performance when using typical validation techniques at
water level gages and high water marks (HWM). However, the mesh that included vertical
features proved to be more accurate in the spatial extent of inundation as compared to de-
bris lines derived from NOAA post-Katrina aerial imagery. This demonstrates the inclusion
of significant terrain features increases the overall accuracy of simulated storm surge across
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the floodplain and that additional validation techniques are necessary for state-of-the-art
coastal flood inundation models.
Typical approaches to study the impact of SLR on changes to storm surge flooding
employ numerical models that reflect present conditions with modified mean sea levels
for a given scenario. This paradigm was advanced by modifying the coastal landscape
(morphologic changes and urbanization of coastal cities) as well as mean sea level. The
newly developed Mississippi storm surge model was employed to simulate the response
of hurricane storm surge to changes in sea level, LULC, and land surface elevations for
past (1960), present (2005) and future (2050) conditions. The results show that hurricane
storm surge is a dynamic process and sensitive to changes in the landscape. This work
introduced a framework to modify the coastal landscape for analyzing storm surge flooding
for potential future conditions under SLR.
The Mississippi storm surge model was expanded east to include the Alabama and
Florida panhandle coast and was named NGOM3. The NGOM coast resides in a unique
geophysical setting and includes complex astronomic and tropical cylcone-induced hydro-
dynamic processes that occur across varying spatial and temporal scales. A detailed assess-
ment of field measurements and numerical simulations were performed to better understand
the present day oceanic and nearshore reponses to tropical cyclones. Specifically, the evo-
lution of wind waves, water levels and currents for Hurricane Ivan (2004), Dennis (2005),
Katrina (2005), and Isaac (2012) were examined using the newly developed NGOM3 storm
surge model. The computational model describes the hydraulic connectivity among the
various inlet and bay systems, coastal rivers and adjacent marsh, Gulf Intracoastal Wa-
terway, and built infrastructure along the coastal floodplain. The outcome of this effort
is a better understanding of the storm surge generating mechanisms among the varying
hurricane characteristics and the geophysical configuration of the NGOM. It was found
that hurricanes can generate ˜2 m/s geostrophic currents across the continental shelf, Hur-
ricane Ivan generated a 6 m/s outflow current near the Bird’s Foot, increased peak surges
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in Apalachicola and Apalachee due to a Kelvin wave that was generated along the west
Florida shelf, and for the first time a wealth of measured data and detailed numerical
simulation was performed for Hurricane Isaac.
After understanding coastal inundation across the NGOM under present-day condi-
tions, it becomes possible to examine storm surge flooding for potential scenarios of climate
change. To this end, the NGOM3 storm surge model was used to establish a dynamic mod-
eling framework to examine the effects of global climate change, and SLR in particular,
on tropical-driven storm surge inundation. The method adapted the NGOM3 model to
represent the potential outlook of the coastal landscape for four SLR scenarios for the year
2100. The model was modified to include shoreline and barrier island morphology, marsh
migration, and LULC change. To test the dynamic modeling framework, storm surge from
ten historic hurricanes were simulated through each of the modified model configurations
(present day and four SLR scenarios). There was a substantial increase in total inundation
area, peak surge (beyound the applied SLR), and an increase in sea level caused an earlier
arrival of the time of peak surge. It was established that the purposed dynamic modeling
framework is superior to static (“bathtub”) models.
Lastly, since it has been shown possible to simulate hurricane storm surge under climate
change scenarios using a dynamic modeling framework, a methodology was established to
develop flood inundation maps that represent return period flooding for the Alabama and
Florida panhandle coast. Return period floodplain maps are the medium by which state-of-
the-art science can be transitioned to practice. To this end, a suite of previously generated
synthetic storms were down-selected to focus on storms that generate the 100-year to 500-
year return period flood; the sampling method reduced a storm suite from 221 to 87 (˜70%).
The 87 storms forced the NGOM3 SWAN+ADCIRC storm surge model for present day
and four SLR scenarios and resulted in 435 simulations (87 storms for five scenarios). A
production system script was developed and applied to prepare required input files, submit
jobs to the high performance computer, post-process output, archive results, and manage
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submitted jobs. The developed 100-year and 500-year return period inundation maps for
each scenario showed regions that become exposed to increased or new flooding. It was
also shown that the reduction in dune height coupled with an increase in sea level leads to
overtopping of barrier island and an increase in peak surge heights and inundation area in
the bay systems. Because of this, some regions showed an increase in peak surge by more
than double the applied SLR.
In conclusion, the work presented herein enhances the understanding of the response of
hurricane storm surge and coastal flooding under present day and potential future condi-
tions. One of the major outcomes of this dissertation is a paradigm shift in the methods that
coastal scientists, researchers, and engineers use to model and study the effects of climate
change, and SLR in particular. Not only does this benefit the scientific community, but is
also beneficial to coastal resource managers, policymakers, and stakeholders. The results
obtained in this dissertation aid synergistic activities that connect the dynamic physical
and biological interactions that ultimately support more informed decisions regarding the
impacts of climate change and SLR, for the NGOM.
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